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Coho heading for early recovery 
Just one more year 
of restrictions likely 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
TOUGH fishing restrictions have put 
the Skeena River's threatened coho 
stocks well on their way to recovery. 
North coast salmon biologistLes 
Jantz says the sheer number of coho 
returning to the Skeena River last 
summer was so high, that barring any 
natural disasters, he expects a Skeena 
River coho fishery in just two years. 
Although federal fish estimates are 
still preliminary, Jantz estimates 
50,000 to 100,000 coho, including at 
least 25,000 upper Skeena coho count- 
ed at Toboggan Creek and the Babine 
fence, entered the Skeena river sy~;tem 
in 1999. 
That's almost five times 1998 es- 
capement levels. 
Fisheries biologists use escapement 
- the quantity of salmon that "escape" 
ocean predators and return to the 
mouth of the river system they 
spawned from - to determine the size 
of annual salmon runs. 
In 1998, Skeena coho escapement 
was approximately 20,500, just short 
of the eight-year average. 
In 1997, when just 6,000 coho re- 
turned to the Skeena, fishery managers 
responded by ordering drastic fishing 
restrictions the following year. 
Because most coho return on a 
three-year cycle, not many are expect- 
ed to come back this summer. 
So, Jantz said, anglers and com- 
mercial fishers should expect con- 
tinued time and gear limitations. 
"There will be one more year of 
serious restrictions," Jantz said. "But 
if Mother Nature Cooperates, we could 
be out of danger O n the Skeena in just 
one cycle." 
Jantz said unless something drastic 
happens to next year's coho ocean sur- 
vival rate, federal fisheries managers 
should open some sort of coho fishery 
in 2001. 
That's much earlier than projected 
for Fraser River.coho, Jantz said. 
The focus now, he added, is on de- 
veloping an early warning system to 
determine the number of salmon re- 
turning from the ocean before they 
enter the Skeena. 
The news is not so good for com- 
mercial fleets on the north coast 
which, for years, have seen sockeye as 
their most profitable catch. 
Even with extreme limitations b=t 
commercial fishing and fleet reduction 
through a federal licence buyback in 
the last two years, escapement levels 
continue to hover well below average. 
The number of sockeye ntering the 
Skeena River system in 1999 was 
650,000 fish, which is 125,000 more 
sockeye than 1998 but still 250,000 
less fish than the estimated goal last 
year. 
1999 sockeye numbers are signifi- 
cantly lower than the eight-year aver- 
age because of a parasite called white 
spot disease which killed brood or out- 
going stocks of 1994 and 1995 sockeye 
salmon. 
Jantz said Skeena pink escapement 
levels are still uncertain, but it looks 
as though at least two million pinks 
returned to northwest spawning 
grounds. 
That's double the one million pinks 
estimated to return last year despite 
the catch of 250,000 to 300,000 pinks 
by selective seine fisheries in ocean 
waters neatthe river mouth. 
Antt while 1999 chin0ok escape- 
ments  came in about average at 
45,000 to 50,000 fish, last year's chum 
run, which has little or no commercial 
value, was,rated poor with only 5,000 
to 10,000 salmon. 
"That's not all that good," said 
Jantz. "But there's not much interest 
for chum." 
In 1998, chum salmon returned at 
abnormally high levels wil.h about 
20,000 salmon returning to the Skeena. 
Prince Rupert biologists expected less 
than 10,000 chum in 1998. 
In a preliminary outlook released 
Jan. 4, federal fisheries managers pre- 
dicted that fishing restrictions for abo- 
riginal and recreational fisheries here 
will be similar to those in place last 
summer. 
They also said Nass and Sl~eena 
commercial sockeye fishers should ex- 
pect continued limitations this sum- 
incr .  
Jantz said more detailed restrictions 
on this year's commercial, aboriginal 
and recreational fisheries aren't ex- 
pected until May after the federal fish-. 
cries minister's annual meeting with 
his U.S. counterparts. 
Dealer Letters fuel 
gets six 
months 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
IT TOOK almost four years 
tO put'a Terrace~cocaine 
dealer behind bars, but it 
could take him as little ~s 
two months to get out. 
David Harry Edwardsen, 
of'Terrace, was sentenced 
Jan. 6 to six months in jail 
for importing a kilogram of 
cocaine here Oct. 6, 1996. 
Edwardsen may see just 
two months in jail if he's 
granted parole after serving 
a third of his sentence. 
If he is still in jail after 
four months, Edwardsen is 
eligible for earned remis- 
sions, or time off for good 
behaviour. 
Edwardsen was arrested 
after North District RCMP 
in Prince Rupert monitored 
six months of taped conver- 
sations between Edwardsen 
and a second man named 
Brien Burcheli. 
The pair had arranged 
for Burchelf to stash co- 
caine in the back seat of a 
rental truck and deliver the 
cocaine to Edwardsen in 
Terrace. 
Edwardsen was arrested 
when RCMP nabbed 
Burchell on Hwyl6 west of 
Smithers with the cocaine. 
After a lengthy prelimi- 
nary hearing in Smithers, 
their case was moved to 
Vancouver for trial. 
At one point, the case 
was in 'danger of being dis- 
missed because of time de- 
lays and a deal had to be 
struck to secure a guilty 
plea, said prosecutor Brian 
Sedgewick after the trial. 
Edwardsen and BurcheU 
pleaded guilty in February 
last year to possession 
charges while charges 
against a third man, Stanley 
Homeniuk were stayed, 
Edwardsen's entence 
ended up being three 
months shorter than 
Burchell's, who pied. guilty 
Feb. 10, 1999. 
Edwardsen, who eventu- 
ally represented himself in 
at his sentencing hearing, 
drew criticism from local 
RCMP for "delay tactics" 
when he fired two Vancou- 
ver-based lawyers. 
The hearing was re- 
scheduled three times last 
year while Edwardsen 
worked as a logger in the 
northwest to earn money to  
pay child 
GIANT BLADES on plow trucks are the main weapon in the arsenal of Nechako Northcoast Construction 
when the ravages of winter weather hit area highways. That's Nechako Northcoast president John Ryan. 
Crews battle wonky weather 
UNUSUALLY warm winter weather 
is playing havoc with efforts to keep 
area highways afe. 
"It's been so mild, we're not get- 
ting a traditional freeze-up," says 
John Ryan, president of Nechako 
Northcoast Construction Services, 
the area's road maintenance con- 
tractor. 
Temperatures have often been 
above freezing during the day and 
All crews can do is try to find 
black ice and put sand on it. 
What makes it more difficult is 
that a patch of road can be merely 
wet as a sand truck goes by, and 
then a few minutes later - as tem- 
peratures fall - it turns to ice. 
"It's really been a challenge to 
keep up with these icy conditions," 
Ryan said. 
Nechako Northcoast's 35 era- 
Ryan says what's really needed -
at least from a highway safety per- 
spective = is colder, more traditional 
winter weather. 
,A frozen surface is much more 
reliable to deal with," he noted. 
Even in a normal winter, Ryan 
added, this area means unique chal- 
lenges for road maintenance rews. 
"You can get extreme snowfall 
rates," he said, noting the record 
snowfall of last February. 
health furor 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
A LOCAL group pushing for better health care in Ter- 
race says it's being backed up by dozens of letters from 
citizens cbncerned about the quality of patient care at 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Ida Mohler, spokesperson for the the Terrace Area 
Health Watch Group, said she's got more than 30 letters 
f rom Terrace locals worried about he shortage of nurses 
and restrictions on hospital beds at Mills. 
"It's incredible the things 
I've been reading. The let- 
ters are really sad. There's [] Health council 
lives that are really being responds to its 
lost because of the lack of critics, Page A2 
funding at Mills," Mohler 
said. 
She said many people have approached her to talk 
about the treatment they've received at the hospital, but 
they refuse to write letters condemning Mills since it 
forces them to relive their tragedies. 
"People come to me in tears who have lost their 
wives and sons because the administration is in a hurry 
to get people out of ICU (intensive care unit)," she 
said. 
What needs to be done, Mohler said, is straighten out 
"the hospital's budget. 
"The finances are the number one problem. More 
nurses and more beds hinges on finances." 
"While all this political stuff is going on with the 
money, people are dying." 
When she was at the hospital at 9:30 a.m. January 6, 
tending to her son who was ill, Mohler said there was a 
total of 29 patients on the main ward (including five in 
ICU), with only three nurses to care for them. 
Mohler said the nurses were overworked and stressed 
oat. 
"Something's got to change," she said. "I can see the 
Continued Page A2 
Railway to Russia 
dream rekindled 
By ROLFE HARRISON 
BUILDING a railway 
tunnel underneath the 
Bering Strait would cost 
in the neighbourhood of
$50 billion. 
Well then, Bill Gates on smaller projects, also 
could afford to build two, with deadlines, to first link 
jokes David Cohoe, a Ca-" Alaska with British Coi- 
nadian financier himself, umbia m gateway to the 
Linking Alaska and Si- rest of the continent. 
beria may seem like a That would bring in Da- 
joke, but Cohoe isn't rid Broadbent, the con- 
laughing. He and his cam- struction manager who su- 
pany, Pacific and Inter- pervised the initial cut of a 
continental, have joined rail bed from Prince 
other ultra-rich capitalists George nearly all the way 
from around the world ona to Dease Lake in the 
seven-year mission to be- 1970s, but was cut s~[  h 
gin drilling a tunnel with a change of g i l l  
through frozen arctic grau- mont. 
tracking early plans to tie 
together Russia and the 
States with a rail tunnel. 
What makes the seven- 
year plan seem unrealistic 
is that the Bering Strait 
Tunnel Project is waiting 
ite. Broadbent has had a 
However unrealistic, lifelong dream of continu- 
then dipping to freezing overnight or ployees battle the winter weather these sorts of deadlines ing that project o the Yu- 
in areas with pockets of colder air, with 13 plow trucks and four graders. "Once or twice a year you can have been laid out on the ken and Alaska, which he 
Ryan said. ' Ryan said the flow of air'from the get seven centimetres an hour " , ;  corporate table since be' plans to do with his own 
• That adds up to a perfect recipe ~ southwest Pacific - called the P!ne- which is huge," he said. "Visibility fore the Bolshevik Revolu- company, Canadian Arctic 
for black ice, that unseen menace to apple Express - has been responsible becomes very difficult for our drivers '" tion, which, coincidental- Railway. 
support arrears, motorists. ' : for the warmer temperatures.i and the travelllng publlcy i : i : ly, Cohoe blames for side, Cont inued Page A8 
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Health council rejects criticism 
NEITHER THE hospital's head No plans to resign 
administrator nor any health court- 
cil members are agreeing to re- 
sign, despite cries from a local 
health advocacy group demanding 
they step down. 
The Terrace and Area Health 
Watch Group, made up of local 
residents concerned about the 
poor quality of patient care at 
Mills Memorial Hospital, last 
month demanded the resignation 
of acting CEO Tom Novak and 
the nine health council members. 
The Health Watch Group con- 
demned Novak for not providing 
effective health care to area resi- 
dents. Novak is accused of being 
more concerned with balancing 
the hospital budget and cutting 
services than improving care. 
Writing in response to the 
group's criticisms, health council 
chair Bob Kelly noted Novak's 
contract with the ministry of 
From front 
health is good until June 2000. 
However, when Mills' CEO re- 
signed last year to work in Prince 
George, Novak took over the head 
administrative role. 
"Tom will continue in this po- 
sition while the [health] council 
conducts a search for a permanent 
replacement," Kelly wrote. 
The Health Watch Group also 
called for the resignation of all 
health council members, arguing 
that over the past six years they 
allowed the health care crisis in 
Terrace to climax before deciding 
in December 1999 to hold an 
emergency meeting with other 
health councils in the area. 
In response, Kelly wrote: "To 
suggest hat the Terrace and Area 
CHC did not react until there was 
a crisis is incorrect. We have 
been continually meeting and 
Some complaints 
unfounded - MLA 
burn-out stage coming." 
Although administrators atMills say the nurses hort- 
age at the hospital is a problem across the country, 
Mohler said health care must be a number one priority. 
The Terrace and Area Health Watch Group is sending 
the letters they have received criticizing Mills Memorial 
Hospital to provincial health minister Penny Priddy and 
federal minister Allan Rock. 
Mohler said local MLA Helmut Giesbrecht fails to 
understand how critical the situation is at Mills. 
Giesbrecht said he's received only 12 letters from lo- 
cal residents condemning the treatment they received at 
Mills. "I was expecting a lot more," he said. 
Nine of those 12 letters had enough specific informa- 
tion in them, listing names, dates and times of the incid- 
ents, which are needed so the hospital can respond to 
specific concerns. 
He encourages people to write to him about specific 
problems with the hospital. "I need to separate fact from 
fiction," he said. "If there are legitimate issues, we have 
to check with them." 
Giesbrecht said he's heard people complain about is- 
sues completely unrelated to funding, like the fact that 
Kitimat isn't able to recruit an orthopedic surgeon. 
He said he's asked Pfiddy for more money for Mills, 
but he's been refused because the hospital has been 
criticized as being inefficient. 
He added that Tom Novak was hired by the ministry 
to do an operational review and to get the hospital's fi- 
nances in order - and that is what he's doing. 
Giesbrecht said health care delivery services are very 
complex. "We already spend more money on health care 
than any other.pr, ovince," he,said.,,, .~.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : 
, He, said., the Terrace and Area Health iWatch Group~ 
doesn't improve the health care situation, especially 
since some of their facts aren't straight. 
"I haven't been impressed with their involvement so 
far," Giesbrecht said. 
"'Some of the information is totally off the wall." 
He said the Heath Watch Uroup should start working 
with the health council, which runs Mills, instead of 
criticizing it. 
"Having people sitting on the sidelines making grand 
pronouncements is not particularly productive," he said. 
Snowmobilers rescued 
THREE snowmobilers spent an unexpected night of win- 
ter camping north of town last week. 
The trio, stranded by mechanical trouble Jan. 3 in the 
mountains northeast of Rosswood, had expected two oth- 
er members of their party to return with parts that even- 
ing to make repaim. 
Those two riders got down and tried to return but de- 
cided the avalanche risk had become too great. 
Search master John Trewhitt said Terrace Search and 
Rescue volunteers and a local avalanche technician 
flew in by helicopter to early Wednesday to retrieve the 
two Prince Rupert and one Terrace snowmobilers. 
Locating the trio was relatively easy because the two 
companions were able to give searchers GPS (Global 
Positioning System) coordinates to pinpoint he location. 
"It was good that they stayed where they did," Tre- 
whitt noted. "They didn't have too bad a night. They got 
a fire going." 
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CHC officials say 
working with other CHCs and the 
CHSS (Community Health Serv- 
ices Society) in the region to 
reach a consensus on regional 
issues." 
The group also criticized the 
health council for spending 
$10,000 on a public relations per- 
son and proposing to spend more 
than $100,000 on moving admin- 
istrative offices from the hospital 
to Sleeping Beauty Lodge. 
"If there are funds available or 
approved by the ministry, they 
need to be used to hire full-time 
nurses and increase hospital beds 
to facilitate the health care de- 
mands in the northwest," stated 
the Health Watch Group. 
Kelly responded stating the ad- 
ministration is considering relo- 
cating its offices so that the men- 
tal health service currently locat- 
ed on Kalum Street may move 
into the hospital to provide a more 
efficient program for clients. 
On the decision to hire a PR 
person, Kelly said the public de- 
serves current and accurate infor- 
mation on health council affairs. 
"It is standard practice for hos- 
pitals (and many other organiza- 
tions) to have a person or persons 
responsible for public relations," 
Kelly wrote. "Therefore in our 
current year's budget we provided 
for the hiring of someone, on a 
contract basis, for an average of 
one day a week." 
The Health Watch Group has 
also asked the ministry to order a 
full investigation, by an impartial 
private accounting firm, to look 
into accounting practices at Mills. 
Kelly said the counci l  wel-  
comes any financial audit  the 
Group wishes to condu,ct on Mills' 
accounting practices. 
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The NORTHWEST 
SINGERS 
present 
P'oo o/Lwe 
Saturday, January 22, 2000 
7:30 p.m. 
Pentecostal Fireside Room 
Tickets $1 &GO and $12.00 at 
ERWIN 'S  JEWELLERS 
IN  SKEENA MALL  
Navel Oranges 
Large Size. 12 lb. Box. 
• ~ :. : :; ,~: ....... • Product of USA. 
+~: ~:+~*~, !;~ " i,i " SAVEat east$300ea . .  ..-  . .~.~:~ , , 
+++ +"++A QQ 
Chicken Drumsticks 
Seasoned• Individually Quick 
,.+ Frozen. Sold in a 4 kg box for 
[ , . .' + 
. ( ...-,(T.~,~ only $6.96 each. LIMITTWO. 
. ,  ~ ~-~N~ SAVEat x7 9 ~ '~ ~ least 
~: , ;  :. I~- "  ~6,14perbo lib, 
.t ~ I 1.74/k9 
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~, . . ,~  355 mL 
.... ~.~. F ~  FIRST EIGHT 
..... t~.  ~+~ ,+¢+.+ :*., ~,:. ~ SAVE at least 90¢ , . .  v~-*:~H~:~ ~ ~.,~'~'~,+~. 
99 '. ~ . .  ,+ ~ i.~ ~, :  NN,. 
. . . . . .  ''Wheats 
,~ ,++ . . . . .  . • 
. ~  725 g. Or Corn Pops 375 g, 
~ ,~+;x '~, , , . ,m, - - . , I~m~ " Froot Loops 425 g or Frosled 
~ ~ , e ~  Flakes 525 g. 
+ ~ ~  SAVEaIeast$2A0 " ~ ~ . ~ , + L I  299 
. . . .  " " - 'T ~ ' • ,~.d 
Quaker Instant Oatmeal 
Assorted vaneties. 
325 to 470 g. 
SAVE at least $1,58 on two 
, ~ i'~t,.;+ 7~+~:+ 
2J5 
Green Giant Niblets Corn 
Old Dutch Potato Chips 
Assorted vanelies. 
340g. 
SAVE at least ~1,98 on two 
Sun-Rype Juice 
Or Cream Style Corn• 
. 341 to 398 mL. 
+ _t"69;.:b;;"~ : ~  SAVE al least $1,96 on four 
Assorted vanettes. I Lilre. Plus deposil 
, ! ~  ~ '~ i~~-  ;i  . . . . . . .  or enviro levy v,,here applicable. 
!~~' i~ J~)~l~kT '~!  SAVE at least $2,16 on four 
• 4J5 
Campbell's Cream of Mushroom Soup 
Or Vegetable u Chidden 
~ ~  Noodle. 284 mL. FIRST EIGHT- 
(m Au ¢~ 
MUSHROOM :u , , , , , ,  
MUSHROOM 
Comi~ned vanel]es. 
SAVE at least fl,96 on four 
4d2 
Primo Pasta  +to, v++e  
~ 900 g. SAVE at least $2,96 on four 
Rice & Sauce Lipton 
Or Noodles & Sauce. Assorted 
vanelteS. 122 Io 142 g. FIRST 
L~. .~ i~ L~pi~ FOUR- Combined vanelies. 
~ ~  /"i ..'/i. i_."~ SAVE at least $3,16 on four 
" "  . . . .  . . . . .  . . . .  4J4 
+ , .~. : .~"  .+  ,•  
+Primo Pasta Sauce 
i ~ .  ~'~ ~,~ . 
Assorted varieties. 
680 mL. 
SAVE at least $2,96 on four 
4J5 
Edwards Coffee . . ) Kraft Salad Dressing-  
egu a. Pm e or txlra P ne 
~ ~ '  Gnnd 737" FIR ~ nNr I i ~ I~ Assorted varielies. 475 mL 
~ ~  Combined ~ineoes'. v,. I 'M  '[I I~ F,RSTTHREE. Combined vaFielies. 
"' SAVEaI east$1Sl ~ ~ SAVEaI east 0 
6881 ' ' : ,  , 1,9+'9  Jl 
I ,  
~m 
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Renegade pub defies smoking regulations 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
WALKING INTO the 
Skeena pub last week, you 
wouldn't know the Work- 
ers' Compensation Board's 
new regulations banning 
smoking in all workplaces 
had taken affect six days 
earlier. 
Ashtrays remained on ta- 
bles and customers gleeful- 
ly puffed away. 
"You want to smoke?" 
asked the pub's bartender 
Steve De Wacht. "Go to 
townl" 
De Wacht said business 
at the Skeena has been 
booming since locals have 
learned they can still smoke 
in the sports bar. 
, But at Hanky Panky's 
night club it was another 
story. The 336-seat bar, 
which is complying with the 
province's stringent non 
smoking regulations set up 
to protect workers from the 
hazards of second-hand 
smoke, was practically 
empty Thursday night. 
Only eight people were 
Gus Gerdei,  owner  of the Back Eddy Pub, a l lowed 
customers  like Efren Pangil inan, to smoke until Jan.  
7, when a Workers '  Compensat ion  Board employee 
threatened him with a $1,500 fine. Gerdei  d i sagrees  
with new rules prohibiting smoking in all workplaces to 
protect staff from second-hand smoke. 
:in the bar, compared to 
:usual 30-40 customers, ays 
'.Hanky's bar manager Lame 
'.Wallington. 
He said the bar has lost 
i65 per cent of its business 
:compared to last year at this 
;time. 
"The new regulations are 
:suicide for the bar indu- 
"stry," Wallington said. "I 
ithink we're pretty much 
:done." 
"People are now going to 
:stay at home where they can 
smoke, drink and have fun," 
he added, 
If business remains this 
slow, Wallington says he'll 
have to lay off about half of 
his 17 workers, including 
servers, bartenders and 
, doormen. 
Hanky's server Shelley 
iStone, who smokes, said 
:when she had to tell a custo- 
:mar to butt out last week, 
:.she was verbally abused. 
, "They get mad at me and 
"ask me what I'm going to 
.do about it," she said. 
"When I tell them 
;they'll have to leave [if they 
,don't butt out], they say, 
doesn't want to lose busi- 
ness. 
"| worry about my busi- 
ness and not anyone lse's," 
he said. "I've got to support 
myself." 
He's already I~een visited 
by a health and safety in- 
spector warning him that 
WCB has received a num- 
ber of complaints from Ter- 
race residents who are upset 
the bar isn't complying with 
the new rules. 
Zlolikovits said if the 
WCB fines him, he'll fire 
all his employees and get 
his family to work for him. 
That way, he won't have 
any employees and will leg- 
tamers to smoke from Jan. 1 
to 6 because he feared los- 
ing too much business. 
He said he's already lost 
40 per cent of his clientele 
compared to last year, em- 
phasizing that people are 
entertaining athome, where 
they can smoke. 
Gerdei doesn't under- 
stand why customers are 
calling the toll-free WCB 
"snitch line", as it's called 
by pub owners, to report 
bars who allow smoking 
when the whole purpose of 
the regulations i to protect 
the worker, not the custo- 
mer, from smoke hazards. 
Gerdei said' the new rules 
"Our compliance rate is very high (in 
Terrace)," said Rick Hynes, WCB regional 
manager. "We're getting excellent support from 
employees and workers." 
ally be allowed to let custo- 
mers smoke. 
Gus Gerdei, owner of the 
Back Eddy Pub, openly de- 
fied the new regulations 
until last Friday, when 
are discriminatory and in- 
fringe on people's personal 
right to smoke. 
"Everyone should have a 
choice," he said. "If you 
Rick Hynes said the act of 
continuing to allow smokers 
to puff in workplaces where 
employees are subjected to 
second-hand smoke, will 
not be tolerated. 
"We will be following 
up in a very structured man- 
ner and a planned manner," 
Hynes said. "Most definite- 
ly there will be fines if there 
is no compliance." 
But overall Hynes said 
he's pleased by the respons- 
ibility shown by most of the 
bar operators in Terrace. 
"Our compliance rate is 
very high," Hynes said. 
"We're getting excellent 
support from employees 
and workers." 
He said the WCB recog- 
nizes bar business will be 
slow in the beginning while 
smokers adjust to the new 
regulations, but that it will 
eventually pick ap. 
Not only will smokers 
return to the bars - where 
they,ll get used to stepping 
outside to smoke - but also 
more non-smokers will start 
frequenting bars more often 
side to the licenced patio to 
smoke. 
He said he's lost a few 
customers who are going to 
the Skeena Pub, but he ex- 
pects them to return once 
the renegade pub is forced 
to comply. 
Although he disagrees 
with the new regulations, 
especially since all his em- 
ployees moke, he said the 
new rules are a fact of life. 
"It's not going to 
change," he said. "You've 
just got to do it." 
John Georgilas, owner of 
the Gators Pub and Beas- 
ley's at the Best Western 
Terrace Inn, said business 
has been terrible since the 
new rules were enforced. 
He's already temporarily 
laid off eight of his 20 em- 
ployees at Gat6rs since 
sales are so slow. 
"It's very serious," he 
said. "I'm not worried about 
losing business - I'm 
scared." 
Last week, he said, he 
had 50 customers in the bar, 
but 25 of them were outside 
:'fine, we'll go to the WCB w0rkers;tl~reatened 
;Skeena'"i / , .  ,i~':~: iii!lli~ ~i~li:a$!;.~00~fihe. 
Norm Zlolik0;¢its, owner "I have to comply," Ger- 
of the Skeena Hotel, said dei said. "I have been 
he's actively defying the warned explicitly." 
new regulations because he He had allowed his cus- 
Beginners ~ "~ 
ml Starling Soon For: 
Adults ..... twice a week 
Teens ...... once a week 
Children .. once a week 
(must be at least 7 years old) 
or g" " 
further information 
don't like smoke, then don't now. that they w.on',t ,be smoking . . . .  
g to t ebar.. ...... ~ othe ell by secohd,h d~. ',:W~th thal:many artt¢~ 
Why all bars have tO be the " Darr~,n Eves ~, :as'st's'fiint~',::to, roWdihds Indfi~l~fifig:'::i':~': 
same. That's what free an- manager of George's Pub at B.C.'s new non-smoking 
terprise is all about." the Northern Motor  Inn, regulations are the strictest 
WCB regional manager said his customers go out'- in the country. 
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News In Brief 
Young carjackers caught 
TWO YOUTHS are charged with robbery with a fire- 
arm, possession of a concealed weapon, and posses- 
sion of a prohibited weapon afi.er a cab driver was 
held up at gunpoint Jan. 6. 
The youths, who can't be identified under the 
Young Offenders Act, are alleged to have abandoned 
the cab driver on Kalum Lake Drive, 11 kilometres 
north of Terrace, then took off with the car and less 
than $100 cash. 
RCMP say they arrested two suspects minutes later 
and seized two sawed-off irearms - a shotgun and a 
22-calibre rifle - and some ammunition. 
The youths, aged 15 and 16, were allegedly head- 
ing to New Aiyansh, where one youth had family. 
The cab driver was not injured in the incident. 
"He's pretty shaken up," said Corporal Derek Ay- 
ers of the Terrace RCMP detachment. 
The males, one of which is in the care of ministry 
of children and families, will be held in custody until 
separate court dates later this month. 
Snow clearing on target 
THE CITY spent slightly more than it planned on 
snow clearing in 1999. 
City director of engineering Stew Christensen esti- 
mated around $390,000 was spent clearing snow in 
the 1999 calendar year, compared to the budget fig- 
ure of $380,000. 
Although 1999 saw a record snowfall of more than 
a metre in a single day last February, city coffers got 
a break in December, which saw relatively little 
snowfall. January, however, began with a hefty dump 
of snow, driving up costs right away. 
New position filled 
DONALD MacPHERSON, of New Brunswick, has 
been named the school district's new director of hu- 
man resources and begins work January 11, 2000. 
Acting superintendent Sharon Beadle said the hu- 
man resources director is a much needed position. 
"He is going to be doing contractual, labour ela- 
tions management, personnel management - that kind 
of thing," she said of the job that to now has been 
shared by a number of administrators. 
A lawyer, MacPherson brings extensive xperience 
in labour elations and human resources in both the 
public and private sector. 
Hydro lights up Meziadin 
RESIDENTS OF Meziadin Lake can look forward 
to electricity flowing to their homes and businesses 
from the BC Hydro grid by January 15. 
Meziadin Lake - a 100-person community located 
on Highway 37 about 50 kilometres east of Stewart -
has relied on personal diesel generators, which are 
noisy and smoky, since the early 1970s. 
Residents of Stewart and Hyder are warned that be- 
fore the hookup can take place, BC Hydro must brief- 
~.ly interrupt electrical service on Jan. 12 from 2-4 p.m. 
: BC  Hydro' built' a'substatl0non the northwest corn- 
er of the Meziadin Highways Camp hnd constructed 
13 kilometres of 25 kilovolt (kV) distribution lines. 
Place a, 
classified 
word ad and... 
Reach the 
WORILIBi 
I N T R O D U C I N G  
WHERE THE 
POWER OF THE 
CLASSIFIED AD 
MEETS THE 
POWER OF THE 
INTERNET! 
http://www.bcclassif led.com 
When you place a classified word ad in our newspaper, 
your ad will automatically be posted on the Intemet, for 
the entire duration of the booking. 
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Travel woes 
THERE SHOULD be a separate category for 
northwesterners when it comes to airline bonus 
points or miles programs. How about 100 points 
for waiting at an airport, 250 for that midnight 
bus ride in from Prince Rupert, another 250 to 
make up for waiting for lost bags to arrive. 
They might go a long way to easing the frayed 
nerves, anxiety or frustration experienced by the 
hundreds of people over the Christmas holidays 
because of the bad weather. 
Of course, there's nothing anybody can do 
about the weather. When it's bad, it's bad and 
planes simply aren't going to be able to land. 
But there is a glimmer of hope out there - a 
proposal by the Terrace Kitimat Airport Society 
to use the global positioning system of orbiting 
satellites so aircraft can come in at a lower altitude 
than is now the case and eliminate some of the 
missed approaches. 
Such methods are almost the stuff of mytho- 
logy in the northwest given the agony of a missed 
approach experienced by us all at one time or an- 
other. At one time or another various methods -
short of lining up vehicles on both sides of the 
runway so their headlights would illuminate the 
way in - have been proposed. 
But the GPS method appears to be the one that 
is most cost effective. The hitch is that none of 
the two air carriers now coming into Terrace have 
the equipment on their aircraft. Without a good 
reason to do so, they won't easily budget the 
money for their installation. 
And that good reason just may have arrived 
with the takeover of Canadian Airlines by Air Ca- 
nada. This will create a virtual: mon0i~01y ~n~[~a.e,,, 
air. It is settingin'mOtion a delicate game betw.een :~ 
Air Canada and the federal government of the lat- 
ter asking for certain guarantees to avoid having 
the former ride roughshod over consumers. 
So why not add GPS to this mix? Getting the 
new airline to agree to certain improvements to 
the regions might make the overall monopoly si- 
tuation more palatable to the federal government. 
After all, an airline with a lock on revenues, and 
profits, from more lucrative southern routes 
should have the financial means to improve our 
ak travel. 
About nurses 
IT WASN'T all that long ago there was a nursing 
program at Northwest Community College. For 
whatever reason, it was cut. And now there's a 
nursing shortage. 
Perhaps now's the time to consider a revival of 
the program, something specifically tailored for 
the north. The key is that there are people already 
living here who might take up nursing as a pro- 
fession. This alone would do away with the pro- 
blem of attracting people from the south up here 
in the first place. 
• . ~ 
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 t il: =n hos cese  of blurred Visior, 
VICTORIA-Gordon Wilson, of the PDA, his supporters that he would dismantle Bill 
according to former premier were biding their time, con- Bennett's restraint program. 
Dave Barrett, is the only one vinced that in the next elec- With that statement, Barrett 
of the four NDP leadership tion, they would succeed in snatched efeat from the jaws 
candidates with a clear vision electing a few members, of what had appeared certain 
for the future of British Co- That conviction was  not victory. 
lumbia, without foundation. The NDP But on the whole, Barrett 
Heaven help us all. If Wil- was at its lowest standing ever was a successful politician be- 
son actually were emerge the in public opinion polls. On the cause he was a good politician, 
winner at next February's lea- other hand, a lot of people which includes not making stu- 
dership convention, I sure were viewing Campbell with pid statements. 
hope that Gordon Campbell, [ some apprehension. The PDA Barrett also was aware of 
the Liberal leader, can come |;itlol~V~i|:l::~lF;l.JllF_, |~ offered an alternative, his party's deep roots which 
up with a better vision. Alas, along came another didn't cater to political expe- 
OK, Wilson has had a few HUBERT BEYER vision, a vision born of crass diency and opportunism. There 
visions during his stormy poll- opportunism. The NDP offered was a time when NDP suppor- 
tical career, the first of which His caucus believed that he him a cabinet post, promising tars believed with all their 
was to become leader of the lied to them about his rela- to help pay off the PDA's debt. hearts that power wasn't worth 
Liberal Party. He succeeded tionship with Tyabji and lost Like Tyabji, the vision abandoning principles. 
confidence in him. It's that beyond all reasonable xpec- proved too alluring to resist. His backing of Wilson 
tations by not only becoming simple. Instead of having to live on.an shows that he isn't quite as fa- 
the leader of the then mori- But Wilson wasn't out of MLA's salary, Wilson now got miliar with his party's roots and 
bund party but getting enough visions yet. His next one a cabinet minister's pay, not to principles as he used to be. 
prompted him to form a new candidates elected in 1991 to ~" it " "' ' ~ ~ rrlea~tion :the stature, however The only explanation ! can • 
omake . . . . . . . . . . . .  tlm)'J:,iherals ,.the]~ff~cm[ c.~' part~, ~1~ Pr0~r~sWe "0 i~6 ~ fleet~g,'" ~h~l~,goe~ with it. offer fgr Barrett's endorsement ' 
.... " , ~, cratic Alliance . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r ~ ..... ,~ =: ~ ::'~.: ~:~ ' ",. '..~ ~,s:opposmon .... . :':, ~,,'~ ~:. ,'., "~.u: .. , " , . ,  , :A~d!no doubt, the vision in- of Wilson ~s that lie behaves 
Wtttir'not too tlJai:l a plat Unfortunately for his career, " ..... duded, ~ from the start, the the former Liberal leader and 
Wilson was soon struck by his form, Wilson was to attract a possibility of becoming leader PDA leader might be able to 
second vision in the form of considerable number of people of the NDP. deliver few more NDP votes 
Judi Tyabji, his beautiful willing to stand for his party as Such are the visions of Gor- than his three competitors -
house leader, candidates" in the 1996 elec- don Wilson, the man who Cork Evans, Joy MacPhail and 
Without rehashing all the tion. Unfortunately, the voters wants to lead the New Demo- Ujjal Dosanjh. 
details, he more or less traded didn't flock to the PDA in any cratic Party, the man who, ac- But I wouldn't be so sure 
in his leadership of the Liberal great hurry or numbers. He got cording to Barrett has the right about that. 
Party for Judi. And don't let re-elected, but Tyabji didn't, stuff to do so. Beyer can be reached at: e- 
Nor did any other PDA candi- Barrett made mistakes in mail hubert@coolcom.com. His anyone tell you that he was date. 
replaced by Campbell as a re- his career, some of them real phone number is (250)381-6900. 
suit of some sinister Howe While Wilson acquitted beauts, like declaring during Or on the Web at 
Street-backed plot. himself quite admirably in the the 1975 election campaign http://www.hubertbeyer.com 
legislature as the sole member 
S' ania Twain's secret unveilea 
BACK IN November, Shania had left after Shania started a tely. 
Twain confided she slathers run on the product right across Bag Balm also minimizes 
her face, legs, and hair with the country. At Christmas, I the itch of varicose veins; 
Bag Balm to counteract he filled small jars with the balm heals nostrils inflamed by a 
drying atmosphere of airplane and shipped it to family along runny nose; and one Co-op cus- 
travel, with Christmas cookies. So the tomer says it soothes her ecze- 
To learn this glamorous endorsement doesn't come ma. 
superstar with the $3 million from me alone. A light coat of Bag Balm 
Revlon contract trusted her My excitement at discover- gives skin a satiny feel, al- 
skin to a veterinary product ing an affordable, over-the- though because of the antisep- 
was a bit like learning Colonel counter solution to itchy skin tic in it, for a few minutes you 
Saunders was a vegetarian, deflated when I learned friends will smell like a hockey player 
A 30-day trial of Bag Balm II-'l;illll~|l:llIel~lF.,lll~:'! have used this farmer's emol- treated for a sprain. This repels 
convinces me Shania knows lient for years. Why didn't they cats. 
her skin creams, and not just CLAUDETI 'ESANDECKI  tell me about it? They A cat that usually nuzzles 
Revlon's products. Without watched my spend an average my ankles before flopping 
wanting to sound like a testi- down on monial, I 'm here to say Bag sold by gardening and farm of ten dollars a week testing the sofa beside me to 
various lotions and unguents in knead her claws in my thigh 
Balm works well on people, supply stores, Herrschner's needlework catalogue, and a hunt for a reliable product, now instead avoids me and 
too, though the stiff, yellow, Turns out, they were afraid curls up on the rug way over 
mildly antiseptic mix of petro- through seed catalogues. I 'd be offended if they sug- there. 
Terrace Co-op sells the 10 gested I try a cream intended Even a light application will latum and lanolin is intended oz. tin for $10.39, the 4.5 lb. 
for the dairy industry, eslbeci - plastic tub for $36.99. That for veterinary use. test the efficiency of your laun- 
Insomnia has disrupted my dry detergent. And it contri- 
allYtheudder.fOr minor congestion of works out to $1.04 per ounce sleep for years, particularly in butes to an impressive ring- 
Since 1923, when it moved in the small container, .51 winter when cold, dry, windy around-Rosie in your bathtub. 
across the border from Vet- cents per ounce in the tub. weather causes my skin to itch But the exercise is a good bal- 
moat and the Smith family in Aware so many in my fatal- and barn. But a sparse applica- ante for the calories and ab- 
Rock Island, Quebec began ly need prescription treatment tion of Bag Balm lets me re- sence of exercise at this time 
for hereditary dry skin, I 
making the product, it's been bought the tub, all that Co-op turn to sleep almost immedia- of year. 
5oe. o  A,D p.. Afl  l  Otd /- ' I P°R'S'FRYC~;S?~,~~/,~ WAS'I"/-IP- i ~H~ K, NI:,OF MICIC, Y ! 
~ l  " [~'OOKUSOU[ "l W6-. I |  ~ '  R~cc.~u;~ .'~ INI4F, RFz'& T(-JF--.SlLVICOL.TOR'I~ r. /..,~r.K_e.~.'.~uj, 
' O~N Old LOG-Y P I I  H P_..~AY.~/Hla~'l:~ M/AI21~ A FIRP.: ~AD I)P, OCI-IR 0 " "a  ~ LL o 
l l~  [_t_~_. ~Ta¢'rR(;P'S!! J / I  - -W-  I Art DoGnaP: ' :  • 
THE OLD DAYS: 
Children stand on 
the board walk out 
front of the the AI- 
berni Indian Resi- 
dential School, circa 
1906. Native child- 
ren from across 
B.C. attended resi- 
dential school in the 
early part of the 
century. Photo from 
Canada: A Portrait, 
a Statistics Canada 
publication. 
The Canada Quiz 
Test your knowledge of the nation with a quiz from Statistics Canada 
1) Which is wider? 
a) Canada 
b) the Atlantic Ocean 
2) 
a) 
b) 
Which is closer to St John's, Nfld.? 
Victoria, B.C. 
Casablanca, Morocco 
3) Nunavut, Canada's newest erritory, 
is about he same size as: 
a) the United Kingdom 
b) France 
c) Germany 
d) Spain 
e) all four countries put together 
4) More than 50% of Canada's popula- 
tion lives on less than 2% of its land: 
a) True 
b) False 
5) 
than: 
a) 
b) 
c) 
k 6) 
with 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
14) The baby boom has had, and contin- 
ues to have, a massive ffect on social trends 
in this country. What fraction of  Canada's 
population do the boomers make up? 
a) a fifth 
b) just over a quarter 
c) about half 
15) In Nunavut, it is relatively rare to be 
pulled over to the side of the highway for 
speeding. Perhaps this is because the terri- 
tory: ' 
a) has no speed limit 
b) has no police 
c) has only 21 km of paved roads 
d) has no paved roads 
16) Today, we take it for granted that al- 
most every Canadian has the right to vote. At 
the time of Confederation i  1867, however: 
a) just over a tenth of the population 
c) 92% 
22) Today, each of Canada's three largest 
cities is a world-renowned urban centre. In 
1911, however, the combined populations of 
Toronto, Montr6al and Vancouver numbered: 
a) 2 million 
b) 1.5 million 
e) less than a million 
23) On New Year's Day 1914, 1 out of 
every 20 people in Canada had: 
a) arrived in the country just the year 
before 
b) a subscription to Maclean's 
c) a hangover 
24) In 1996, the most common occupa- 
tion for Canadian men was: 
a) accountancy 
b) truck driving 
No place in Nova Scotia is more had the right c) used car sales 
' ............... ... b) ...... jtl~t'0V~t a q~arter of;the,popul~tion,~,.-, " : '  : ............... ~ ~ . 
.J ri~iw r,~a'~,~z -,~i~..,it . . . . . . . . . . .  .'. . . .  : '~25),,.~During,the.Second 3/¢orld Wa/i;itlle ij,65 km from ihe Ocead "J . . . . . . . . . . . .  ra . . . . . . .  l, ,~ .,,, . . . . . . . . . .  
number of women entering the work force~' 80 km from ihe i~c6an' . . . . .  ~i , ,  ...... '~ c) ~i~hfly less.than half the population -'~ !' ' ' " 
110 km from the ocean had the right increased .dramatically Between 1938 and 
1945, the female work force in Canada grew 
t 
St John's, Nfld. is the Canadian city 17) What structure did social historian 
the: .William Kilbourn describe in 1984 as "the 
most days with freezing rain most important religious building in Cana- 
most fog da"? 
most consistent winds a) the Oratoire St-Joseph in Montr6al 
all three of the above b) Toronto's Anglican cathedral 
c) Maple Leaf Gardens 
7) A.A. Milne's fictional bear, Winnie- 
the-Pooh: 
a )  was modelled on a real bear cub 
named in honour of Winnipeg,.Man. 
b) was named after Canadian Prime 
Minister Robert Borden's Aunt Winnie 
c) was named after British Prime Min- 
ister Winston Churchill 
8) Canada's most northerly community 
ts known by two names: Gnse Fmrd and 
Ausuittuq In Inuktitut, "Ausuittuq" means 
a) "far north" 
b) "the place that never thaws out" 
c) "always wear a scarf' 
9) The Arctic Wooly Bear is a caterpil- 
lar that stays alive during the Arctic winter 
by; 
a) living as a parasite in the bodies of 
polar bears 
b) burrowing deep under the snow 
c) producing akind of natural antifreeze 
• 10) Sir Sandford Fleming came up with 
the idea of creating world time zones in 1876: 
• a) after finding out the hard way that 
his 5:35 train would be coming at 5:35 p.m., 
instead of a.m. 
b) while trying to arrange long distance 
phone calls with his brother-in-law in Sicily 
c) after having a dream about crossing 
the International Date Line 
11) About a third of the energy used by 
Canadians each year is used: 
to offset he cold of winter 
to cool the ice surface in hockey 
a) 
(b) 
rinks 
c) 
12) 
by family vans on local trips 
Today, a trip from Ottawa to Van- 
couver takes about five hours by plane In 
1867, the same trip might have taken: 
a) a week 
b) two or three weeks 
o) one or two months 
13) What do tomato, potato, mukluk, 
'skunk and racoon all have in common? 
a) They all appear in survivalist cook- 
books 
b) They are all words from indigenous 
North American languages 
c) They have all been suggested as Ca- 
nadian national symbols 
by: 
a) 76% 
b) 57% 
c) 35% 
18) In 1996-97, Quebec had 155 of these 
- far more than any other province: 
a) theatre companies 
b) drive-in movie parks 
e) botanical gardens 
19) How many hours of TV does the 
average Canadian watch each day? 
a) 15 hours 
b) 32 hours 
e) 4 hours 
20) Between 1996 and 1997, thenumber 
of Canadian homes with Internet access in- 
creased by: 
a) 25% 
b) 60% 
c) 85% 
21) What percentage of Canadians aged 
12 and older exercise regularly? 
a) 34% 
b) 67% 
26) NASA launched two Voyager 
spacecraft into deep space in the 1970s 
Among the artefacts of earth carried by the 
spacecraft was an item with a Canadian con- 
nection That item was: 
a) a copy of a Glenn Gould recording 
of a Bach prelude and fugue 
b) a copy of the song "Snowbird" sung 
by Anne Murray 
c) a copy of the 1974 Eaton's winter 
catalogue 
27) Ontario's Yonge Street holds the 
record for being the longest street in the 
world. It measures 
a) 100 km 
b) 617 km 
c) 1,900 km 
28) Canadians throw out a lot of garbage 
- approximately 670 kg per ~person every 
year. How many countries produce more 
garbage per capita? 
a) 15 
b) 23 
c) 2 
29) Which of the following was invented 
by a Canadian? 
a) ginger ale 
b) the paint roller 
c) the zipper 
d) all of the above . . . .  
30) Who said, upon leaVing California 
for British Columbia in 1983, "I'm going 
home to Canada tomorrow"? 
a) Sarah McLachlan 
b) Michael J Fox 
c) Queen Elizabeth II 
AND NOW, THE ANSWERS... 
1 a, 2b, 3e, 4a,  5 a, 6d, 7 a (First World 
War Canadian army veterinarian Harry Cole- 
bourn named his regiment's mascot after his 
hometown of Winnipeg), 8 b, 9 c, l0 a, II a, 
12 c, 13 b, 14 b, 15 c, 16 a, 17 c, 18 a, 19 b, 
20 c (In 1996, 7% of Canadian homes had In- 
ternet access;,in 1997, the figure was 13%), 
21 c, 22 c, 23 a, 24 b, 25 a, 26 a, 27 c (from 
Toronto to the Ontario-Minnesota border), 28 c 
(Only the US (730 kg/yr) and Australia pro- 
duce more (690 kg/yr)), 29 d, 30 c 
I l l  
The quiz comes from Statistics Canada to 
promote the agency's millennial editton o f  Ca. 
nada: A Portrait. 
It's a gorgeous 182-page coffee table book 
that, for $42.95 plus shipping, can be ordered 
by calling Stats Can at 1-800-263-1136. 
The Terrace Standard, however, has acquired 
two copies of the book. We'll draw for them 
and give them away to the alert readers who 
kept reading this after the answers were fin- 
ished. 
Just assure us you've completed the quiz. - if 
you did well you deserve the book, if you did 
not so well. perhaps you need it - and send us 
your name and phone number by noon Satur- 
day, Jan. 15. "You can drop entries off at 3210 
Clinton St., fax to 638-8432 or email to 
standard@kerrnode.net 
The 5" 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
We knew about this one 
Dear Sir: 
Several billion dollars were spend by the private 
and business ector to avoid the Y2K bug. 
However, I cannot understand why a provincial 
government allows the Workers Compensation 
Board to develop a Y2K bug years in advance that 
will destroy British Columbia's infrastructure. 
Without doubt that anti-smoking rule will cause ;
much debate around kitchen tables in B.C. whether 
to go and play Bingo, visit the mall to play Keno 
while drinking a cap of coffee in a smoke-free n- 
vironment 
By the way that smoke free environment rule 
was unleashed several years ago on some indepen- 
dently living senior citizens when the local jail 
quit delivering firewood to them. 
That rule certainly took a few wood particles 
out of the atmosphere while the July fireworks put 
arsenic material right back in the atmosphere and 
the Skeena River. 
What about the fishers who pay a lot of money 
for a license to caught he fish? I have to ask our 
provincial rulers, is the air I breathe more import- 
ant than the water I drink or the odd fish I eat? 
If we want to be that squeaky clean then we 
better look at all probable materials that can cause 
cancer. I have the distinct feeling all this calm 
from the opposition points toward the possibility to 
sail into office while that Y2K cloud hangs over 
British Columbia and then continue this experi- 
ment. How about it, what is the stand? Voters like 
to find out before the election and not after: 
Manfred Bader 
Thornhill B.C. 
MP Scott needs support 
Dear Sir: 
I'm hoping the people who support Mike Scott 
and the good job he's doing will come forward now 
and give him some encouragement. If you don't 
you're going to lose one of the best MPs we've 
ever had. 
I would like to hear from the critics of Mike 
Scott and hear their reasons for supporting the Nis- 
ga'a Treaty. Other than a few Terrace merchants 
and politicians tanding to gain financial or politi- 
cal status from the treaty, the treaty has no effect• 
on any non-Nisga'a citizens other than us living on 
Nisga'a lands. 
Before you jump on the pro-treaty band wagon 
you should analyze your reasons for doing so. Is it 
because you would like to help the poor underdog 
Indian? If so be sure you are helping and not hin- 
dering. Nisga'a citizens will have to pay property 
tax on his house and lot. 
How can they afford this when they're on wel- 
fare? How can there suddenly be jobs available for 
2,000 Nisga'a citizens when the timber is nearly 
gone? 
..~You:must~.remembet tha  the Nigga'a"vbte':ih " 
favor for the treaty was almost equal 'to those op ..... 
.posing it. Which group of Nisga'a are you support- 
ing? Why? 
The Reform party says if the Nisga'a want self- 
government they have no objections but it must not 
have constitutional protection. All treaties have 
constitutional protection and thus distinct societies 
are born. Do you want British Columbia divided 
into 50 different distinct societies and open the 
door for Quebec to separate as well ? 
Mike is standing up for British Columbia and 
Canada, don!t you think it's time we stood up for. 
him? 
Lloyd Brinson 
Nass Camp B.C. 
Give new drivers a break 
Dear Sir: 
It was interesting to read the letter from J.R. 
Gray (Terrace Standard, Dec. 29, 1999). It's good to 
know that there are some people out there who 
want action taken against the atrocious driving 
habits of certain individuals. But why blame the 
new drivers for all the problems? 
You see, J.R. Gray, these new drivers have 
learned to drive by watching others who have 
speeded before them. When I was taking my son on 
driving expeditions after he got his learner's per- 
mit, I was appalled at the insensitivity of others to- 
wards those who are trying to learn. 
We are fortunate to have a double driveway at 
our house, but my son had no choice but to venture 
out onto the roadways. And I got very upset at 
some of the stunts supposed experienced drivers 
would pull when they spotted the little sign on the 
back of our vehicle. 
We were horned, cursed at, passed left and 
right, and laughed at when his attempts at parallel 
parking were somewhat cockeyed. Hey, maybe if 
the next driver in back would have stopped and al- 
lowed lots of room, my son would have done much 
better. 
Strange as this may sound, teenagers are very 
willing to learn, and they learn really well by 
watching and listening. How are your driving habits 
all you folks with years of accident-free cruising 
out there? Do you swerve around cars with little 
signs in the back window? 
Do you give the Trudeau salute to a young per- 
son trying to follow the rules or simply being extra 
cautious? Do you honk your horn at these new driv- 
ers when they stop so as to avoid plowing down 
someone sauntering across in mid-block? 
Yes, strange as it may sound, our teenagers 
learn very well. And they learn just the same way 
little children learn: by watehingl Think about it, 
older drivers, how polite and respectful are you to 
learners? I wonder, would a teenager make fun of 
an older person trying to learn about comp utr,~llllm 
much as the older person makes fun of a t 
learning to drive? 
True, there are bozos out there who drive at two 
rates of speed: fast and furious. But there are a lot 
of older, supposedly more experienced, rivers who 
make some major dumb moves, too. Our young 
people will learn respect if we teach them by our 
actions. 
. . . .  Joan Roy 
Terrace B.C. 
1 t. ~ 
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GOWN: 
gOUT : 
"30% o. . 70%0. .  
" ALL STOCK " qt 
," FOR THE MONTH OF JANUARY .," 
Come in while selection is good 
- 
" °v  " 
~t #106 - 4716 Lazelh Ave., Terrace ' qt 
~t Ph: (250) 635-8118 * Fax: (250) 635-7896 
30% off 
Oilskin 
Coats 
50% off 
Christmas 
Items 
WZ HOVlPI I,,, 
TO A LARGER, MORE CONVENIENT LOCATION 
TO SERVE YOU BETTER! 
V' MORE PARKING 
V' DR IVE  THROUGH ' IEXPRESS LANE"  
For Auto & Home Insurance renewals and pickup transfer forms, save 
time on your lunch hour, no need to take your children from the car seat.. 
Just drive through, i 
4635 GREIG AVE,  Formerly Robins Donuts 
Same Phone, Same Fax, Same Candy Bowl, Same Great Service 
Sor ry_  no  donuts !  
- ~ ~,~ . -o -  
--'~~'- ~,~ices .h -~.~- i~ i .  ~. 
4635 Greig Ave, Terrace, B.C. ~]~1 
Bus. (604) 635-5232 
Fax. (604) 635-3288 
TOLL FREE 1-800-335-8088 
www.keenleyside.com 
FINAL CLOSURE! 
° Dresses 
o Bathing Suits 
• Pantsuits 
° Undergarments 
25% off 
Engl ish  Leather  
R id ing Boots  
40% off 
Men's & 
Ladies Shirts 
• All Sales Final . More In-Store Specials 
~ N 0 RTHEI{NiffORSE UP~!~ 
Phone 638-7252 Fax 638-7253 
Selected: , 
• Purses/Mini Bags * 
• Travel Accessories . 
.Gloves 
• Luggage 
.Briefcases 
:" "k 
* HAPPYDAYS ' * 
* i. IIC 
* . . . .  HANDBAG & ,, , ~: , *  
* COMPANY ~ 
"k SKEENA MALL  , "k" 
• ,::i ¸'•I !;if!; ,¸ i. ; i : . . .  
JANUARY WHITE SALE 
ALL VERTICAL BLINDS 
for the month of January 
5- i  ¸ . 
Decor 
.~. Terrace Carpet Centre Ltd. 
~:~. ! [ i : ! ,  ¸ 
3202 Munroe Street at Hwy 16W, Terrace 
,~ Ph:635-2976 • 1-800-665-1657 
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Railway visionary eyes 
dream route to Russia 
Broadbent left BC Rail 
in 1993, bought a railway 
supply company, made big 
money, and then sold off 
his interests so he could 
pursue the arctic railway. 
His New Westminster- 
based company only  has 
I0 employees now, but 
Broadbent says he will be- 
gin construction in four 
years - -  he's sure of it. 
"Yes, it's going to 
happen," he says. For 
starters, the Alaskans 
(politicians as well as rail- 
road barons) are really 
pushing for him to meet 
them at the Yukon border, 
he explains. For another, 
the people of the north are 
living on welfare, and 
need industry to get them 
back on their feet. 
"They're sitting on 
probably some of the rich- 
est resources on earth and 
yet everybody's living on 
welfare." 
The first phase of his 
arctic rail system will take 
a decade, Broadbent says. 
It will include lines from 
Dease Lake to White- 
horse, and from Fort Nel- 
son to Dawson Creek, with 
three cross-connectors 
(one to Hazelton) and, of 
course, a line from White- 
horse west to the Alaska 
border, connecting with a 
line somewhere in the.  
Beaver Creek area, 
Today BC Rail operates 
an industrial rail service 
on about 440 kilometres of 
its Takla subdivision, 
reaching to a remote rail- 
head called Minaret at the 
headwaters of the Skeena 
River. The line hauls out 
timber for contractors and 
concentrate from the Kem- 
ess copper-gold mine. 
While BC Rai ! is aware 
of the trans-Siberian con- 
nection scheme, it has no ~ 
• THE RAILWAY TRACKS that now stop short of 
Dease Lake could run all the way to Siberia if a Ca- 
nadian financier and railroad Visionary has his way. 
Lake." 
As for the cost of a line 
from Dease Lake to Alas- 
ka, Broadbent says it 
would vary depending on 
"economics," anywhere 
from $400 million to $1.5 
billion, for a top-of-the-line 
railroad. Funding will 
come entirely from the pri- 
vate sector, from a variety 
of sources including risk 
investors and oil compa- plans to complete the ex ,  
tension, to'Dease,Lake: be-:~ ,!niesz:,i ,i~ b~:,~ ,.: ~u.," ,,,. ~.,zt 
c+iuse in,all likelihood.the:+~ . .In the  short, term, his h. 
main concerns are settling 
environmental nd aborigi~ 
nal issues. For the latter,' 
he promises part-ownership 
in his corporation for af- 
fected First Nations. By 
April, he hopes to have 60 
workers in the field, col- 
lecting primarily environ- 
revenue it would produce 
couldn't justify the huge 
investment, said BC Rail 
spokesman Allan Dever. 
"We don't have an es- 
timate of what i t  would 
cost, but it wouldn't be 
cheap," he said. "We're a 
long way from Dease 
On behalf  of the Coast 
Mountains School District 
and the FN Education 
Centre, we would like to 
thank the KitsumKalum 
Band Council for hosting 
and catering services to the 
Ministry Forum held on  
December 14, 1999. We 
appreciated the efforts of 
your staff in making the 
event a welcoming and 
successful experience! 
mental daia along the pro- 
posed routes, all of which 
have already been sur- 
]'][~-__ .1~ xo ~" . . . .  ~ Decide to Be an Organ Donor ;elf. 
• , , ,, ancl lett IOUr ramify, I 
• ) gdll lh 
' ¢ ~ Columb~cl m CANAD AN . 
T.,K.~.~,.',.,,.,,,- K..~'P,I r~,¢m ' &S uv~ i 
I ,.c,..,. I I~n iI soc,.tv l FOUNDA'~ION I 
13C Branch 
(604) 736-9775 or 1.800.567'8112 (604) 877-2t~or i.800-663-6189 (604) 681.4588 or 1-800.856,7266 , 
veyed to some extent. : : 
In the long term, he's 
planning a th ree-phase  
project that will take 20 to 
30 years, a network of rail- 
roads across the western 
and eastern arctic with 
communities established 
every 150 or so miles 
along the track. 
So that brings us back 
to the less humble idea of 
the Bering Strait Tunnel 
Project, which Broadbent 
says could likely happen 
but only after the Cana- 
dian Arctic Railway and 
an even more ambitious 
railroad across Alaska. 
"We've got a lot of oth- 
er things to do before we 
can focus on the tunnel," 
he said. 
Earlier this year he 
talked with the chamber oP 
commerce in the Alaskan 
port town of Fairbanks. 
"We're pressing them 
to get their side of it 
done," he said. 
And at the same time, 
an Alaskan senator was 
expected this fall to have 
meetings with the Cana- 
dian business community 
in Victoria and Whitehorse 
to discuss d i f ferent  
'scenarios for the railroad. 
And David Cohoe says 
he can raise the $50 bil- 
lion for the tunnel, thanks 
in  part to his family's 
common holding company. 
"This railway project 
will have the same effect 
at the end of the century 
that the Panama Canal 
had at the beginning of the 
century," Cohoc said. ~ 
Terrace 
TOURISM 
:~.: {! ~'L,::; :~ ~::?i~ ~+:'+~ 
' +,WINTER IN.THE NORTHWEST~.~ 
~ ' Wn~er bu(doorS n the Northwest s trig bestFWeve g0t:." 
downhill skiing, cross-country snowmobiling and cross- country 
skiing with scenery to die forl 
SHAMES MOUNTAIN (off Hwy. 16W between Terrace & 
Prince Rupert) Sno.phone 638.8754 
January 15 through 23 - National Ski and Snowboard Week 
15th/16th - Greys on Trays snowboarding course and Alpine 
Races 
19th - Men's Day ( pals s~ 1/2 pdce) 
20th - Ladies' Day (luncheon, raffle, discount lift pkgs.) 
22nd - Crazy Hat Day with Dizzy Strings blues band 
entertaining 
23rd - Ski Club Vedical Challenge 
PROTgCTEDFROPd' / " ~ [ 
+. I "~r ' '~+: .  ",::: +'I::i:.'jN'T+IE . 
~,, '.!,~".-:.i"" WORK.PLACI"? t 
iThc Provincial Networking Group is 
conducting our #1 training seminar, 
Crisis Management in Terrace, on 
Friday Jan. 21st This is your chance 
to ensnre that your employees are 
trained to recognize and safely respond 
to potentially violent individuals. From 
!tips for violence prevention, to 
,instruction on how to safely remove 
!yourself rom physical danger, this 
iseminar will provide your employees 
i with the confidence and security that 
[only comes from quality instruction & 
[training, 
I)ATE: ' :Jan, 2li2t)0!) . 
1"1311,i: = : '):O0am h, 4:3olmt .
PI,ACE: TerraCein|t .... ' ! 
, .. ] / : .  , 
cos'r:= .... .s 8510ti~per:l,:cr,~,m 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
OR TO REGISTER, CALL 
OUR OFFIcEAT; 
635-4479 
or visit us online at: 
www.kermode.net/pngi 
TERRACE SNOWMOBILE ASSOCIATION 
January 30 - Snowarama (annual fundraiser for Lions' 
Timmy's Telethon), Location yet to be determined. Pledge 
sheets are available at all Terrace snowmobile dealers, Call 
Jane at Keenleyside Insurance for more information at 635- 
5232, 
Avalanche Awareness course being proposed, Call Adblf 
Lubke at 638-8792 ifyou're interested. 
CROSS COUNTRY SKI CLUB 
Trails at Onion Lake between Terrace and Kitimat & Hirsch 
Creek Golf Course, Kitimat. Contact Terry Brown, president, for 
more information, 798-2227. 
January 13114- waxing clinic 
January 15 - Moonlight Ski 
January 16. Women's Fest 
January 17/18 - Kitimat Open 
January 19 & 26 - Morns without tots, Racers' practice, 
Evening ski 
January 20, 21, 22, 27, 28, 29. Morns with tots 
January 23, 24, 25, 30, 31 - Racers' practice 
Whether speclating or participating, enjoy the fresh air and 
excitement of the Northwest outdoors. 
The First Nations Council of Women wishes all ~ 
our friends and supporters a Happy Year 2000. 
THANK YOU TO ALL 
who donated to our Elders and Youth Christmas Dinner are: 
A&W Northern Drugs 
All Seasons Northern Motor Inn 
Angelica's Hair Salon " Northern Photo Q 
Anka's Northern Savings 
Aqua Plumbing Northwest Specially Foods N~X~lj 
Bald Eag e Foods .P, F sh &Chips 
Bargain Shop : ' Pet World . 
Bert's Dell P ~ " ~----~-----~ • • 0 ly,s ~ :- 
Bear Country Inn ~Ulns i i 
Central Flowers , +So~ewoy : 
CIBC , ; Son Franc scO 
Costa Lessa Motel . S¢ofiabank.~-: 
'% 
• :•• : : • • • i :•• ~•il ¸¸ !• i : / /  
• • r 
Irty Bird , Whltet, pot ; 
Richard Jemmotf : ::; i~: - : :Wightman& Smilh : ,  
Just Kidding : ' :: :~ 
Misly River i 
Why live with a diet that  says no p i zza ,  
• no cake, no fun? (Now there's no reason to.) 
O NowWeightWatchers easy 1o2"3 Success Plan 
lets you enjoy any food you crave! 
~.  Every food has a POINTS ® value, i = ..... 
Stay within your POINTS range and lose weight! , 
Now!WeightWatchers has a whole new approach 
:::;~ :~iii ~!~13~ toweight Ioss-th~ 10~ di~er~nce'"! ~"~W: 
,~,.'~ I ,~i~ Sarah, Duchess of York 
J o in  now for  1/2 pr ice  and  save  s20  °°  
Call 1-800-682-8011 for more information 
Knox United Church (Terrace) 4907 Lazelle • Tuesday 7:00 pm 
Valid at participating locations for a limited time while supplies last. Subsequent weekly fees apply. GST not included. 
@1999 Weight Watchers International, Inc. Owner of the WEIGHT WATCHERS trademark. All rights reserved. 
Fisheries Renewal Be 
Open House 
Friday, January 14'" 
You are invited to join MLA Helmut Giesbrecht, Fisheries 
Renewal executive Board members and members  of the 
Fisheries Renewal Partnership Groups to ce lebrate  salmo- 
nid habi tat  restoration achievements in the Kitimat, Middle 
Skeena, Nass, and Bear River Watersheds, 
Friday, January 14% 2000 
.... At the Best Western Terrace Inn  i,. 
: ! Skeena Room I ::  
3 pm . . . . .  
For more information call: , 
Steven Groves  .i 
~iii, ,t'~":" " "  +w,,a~~,l;'~Pe~! Stewardship Coordinator  : : :  : 
,.,~,,¢ ~ ..:.;, r;:,,, .,., :; ~!o/5/L.;ol~m~niTy I-UtGreS 'r'm:~' " ":'.!~:": :~!' " 
635-5449 or 800-663-6396 
e ! • . Kermo arSwlm 
~## Over $6,000 Was raised in the ~ 
Kermodei 2000 Swim held on New Years Day-~ 
The following participants are to be commended for braving 
the elements to make the swim a huge success. 
GIFT 
CERTIFICATES 
Cour tesy  Of  Va lha l la  
Pure Outfitters 
Jim Martindale =1270 
Bruce Martindale =1067 
• Louis Bibaud s200 
Rana Nelson s189 
Russell Billson s150 
Kelly Mclntyre s150 
Clayton McClellan s140 
Pam Haughland s128 
Roger Chicoine s122 
Diane Caddy Sll 9 
Rob & Lynn Nutter s118 
Dena Stewart s110 
Angle McRae s105 
Alex Lorenzo s101 
s340 Jennifer Bartman s100 
s317 Trevor Lutes =100 
=261 
s25° HAT 
=250 
Patrick Mclntyre 
Kurt Grabinsky 
=229 Daroyle Bracken 
Trawls Best s50 
OTHER 
PARTICIPANTS 
Lynne Terbasket =31 
Sonya Sheppard s30 
Jason Tait s23 
Jake & family Bernard 
s20 
Lennard Fedderson s20 
Zoi Chicoine s20 
Adrian Fairbairn s20 
Nadene Butler s20 
Troy Butler =20 
Jeff Philips s20 
s70 Alexis Ahrens =20 
s62 Rolf Ahrens s20 
s50 Richard Hicks =10 
FLEECE JACKET 
Brian Lindenbach %27 
SWEATSHIRT 
Darin Muir 
Rick McDaniel 
Scott Biffle 
Sandor Komlos 
Alan Bartman 
T-SHIRT 
Dale Lufkin 
1989 FORD PROBE 
4 cyl., Auto =4,995°° 
1989 CHEVY CAVALIER Z24 
V6, 5 Speed s4'995 °° 
1993 NISSAN XTRA CAB4x4 
5 speed s11,99500 
1995 PLYMOUTH GRAND 
VOYAGEUR SE 
V6, Auto, Air condition 
REDUCED s13,99500 
1995 FORD AEROsTAR XLT 
Extended all wheel drive =14,99500 
1996 DODGE 4X4 SHORT BOX 
Fully loaded, auto s20,995°° 
1996 VW JETTA 
5 speed, fully loaded s14,995 °°
1997 VW GOLF 
4 door, auto, air, low kms s14,99500 
1997 CHEVY CAVALIER 
2 door, 5 speed, low kms 
REDUCED s10,99500 
1999 CHEVY ASTRO VAN 
9000 kms, air, cruise 
REDUCED s23,995 °° 
$ 
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B USlNES S REVIEW 
Assessments drop for 
second straight year 
But don't count on ingly difficult goal due to back-to- heights, Protheroe said, while homes 
back years of slow new construction in the bench area of Terrace have 
a reduced tax bill 
By JEFF NAGEL 
MOST Terrace area homes fell in 
assessed value for the second 
straight year in the 2000 property 
assessments released last week. 
But since that's the general trend 
for local property this year, a modest 
drop in your home's assessment 
won't necessarily translate into a 
drop in your property taxes in June. 
That's because city courlcil routi- 
nely adjusts its actual tax rate up or 
down to make up for fluctuations in 
overall assessments. The end result 
is that homes with a typical assess- 
ment change often end up paying 
much the same as the previous year. 
This year the average residential 
assessment fell 3.7 per cent from a 
valuation of $130,824 in July 1998 to 
a value of $126,131 as of last July 
1st. 
If council succeeds in again hold- 
ing the line on taxes - an increas- 
- a home's assessed value would 
likely have to drop by more than 10 
per cent this year to experience a
noticeable decrease in taxes, or rise 
by more than 5 per cent to feel a 
significant ax increase. 
It's the second straight year house 
assessments have dropped, falling an 
average 9.8 per cent from peak lev- 
els in 1998.. 
The city's total tax base - the 
value of all residential, commercial, 
industrial and other property - has 
fallen from $831.5 million two years 
ago to $787.5 million in the latest 
assessment. 
The 2000 figure would be even 
lower were it not for the addition this 
year of the airport and surrounding 
lands following the city's boundary 
extension. The new city land is as- 
sessed at just over $10 million, ac- 
cording to B.C. Assessment Authori- 
ty area assessor Tom Protheroe. 
Residential assessments fell most 
sharply in Thornhill and Thorn- 
moved very little in value. 
Because different neiglibourhoods 
experience different market changes 
and a number of other factors in- 
fluence assessed value, Protheroe 
says homeowners shouldn't  be 
alarmed if their assessment has 
changed more than average. 
"Property values do not change 
uniformly from one year to another," 
he said. 
The average assessed value also 
blends together everything from bare 
lots to large apartment buildings. 
Property owners can challenge 
assessments hey believe are wrong. 
The deadline for requesting an inde- 
pendent review of assessments i  
Jan. 31st. 
In recent years a number of high- 
way commercial property owners 
saw property values skyrocket after 
the development of two big box re- 
tail outlets but failed to challenge 
their assessments, in time to avoid 
massive tax increases: 
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LEGION . 
will be hosting a 
BIG BAND EXTRAVAGANZA 
fs 
Dinner & Dance on 
aturday, April 15, 2000 
e Thornhill Community Centre 
Featuring 
he Terrace Community Band's 
BIG BAND 
Cocktails 6:30 PM 
Dinner 7:30 PM 
usic & dancing 9 PM till AM 
$50 per couple i 
For further information or tickets 
MAKE A DATE 
ON YOUR 
CALENDAR 
TO ATTEND! 
contact Lissi at (250) 635-2158 
or Email Isorensen@osg.net 
out _&_ About 
Jobless rate headed 
down here in 1999 
UNEMPLOYMENT in the northwest slipped anoth- 
er tenth of a point to 8.8 per cent in December, ac- 
cording to Human Resources Development Ca- 
nada. 
The year-end statistic means the Nechako/North 
coast jobless rate fell a total of 1.2 per cent 
through 1999 from 10 per cent at the end of 1998. 
Only the Kootenays at 9.2 per cent and the Car- 
iboo at 9.0 per cent are higher. 
While unemployment has fallen from very high 
levels'in the Cariboo - it was at 15.8 per cent a 
year ago - the rate rose last month in the Thom- 
son-Okanagan, Kootenays, Northeast and the Low- 
er Main land  . . . . . . .  " '. .... : .... - ..... 
: The regional increases~ , r0,~e; t h.e ' ~roy:p,qial 
average up to 8.2 per cent. 
The national unemployment rate •held steady at 
6.9 per cent in December, down from 8.0 per cent a 
year earlier. 
Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta 
all now have have unemployment rates below six 
per cent, while the numbers are 10 per cent or 
higher in all Atlantic provinces. 
New owner 
STEVEN LEONG is settling in as the new 
pharmacist/owner of the Shoppers Drug Mart 
pharmacy here. 
He took over from Jim Motokado who moved 
to Quesnel late last year. 
Leong graduated as a pharmacist from UBC in 
1984, working first in North Vancouver before 
moving in 1985 to Penticton where he's been ever 
since. 
"The opportunity came up to be an owner and 
we heard Terrace is a growing community," said 
Leong who is married with two children. 
The pharmacy here has 25 full time and part 
time employees. 
,11, 
II.  =ace C.oma,o.  ,,=e,,. 
: JJ 4626 Davis Street ' 
II .. : Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
24 hour pager 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments Concerned personal 
¸ 
The Mt. Remo Backcountry Society 
would like to thank all those who helped 
make our raffle a success. 
Aquabatic Sports 
All Seasons Source For Sports 
Don Diego's 
McBike Shop 
Northcoast Health & Fitness Center 
Onion Lake X-country Ski Club 
Shames Mountain Ski Corp. 
.......... Valhalla Pure Outfitters 
Weathertech Services 
q 
J S e a l "  
Hotels qui k to == ............. 
attack tax Idea 
HOTELIERS here have sider other options for gen- l tenders, marked TO0-00002, Deportment ofFisheries and Oceans -
been quick to mobilize 
against a renewed attempt 
to set up a two per cent 
room tax here. 
Eighteen local hotel, 
motel and fishing lodge 
operators have signed a 
petition opposing the tax 
idea. 
There's no " concrete 
proposal yet to add the two 
per cent tax to the bill for 
a local hotel or motel 
room. 
• But the Terrace Tour-i 
: '  ish~:C6~ilcil s eyeing the~ 
:q~x once again as a source 
of revenue to replace dis- 
sappearing city and federal 
grants. 
Tourism council coordi- 
nator Rana Nelson says a 
new source of money is 
needed to finance the 
council's tourism promo- 
tion activities. 
"We're still looking at 
the various options that 
there are," she said last 
week. 
The room tax would 
likely generate at least 
$50,000 a year and would 
put Terrace on equal fo6t- 
ing with Smithers and 
Prince Rupert, which al- 
ready have the tax. 
"We are strongly op- 
posed to this tax and. 
would like the Terrace 
Tourism Council to con- 
crating funds to finance 
your operations," said 
Costa Lessa Motel owner 
Diana Faber in a letter ac- 
companyingthe p tition. 
"It's unfortunate they're 
not on side," Nelson re- 
sponded, adding she'd like 
to hear the hoteliers' ideas 
on what to do, 
"If they don't want to 
use this fine give us other 
options," she said. 
When the tourism coun- 
cil was first formed three 
tablish 4he,(ogmSax.~t9 ..pa, y~wt 
for it was  unan imous ly  
opposed  by the local hos- 
pitality industry. 
Human Resources  De-  
ve lopment  Canada stepped 
forward with $40,000 an- 
nual grants to get the body 
started. But the HRDC 
grants arc slated to expire 
April 1st. 
City council  has 
trimmed its subsidy of the 
tourism council from 
$45,000 to $35,000 and 
plans to eventually reduce 
it to zero• 
The city used to 
oversee the tourism pro- 
motion spending, but de- 
cided to spin that function 
off so it would be paid for 
and overseen by the local 
businesses that benefit 
from tourism. 
The War. Am ps 
N EVER AGAI N ! 
Video Series 
To see a video listing, visit our Web site at 
www.waramps.ca 
~i  or order a pamphlet by calling I /~  
1-800-250-3030. 
The NORTHWEST 
SINGERS i 
present 
0::L0:: : 
7)es':::: 
Saturday, January 22, 2000 
7:30 p.m. 
Pentecostal Fireside Room 
Tickets $15.00 and $12.00 at lib 
ERWIN 'S  JEWELLERS i IN SKEENA MALL ,. 
Canada, Branch Office Addition/Renovations, Smithers, BC, will be received by 
British Columbia Buildings Corporation at 3732 Opie Crescent, Prince George, 
BC, V2N 4P7, until January" 27, 2000, at 3:00 p.m. local time, and opened in 
oublic shortly thereafter. 
Tender documents may be obtained on and after January 12, 2000, from the 
above address. These documents are available to general contractors only upon 
receipt of a refundable deposit of a certified cheque or cash in the amount of fifty 
dollars ($50.00), payable to the Corporation. Deposits will be refunded upon 
satisfactory eturn of tender documents within one month of tender closing date. 
Plans and specifications may be examined at the Bulkley Valley Lakes District 
Construction Association, Smithers; Terrace-Kitimot Construction Association, 
Terrace; and Prince George Construction Association, Prince George. 
h e .  , , , site will be held on ]anuory 24, 2000,.at 11:00 a.m. 
, at th%D~12Og,~, ent, o)~Fish ,ties and Oceans, 3177 Tatlow Road Smithers Agents 
,!"VI ~v~' ,d  dH",:' , .D IA~'~ , 
must register their presence with the consultant, fohn Van Veen, stating the name 
of the contractor they represent. Failure to attend and register will lead to the 
non-acceptance of the tender by the Corporation. 
General enquiries may be directed to the Operations 
Superintendent, Phil MacBride at (250) 847-7905, fox 
(250) 847-7904. All enquiries relating to the plans and 
specifications shall be directed only to the consultant, 
John Van Veen, Heritage Technical Services Ltd., at 
(250) 847-2693, fax (250) 847-4893; • 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
BC 
Buildings 
CorpofaUon 
Start counting your paycheques 
Have you ever thought about 
the number of paycheques you'll 
receive before you retire? If you 
haven't, here's a sobering thought; 
a 25-year old who plans to retire at 
age 65 has 960 paydays left. A 45 
year old has only 480. Assuming 
that you will receive 24 
paycheques a year for the rest of 
your working life, how many do 
you have left? 
Now consider how much you 
save from each paycheque 
towards your retirement, For many 
Canadians, a paycheque barely 
stretches over the two week pay 
period, The fact is, most of us 
have limited time and resources 
before we retire. But it's important 
to remember that we may have 
another 30 years after retirement• 
That challenge is to bridge the gap 
between how much we can put 
aside for retirement and how much 
we'll actually need, 
There are three ways you can 
bridge the gap: by saving more, by 
working longer or by choosing 
growth investments. Saving more 
is a good idea, but it isn't always 
possible, especially if you're 
paying a mortgage or raising 
children. Depending on your iob, 
working after 65 may not be 
possible. In any event, it's difficult 
to tell now how you'll feel about 
working when your 65. And even if 
you do work longer, it's better to 
work by choice than because of 
flnandal needs. 
That leaves growth 
investments: Puffing at least some 
of your money in the stock market, 
where lhere's potential for greater 
returns, retums that can out pace 
Inflation. Many people are 
intimidated by the complexities of 
the stock market. They are more 
comfortable with another, easier 
way to invest:. Equity mutual funds, 
which offer professional money 
management and diversification. 
Hlstorlcatiy, wall-managed equity 
funds have outperformed other 
types of investments over the long stop investing, at 10 per cent 
term. In addition, there are a variety return you'll have over 610,000 at 
of mutual funds available, which age 65. But if you wait until you're 
give you an opportunity to choose 
lunds that match your risk tolerance 35 and invest $2,000 for the next 
and time horizon. In most cases 30 years, you'll have about' 
people earn a finite number of $360,000. That's a loss of 
$250,000. 
By taking the time now to find 
the best long-term consistent 
return, you can improve your 
financial future significantly, Even 
one percentage point can make. 
dramatic difference over time. if, 
at the beginning of each year, you 
place $5,000 in an investment that 
earns eight per cent over 30 
years, rather than one that earns 
nine per cent, you lose out.over 
$131,000. 
There are three things you can 
do with your paycheques: spend 
it, lend it or invest it, Before you 
spend another paycheque, think 
paycheques. So if saving more or about how many you have left. 
working longer aren't optiohs for Please feel free to contact me 
you, you'll have to make your with any questions or 
savings work harder. That means comments at'. 
starting early with a regular 
investment program so your money 635-7800 or
has a longer time to grow. It also 
means looking at financial vehicles 1"800"295"7676 
like equities and equity mutual funds arcadipfs@kermode.net 
because they offer the best 
opportunity for growth over time. Your unit value and investment 
The earlier you invest in equity relurn will fluctuate. Imporlant 
mulual funds, the more growth information about any mul tl 
potential your money will have. For fund is contained in s 
example, if at age 25, you invest simplified prospectus. Read 
~,000 per year (at the beginning of your prospectus carefully beam 
each year ) for 10 years add Ihen investing. 
A~ Years Be~'e Rdkment Numbe'Of Cheques 
25 
a0 
35 
40 
45 
50 
55 
40 960 
35 840 
30 720 
600 
20 480 
15  360 
10 240 
| '. 
,d j 
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NDP leadership race 
• 
:: . -  -. Co,., ,.c: 
Police Briefs 
Axe-robber charged 
A LOCAL man appeared in court Jan. 4 accused of 
committing Terrace's eventh armed robbery last 
year. 
Douglas Glen Paterson, 38, of Jackpine Flats 
faces one count of armed robbery and one count of 
wearing a mask with intent to commit an indict- 
able offence in connection with the Dec. 28 rob- 
bery of the Thomhill Copperside store, 
An axe-wielding suspect hreatened store occup- 
ants and assaulted a customer before escaping with 
a small amount of cash, RCMP say. 
Peterson was arrested Dec. 31. His next court ap- 
pearance is scheduled here Jan. 21. If found guilty 
Paterson faces a minimum four-year jail sentence. 
Car burglars nabbed 
RCMP arrested three teenagers who allegedly 
broke into vehicles on the Halliwell bench and 
loaded stolen property into their knapsacks Jan. 3. 
RCMP received a report of suspicious males 
rooting through cars on Temple Avenue just after 4 
a.m. Jan. 3. and apprehended the youth who can't 
be named under the Young Offenders Act. 
The youths are scheduled to appear in court this 
February. 
Many of the owners of the stolen property have 
not been identified. RCMP are asking neighbour- 
hood residents missing property from their vehicles 
to inventory the articles and report them to the 
Terrace RCMP by calling 638-7400. 
Drunk drivers fined 
A LOCAL JUDGE slapped two drivers with one- 
year driving suspensions and fines when they 
pleaded guilty Dec. 31 to driving with a blood al- 
cohol level of .08 or higher. 
James Carson Hughan was charged with im- 
paired driving and driving with a blood alcohol 
level of .08 or higher in New Aiyansh on July 4, 
1999. He pleaded guilty to the second charge and 
received a one-year driving suspension and an 
$850 fine. 
Barry Glen Allen Johnson was arrested on the 
same charges while driving in and around Terrace 
on Oct. 31. He pleaded guilty to the second charge 
and was fined $750 and is suspended for one year. 
A third offender, 19-year-old Jeffrey Clarke, was 
charged with impaired driving and driving with a 
blood alcohol level of .08 or higher while driving 
through downtown Terrace on Oct. 9. He pleaded 
guilty to the second offence Jan. 7, 2000 and was 
given a $600 fine and a one-year suspension. 
Tourism 
dropped 
in 1999 
TOURISM numbers were 
down slightly in 1999 from 
the previous year. 
Terrace Tourism record- 
ed 10,354 visitors in a to- 
tal of 6,490 parties last 
year, according to coordi- 
nator Rana Nelson. 
That's about two per 
cent down from the 10,571 
visitors in 6,718 parties 
that came here in 1998. 
"The numbers have 
been slightly lower than 
last year because of the 
weather," she said. 
The same thing has 
been reported in much of 
B.C. and at provincial• 
parks, she said, adding it's 
believed the bad weather 
prompted many B.C. resi- 
dents to stay home rather 
than tour their own prov- 
ince. 
Fishing restrictions due 
to low coho returns have 
also affected Skeena area 
tourism. 
"Some people were 
here the year before and 
weren't able to catch what 
they expected," Nelson 
noted. 
However, she added, a 
couple of new fishing 
guides have set upin town 
in recent weeks. "So it 
can't be that bad," she 
said. 
Locals reported an in- 
crease in German and Eu- 
ropean tourists, Nelson ad- 
ded. 
A bright spot in 1999 
was the dazzling success 
of a test cruise in the 
spring that included a visit 
to Terrace by Norwegian 
Cruise Line passengers. 
Although that's not ex- 
pected to lead to wide- 
spread:cruise traffic this 
summer, she said it is 
hoped the major cruise 
lines will add Prince Ru- 1 
pert stops in 2001. 
I "That was a huge success,". Nelson said of the cruise passengers rail visit to Terrace, noting it 
got rave reviews from the 
passengers in follow-up as- 
sessments. 
"If we Pan capitalize on 
that for the summer after 
this one and get this as a . 
weekly, montl 
monthly thins 
wonderful," st 
Giesbrecht  backs  : "  
Wi lso  ader  
. 
Giesbrecht said he has 
nothing against leadership 
candidates Ujjal Dosanjh, 
Joy MacPhail and Corky 
Evans. 
"I would have no prob- 
lem working with any of 
the others should they be- 
come the leader," he said 
in announcing his support 
of Wilson. "I just think he 
is the person best able to 
beat (B.C. Liberal leader) 
Gordon Campbell." 
He also said Wilson, 
who is from Poweli River, 
understands the challenges 
facing regions outside 
Vancouver. 
"He's from a rural part 
of the province, he comes 
from a resource town, so 
he has some understanding 
of the needs of people in 
rural and not;them .B.C.," 
Giesbrecht said. 
Wilson's recent conver- 
sion to the NDP doesn't 
trouble Giesbrecht, who 
says the education min- 
ister has taken strong 
stands on issues of social 
justice before and since 
joining the party. 
" I 'm pleasantly sur- 
prised and don't hold his 
recent arrival against 
him," he said. "Sometimes 
Helmut Giesbrecht 
we have long time party 
members who are less 
loyal to the party than 
newcomers." 
Giesbrecht denied har- 
bouring any grudge toward 
Dosanjh, who he had pre- " 
viously criticized for mak- 
ing public the RCMP in- 
vestigation that forced ex- 
premier Glen Clark to re- 
sign in August. 
"It's not some ruthless 
strategy on the part of me 
or anyone else," he said, 
adding Wilson simply has 
the energy, talent and 
drive the party needs to 
take on the Liberals. 
"I think he's got the 
kind of fire in his belly we 
need right now," he said. 
"It's a time in the life of 
the party where it's going 
to take some kind of bold 
action and setting aside 
some traditional ways of 
doing things." 
He said ex-premier 
Dave Barrett's decision to 
support Wilson weighed on 
his decision. 
"That sort of suggested =
to me that if Dave Barrett 
can do something bold so . 
Gordon Wilson 
can I," he said. 
Giesbrecht also ended 
local speculation that his 
decision to run again in 
the next election might 
depend on who becomes 
leader. 
"I ' l l  run again," he 
said, adding the party will 
support whoever is chosen. 
"Everyone will come to- 
gether and unite against 
the common enemy." 
The Skeena NDP con- 
stituency association will 
select five regular dele- 
gates and One youth dele- 
gate at a meeting planned 
for Jan. 29, says associa- 
tion president Gall Murray. 
Other local delegates 
will be chosen by local 
unions. 
Five other automatic 
delegates from here in- 
clude Giesbrecht, NDP 
provincial council mem- 
bers Murray and Rob Gof- 
finet, and two lifetime 
NDP members. 
More than 1,400 dele- 
gates are expected at the 
party's Feb. 18-20 conven- 
tion. 
". Teddy bears, do!Is, glft: baskets, cards, bath "II~, 
: balms, scented candles, throws, placemats, napkins,, 
, mas~a~le cr am, bath salts, soaps, creams, pat: pourrl, i 
', diled floral arran~lemen~, wreaths, s~s, and , :  
, so much more! '"" 
" IV , . .  
For Your 
.~ ........ ; ! ~i hnages by 
&..~...-i- " Karlene and 
' ~ ~ Custom Video 
& Photography 
.... id, now offers 
i'i?;~ :'~. Boudoir 
• ~ ~" ';' Photography 
U i ':~: year round. 
The ultimate gift n i ~~ql~ 
personal expresston.[ ~ ~ . ~  
Personal, private, H ~ ' ~ ~  
professional ~ ~ /  
photogram 
Ahusbandandwife ~ ~ g ~ l  
professional team.[ i ~ i '~ i  
Call now to have ~otw picture 
in time for Valentines Day 
4652 Lazelle Avenue 635-4997 
. . . .  ) 
!xplorer 
~port 4X4. ,  ., 
s388/ o" - • 
'ER YOUR FIRST LEASE PAYMENT AND WAIVE YOUR SECURITY DEPOSIT. 
36-month lease with $2989 downpayment orequivalent trade or purchase for $31,681"* 
:plorer Sport now and also get: a.0L SOHC V6 engine (210 HP), automatic transmission, bucket seats, cassette and CD player, 
a I-terra n tires, fog lamps, side step bars, speed control, remote keyless entry, cargo cover an(J leather-wrapped, tilt steering• 
r favourite mountain biking trail. 
> • . :  - . . . . . . .  . - , 
[ME OFFER- 
' :-' ' ;  " :>/ ' : ' :  ' - . . . .  ' . : '  . ;2 . : " 
WISE BUYERS READ THE LEGAL COPY: .Lease a new 20~ Exptorer Sped (2 dr] with SOHC engine, auto transmission, Convenience Package, Premium Sport Package, cassette and CO player, and cloth sport bucket seats, monlhb; payment of $388 based o,n a 36 month lease Item Ford Credit o qualified retail 
lessees, on approved credit. Some conditions apply and e mileage restriction of 60,000 km over 36 months apply, an additional charge of $8.08 per km over 60,000 km over 3 years plus applicable taxes, apply. $2989 downpayment or equivalent trade required. Total lease obhgation of $16,569, residual of $18,920 plus 
taxes. Offer Includes $815 freight, Dealer may lease for less "Purchase e new 2000 E~orer Sport (2 dr) with SOHC engine, auto transmission, Convenience Package, Premium Spott Package. cassette and CD ~ayer, and clotil stood bucket seals for $31.681, Taxes payable on [utl amounl el purchoss price. Offer Includes 
$815 freight, License, insurance, and all ap011cable taxes extra, Dealer may sell for less. Umlted time offers, Financing not available with any other offers, Some ecnditlme apply, Offers may change without nolice. Dealer may not have vehicle in stock. Allow 6 -  8 weeks for deliveff on factory orders, See dealer for delails, 
Ph: (250) 635-4984 
ERRACE Fax: (250) 635-2783 
. . . . . . . .   OTEM FORDTolIFree: 1-800-463-1128 
.... 4631 Kelth Ave DLR#554~ 
[ .. 
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:INSIDE 
:COMMUNITY 
:EVENTS B2 0 M M U N I 
CAVE PEOPLE: Rolf and Alexis Ahrens, and Troy and Nadene the award for best costume, earning them a free helicopter tour cartoon character, he was runner-up for the best 
Butler did a chant and dance before taking the plunge.They won from Quantum helicopters, costume award. 
Locals take the chilly plunge 
A RECORD number of chilly-water Or maybe it was the hot tub on the dunking into a hole cut in the ice. it would be." who did a caveperson chant and dance 
dippers ran in, dunked, and breathless- beach that enticed people to take the 
ly darted out of ice-cold Lakelse Lake mighty plunge. 
January 1, in the Kinsmen's ninth an- Millennium jumpers raised $6,863 
nual Kermode bear swim. in pledges which will go to help a 
Bruce Martindale, chairman of the number of local charities upported by 
bvent, said 40 locals took part in the both Kinsmen and Kinettes. 
millennium dip,' Furthermore, about . . . . .  Martinda[e,..who::has been i/;suing ifi 
200 spectators came out to the lake to the New Year with a cool dip since 
offer suppo~. • 1993, said this year's wim was harder 
"There were a lot of: ne~v jumpers  :than" in':the past:because the lake 
this ::year," Martindale admitted, wasn't frozen - dippers had to run in 
"Maybe its because of the 2000 hype." and out of the water as opposed to 
,Parents urged to talk about 
not smoking on Tuesday 
Studies show children who make it to the age of 16 
without smoking will probably never smoke in their lives 
PARENTS WHO talk to their children 
about the dangers of tobacco, doubie 
:heir children's chances of' remaining 
smoke free. 
For this reason, the B.C. health mini- 
stry has designated January 18, 2000 as 
"Talk About it Tuesday" - a day for 
parents to talk with their children about 
not smoking. 
According to statistics, 85 per cent of 
smokers tart before the age of 16. The 
average BC smoker starts at the age of 
15 and a half. 
Parents are urged to share facts with 
their sons and daughters about the dam- 
age smoking can do, like the long term 
consequences, such as cancer and heart 
disease. 
If your child is concerned about ap- 
pearance, mention how smoking caused 
bad breath, smelly clothes and stained 
fingers and teeth. 
If your child is physically active and 
into sports, you could talk about the 
shortness of breath and loss of endur- 
ance that tobacco causes. 
Also discuss the costs of smoking. If 
your child enjoys math problems, have 
them work out the cost of smoking a 
pack of cigarettes a day for a month, or 
a year. Ask them what else that money 
could buy. 
For a free guide on how to talk with 
your children about smoking, check out: 
www.tobaccofacts.org or pick up a 
pamphlet at any participating pharmacy 
or call !-800-465-4911. 
To celebrate national non-smoking 
week January 18-24, join the Blue Rib- 
bon Campaign and show your support for 
clean air and a smoke free environment. 
Blue ribbons will be distributed to 
businesses and schools throughout Ter- 
race during the week. 
New quit smoking 
program offered 
THE NORTH West Health Unit and the 
Canadian Cancer Society are offering a 
new quit smoking program called Fresh 
Start beginning January 24 and running 
twice weekly for four weeks. 
The course, which will be held at the 
Health Unit from 7-9 p.m., is designed to 
help smokers make the decision to quit 
and to support heir efforts to stay quit. 
Informative videos, group discus- 
sions, relaxation skills and peer support 
are just some of the ways used to make 
quitting easier for Fresh Start partici- 
pants. 
The cost per person is $50 or $75 for 
two. For further information or to sign 
up, call the Health Unit at 638-2200. 
Henri Loiselle 
Bass baritone singer 
Henri Loiselle plays 
here Saturday night 
THE TERRACE Concert 
Society presents Canadian 
bass baritone Henri Loisel- 
le Saturday, Jan 15 at 8 
p.m. 
Loiselle's rich bass 
baritone voice and style 
are unique in that they 
range from Broadway to 
country, to classical folk 
and opera. 
Born and raised near 
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, 
singing has always !been 
an important part of Loi- 
,. selle's life, 
Fully bilingual, he per- 
forms in both French and 
English. 
Loiselle has completed 
three recordings; "One Day 
At A Time',, a selection of 
inspirational songs, "By 
Request", Broadway and 
'cowboy' favourites, and a 
Christmas album, which 
was produced with the 
CBC, All three recordings 
have been very successful. 
Tickets are available at 
Erwin's House of Fine Je- 
• w¢llers in the Mall, 
Even though the frigid water takes But she's not sure she would do it 
his breath away, Martindale said the again. "Ask me next year," she said 
dip is a real rush. laughing. 
"It's a tradition once you've done Rob Nutter and Lynne ~erbasket, of
it," he explained. "It's just something Terrace, said they were doing the dip 
you want to do every year." because they wanted to start the mil- 
Diafie Caddy is a first timer at the lennium offrighi.'.-- ........ - .  
polar bear swim and she did it because "It was a cleansing 0'f the soul," 
before taking the plunge. 
The group won a 20-minute heli- 
copter tour for four from Quantum heli- 
copters. 
An award for the most money raised 
went to Jim Martindale who raised 
$1,270 from Ontario. Second place 
went to Bruce Martindale who raised 
she wanted to start the year 2000 off Nutter said. $1,067. ~ 
right. An award for best C0stumewent to : .  Th¢:~father-son,qe~m also 'look:the 
"It cleared the cobwebs, alright," the the Cave people: Roll and Alexis plunge ~ together and won a $400 gift 
she said. "It wasn't as bad as I thought Ahrens, and Troy and Nadene Butler certificate ach from Valhalla Pure. 
New Year's baby a surprise 
PARENTS VENUS Rad- 
ford and Andrew Bell 
weren't expecting a New 
Years baby, so the arrival 
of their six-pound, nine- 
ounce girl at 10:20 p.m. 
January I was quite a 
shock. 
Radford was due De- 
cember 23, but the little 
baby girl she was carrying 
had a grander arrival date 
planned. 
When Radford started 
having contractions Jan- 
uary 1 - over one week 
past her due-date - the 
couple was amazed, to say 
the least. 
"It was a surprise, 
bigtime," Radford said. "I 
don't think it has hit us it's 
a millennium baby." 
"So many people plan- 
ned to conceived around 
March 17 to have this mil- 
lennium baby, bnt we 
didn't plan like that. It 
didn't matter to us when 
the baby was born." 
Being private people, 
the couple aren't used to 
the attention their first 
child has generated. 
"We're just glad she's a 
healthy baby," said the 
proud father. 
Marina Elizabeth Bell 
was born naturally at Mills 
Memorial hospital. 
"Let's just say it was a 
good delivery," Radford 
said as she was resting in 
the hospital Tuesday. 
"We're new parents. 
I'm still running on adre- 
naline." 
The proud parents 
would like to thank Dr. 
Peter Hey for delivering 
their New Years baby as 
well as delivery room 
nurses Margaret and Barb. 
Radford also would like 
to thank her sister Sheryl 
Baker, who helped coacl~ 
her. 
Two babies in Canada 
were born one second past 
midnight January 1, laying 
elalms to be Canada's first 
MILLENNIUM BABY: Proud parents Andrew and Venus welcome their baby 
girl Marina Elizabeth Bell into the world at Mills Memorial Hospital New Years 
-irl "' ........ Day at 10:20 p.m. Nurses at the hospital havenicknamed the little y !y tuJ3,,~ 
millennium babies. 
Justin Noel was born at 
the Centre Hospitalier An- 
grignon, near Montreal, a 
wink into the new year, as 
was Michael Dean Justin, 
who was born at Edmon- 
ton's Grey Nun's Hospital 
The size of the country 
and the different time 
zones has made it difficult Zealand, at 
to determine which new 
years baby had boasting 
rights to being the first. 
bom. 
A baby boy, believed to 
be the world's first child 
born in the New Yea r , was 
delivered at Waitakere 
l~g~U 1 a .m.  
local time. The child's par- 
ents refused to speak to 
the media, reportedly an- 
xious to maintain their pri- 
vacy despite offers of 
sponsorship and endorse- 
ments, which could have 
made the birth a lucrative 
Hospitalin Auckland, New affair, 
"I 
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Shames  
CITY SCENE 
Jan. 29 No Ego performs in the 
deluge from 2-5 p.m. 
Jan 29-30 Boarders' Ass'n 
Boardercross and Big Air for 
boarders and skiers, See Jeff Doll 
for details. Nancy Green Races. 
Jan. 23 Vertical Challenge 
sponsored by Shames Mountain 
Ski Club. Rules and Pledge forms 
available in the lodge. 
Jan. 22 Crazy Hat Day. Prizes 
for the craziest hats. Dizzy Strings 
perform 2-5 p.m. 
Jan. 20 Ladies' Day. Special 
lunch, door prizes and live music. 
Jan. 19 Men's Day. Lunch, live 
music and door prizes. 
Jan. 15 - 23 National Ski and 
Snowboard week. Greys on Trays 
begins Jan. 15/16. Shames 
Mountain Ski Club Alpine Races. 
Art  
artist Edward Epp 
Duet, a collaborative 
painting project he 
Local 
presents 
figure 
completed with Prince Rupert artist 
Amy Huestis. 
The exhibition is presented atthe 
Museum of Northern British 
Columbia in Prince Rupert. The 
show continues to Jan 17, 2000. 
Theat re  
Terrace Little Theatre presents 
Norm Foster's "Wrong for Each 
Other". Diana Braathen directs this 
hilarious and heartbreaking look at 
relationships. Running February 3, 
4, 5, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18 and 19+ 
Live Music 
Northwest singers will be 
performing a dessert concert 
Saturday, Jan 22, 2000 at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Pentecostal Fireside Room. 
Concert 
The Terrace Concert Society 
presents bass baritone Henri 
Loiselle Saturday, Jan 15 at 8 p.m. 
Henri's rich bass baritone voice 
and style are unique in that they 
range form Broadway to country, 
to classical folk and opera. Fully 
bilingual, Henri performs in both 
French and English. 
Henri has completed three 
recordings; "One Day At A Time", 
a selection of inspirational songs, 
"By Request", Broadway and 
'cowboy' favourites, and a 
Christmas album. 
POOL 
TOURNAMENT 
Every Tuesday 
7pm 
Prizes for 1st, 
2nd & 3rd 
HUNGRY ? 
Our Restaurant 
 open 
6am-l l  pro. 
~eat r~x~ x#ne/ 
Try our daily specials 
I MEMBEI t
i ;/ .. liThe Cold Beer & Wine 
I / .,':ve'T I/ Store isopen 
[ | mersaay I/ 11am-11pm 
I /Come, in and I/foryour convenience 
-i: join the tun 
i:;:: ++ Te!rac6;B:i2:: ;ii+i I+ 
Ph++ 6+5-6375 +:+1 
CANADIAN TIRE 
v~mu.canadiantire.com 
Or Emall us at 
~.cantire.terrace@osg.net 
SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
T+,,=ERR=a C E + 
~I  :HRY.':iI.EI " (~JI["~L~6"5"/~ 
www.terraceautomall.com 
[ t  In g~'d~'l II~lt 
terrace.automall@os~l.net 
~ A R D  The Terrace Standard 
standard@kerrnode.net 
Your  webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be  here!  
Contact  us  a t  638-7283 
Suppor t  for the Nerves 
flower ts one of nature's gentle sedatives. 
it was used by the Mayan Indians to treat 
tma, nysteria nd convulsions in children. 
. In contemp.orary times it'.s been .used in !ta.ly..to trea! 
nyperactive cnitoren Muscle twitcning, irritamity, ano 
inability to concentrate have been reliev&l with this herb. 
It can be helpful for people who don't want to depend 
on synthetic sleeping pdls. and tranquidzers. It has oeen 
usedto assist in overcoming alcohol cravings.. There are 
no side effects of depression, disorientation or hangover. 
Women may find it helps to calm their nerves.during 
normona imoalance. Painful menstruation, hot flasnes 
and sleeplessness also could be relieved. 
Passion flower has been shown to reduce blood ores- 
sure on a temporary basis. Elderly people may find it help- 
;ful for sciatica and general nerve 0ebility. . 
Additionally, this herb has traditionally oeen useo 
~rove vision for eye irritations. It is claimed to kill 
and is even touted as superior to 
Studies nave found it for spasms, insomnia, 
fatigue and nervous tension. Pain relief and mild sedation 
are enects indicated. In the herb is 
used for nervous states, has 
anti-inflammatory action and possible 
sufferers. 
Passion flower is a good soume of both calcium and 
maqnesium. 
THE SOLUTION: Capsules containing 440 mg. 
recommenoeo.as  convenient way to ingest his nero. 
While passion flower is a safe herb for children and 
during pregnancy, some herbalists discourage use in chil- 
dren under four years, i . 
Healthy bodies work, play, and feel benen 
ii!i/:::;~ ! :i: i z: i~; ~ :~!!: ::i i~!i~ +!+~iz~:i:.;:::;: ;: i ii !i +i~: i :i~!iii:i: : ii; ~!:; i i i ! i:~i !; !ii~!i: i + ;~:i !~ :+~:+::  : i !!~ i; i~i; i: ~i:i::: 
I::[For in fo rmal lon ,  a consu l ta t ion  or tel 
| purchase herba l  nut r i t ion  products 
il / at  wholesa le  prices contact: /:::i+ 
/ Claud a Perry, Barbara Emery, Sid & Thereto Ross, /ili:~ 
/ Darcie Annesley, Moureen Gent, Wayne Gray, |:ii: 
' l  Joan Hough (Kilimat) If: 
[ Bruno Belanger & Krista Bottyan (Terrace). J i  
:I ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS I 
: [ Phone: (250) 638-1541 - Terrace Jlii 
:/[ (250) 632-2740, Kitimat li:i 
l Fax: (250) 635-1565 J i  
! /  'E/v'u~IL: bruno@kermode.net . /i i 
, + j ca,,+,+:+,,,, i + 
~l  '+ + l+l~ ;: +i +: i: :~[~:ii~:~.:]+~;::~+~+~+:+:]~:+~:5+~]~+~[~++~5:~::~+~::+:~:::~+~+:i~?~+~:~+2~+]~; ;. : + ::;:: :+:+!: ';.~+::::~':::::: : + ::'. '++ :~)+,;+ :+:!:?++:]:+?~:-G~ 
Thursday. January 13 
B.C Schizophrenia Society presents 
the family-to-family education program 
(formerly called the Journey of Hope) 
Education for families of persons dia- 
gnosed with severe depression, bipolar 
disorder, schizophrenia, panic disorder, 
and obsessive compulsive disorder. 
Learn the skills to cope! Come to the 
Stepping Stone Clubhous'e (corner of 
Sparks and Park Street) at 7 p.m. If inter- 
ested please sign up or call Eileen Calla- 
nan at 635-3620. 
'%," Ter~race +~and ArKa Hea.lt.h.+!.Ciou'n¢.i[ 
.+board meeting ai,i~7+~i5+ l~,m,+.in,the-Educa, 
tion room, Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Monday. January 17 
The Terrace Churches Food bank 
opens its doors for its January 2000 distri- 
bution from January 17-20. The distribu- 
tion centre is located at 4647 Lazelle, 
rear entrance. Look for the "Food Bank of 
the Churches" sign. It is important o 
bring ID for you and your dependents. The 
Food Bank is open from 1-3 p.m. People 
with last names beginning with letters A- 
H can pick up food Monday, Jan. 17. 
Those with last names beginning with let- 
ters I-R pick up food Tuesday, January 18 
and those who have surnames beginning 
with letters S-Z pick up food Wednesday, 
Jan. 19. Anyone missed can come Thurs- 
day, Jan. 20. Donations of food and 
money can be made through local chur- 
ches as well as through Overwaitea nd 
Safeway with the B.C. Sharing Coupons. 
Items can also be dropped off at the Bar- 
gain Store. Each of these stores has a 
food drop off box located in the customer 
service area. Donations can be mailed to: 
Terrace Churches Food Bank, e/o 4012 
Andemon St., Terrace, B.C. VSG 2T2. 
First Nations Council of Women is 
sponsoring "First Nations Women Walk- 
ing Together and Healing" workshop with 
Judy Gwilliam from 7-9 p.m. at the Skee- 
na Health Unit Auditorium.For info call 
Judith at 615-0326. 
Dry Grad meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Caledonia library. All .Grad parents are 
encouraged to attend, for more info call 
Thecla 635-7872 or Karen 638-1508. 
Tuesday. January 18 
Do you wish your child behaved iffer- 
ently or that you had more patience'/ Is 
parenting a challenge'/ "Parent ing  
Young Children" is a six week course 
for anyone who has or cares for kids be- 
tween birth and six year. Starts January 
18th from 9:30-11:45 a.m. Limited space. 
To pre-register, call 638-1863 or come 
into The Family Place at 4553 Park Ave. 
Supervised playtime on site. 
To celebrate national non-smoking 
week January 18.24, join the Blue Rib- 
bon Campaign and show your support for 
clean air and a smoke free environment. 
Blue ribbons will be distributed to busi- 
nesses and schools throughout Terrace 
during the week. 
Pacific Northwest Music Festival 
planning committee meeting at 8 p.m, at 
4624 Munthe. All new members welcome, 
Just a reminder that the deadline for entry 
forms is January 15, 2000, Entry forms 
and syllabus are found at Sight and Sound 
in  Kitimat and Terrace (on Keith 
Avenue), For more info call Shannon at 
638-0220. 
Support Group for families of people 
recovering from mental illness sharing 
and caring meeting sponsored by the BC 
Schizophrenia Society at 7:30 p.m. at the 
Stepping Stone Clubhouse at 3302 Sparks 
Street. Call 638-2202 or 635-8206. 
The Tuesday Club: An after school 
program for children 6-8 years old. Crafts, 
games, storytelling and much more. The 
program begins and runs for 6 weeks. The 
program is free, but registration is re- 
quired. Please call the library to register 
or for more information at 638-8177. 
:+  ,+ ~" : + ?, + 
. . . . . . . . .  Wednesday.-, lannmr'v 1Q 
Woes of Weight Loss Diets A free pre- 
sentation on diet fads with community 
nutritionist, Fie Sheppard at the Terrace 
Public Library Wednesday, Jan. 19 at 7 
p.m. Registration ot required. Call the li- 
brary for more information at 638-8177. 
Thursday. January 20 
TODDLER TIME: A group exper- 
ience for parents and their toddlers (14 
months to 20 months), focusing on the 
pleasure of power of using rhymes, songs 
and stories together. 
The program takes place on Thursdays 
at 10:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. starting on Thurs- 
day, January 20, 2000 for 10 weeks. 
The program is free. Drop-in. Registra- 
tion is not required. Call the library for 
more information at 638-8177. 
Friday, January 21 
TICKLES AND TALES: A group ex- 
perience for parents and their babies (0- 
13 months), focusing on the pleasure and 
power of using rhymes, songs and stories 
together. 
The program takes place on Fridays at 
10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. starting on Fri- 
day, January 21, 2000 for 10 weeks. The 
program is free. Drop-in. Registration is 
not required. Call the library for more in- 
formation at 638-8177. 
Sunday. January 23 
Terrace families are asked to unplug 
the television during TERRACE UN- 
PLUGGED WEEK from January 23-30, 
2000. Families are encouraged to spend 
time together reading, playing board 
games, participating in sports activities, 
making crafts, going for walks, talking 
and doing anything else that does not in- 
volve the television or other electronic 
media. Special programs are planned at 
the Terrace Public Library, the Family 
Place and local schools, There will be a 
draw for Terrace Unplugged Week for 
those who choose to pull the plug for 
even one hour a day during the week. 
Entry forms are available at the Terrace 
Public Library. Prizes include books, fit- 
ness passes, shirts and much morel 
Monday. January 24 
The North West Health Unit and the 
Canadian Cancer Society are offering a 
new Quit Smoking program called 
Fresh Start starting on Jan 24 and running 
twice weekly for four weeks. The course, 
which will be held at the Health Unit 
from 7-9 p.m. , is designed to help smo- 
kers make the decision to quit and to sup- 
port their efforts to stay quit. Information 
videos, group discussions, relaxation 
skills and peer support are just some of 
th e ways used to make quitting easierfor 
Fresh Start participants, The cost per per- 
son is $50 or $75/two. For more info on 
how you can sign up, contact he Health 
Unit at 638,2200. 
~\t4 '  Including Christmas Items 
Save Up To 70% 
Skeena Mall - Terrace 1 -800-563-4362 
Baby's Name: 
~/Ioh Sebastian Christopher Derrick 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 25, 1999 at 10:36 p.m. 
Weight: 6lbs 5oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Elaine Bolton & 
Marvin Derrick 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Spencer Alexander Champion 
Date & 'Ilme of Birth: 
Dec. 5, 1999 at 1:42 p.m. 
Weight: 8lbs 12 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Bruce & 
Maxine Champion 
Baby's Name: 
Ally Patricia 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 8, 1999 at 3:50 p.m. 
Weight: 7lbs. fez. Sex: Female 
Parents: Carlos & 
Lorraine Tomaz 
Ethan Foster Drew 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec., 10, 1999 at 3:43 p.m. 
Weight: 7Ibs 12oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Erk &Jocelynn Drew 
Baby's Name: 
Danielle LeBean 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec, 13, 1999 
Weight: 8Ibs. 15oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Pat & Pare LeBean 
+ 
Baby's Name: 
Holly EUzabeth 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec, 20, at 12:10 p.m, 
Weight: 6Ibs. 14oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Catherine & 
Ronald Therrien 
Little sister for Jordan 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
Overwa=tea 
I 
l it 
i 
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I ~b~da l f lowers  should be 4605 LakeJse Avenue 635-5420 I ~ h &  beautiful, choose your 
Terrace To Vancouver . . . . . . . . . .  From $359 I "Celebrating 40 years serving you" I ~~~u flowers early. 
Terrace To Toronto ............... F rom'4591 I ~ ~ '  ~ ~~ 
Terrace To Kelowna ......... ...From $219 I WINTER CLEARANCE SALE  
More Destinations// I ALL WINTER STOCK MUST GO'  I "~p~ ~--~,~¢~ 
Call for details I I ~ ~ Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
4553 takelse Ave I ONE DAY ONLY Tues., Jan. 18, 2000 635-2281 or 1-800-772-6394 I L ~ ~ • 635-6939 * 
CENTRAL FLOWERS 
Since 1973 
:See our larger selectmn Of g, ftwa,. 
' spacious location. m our  new 
For Every Bloomin" Thing 
4619 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. ,, .-., 
,i * 638:!9,00 ,~ 1,-888-325~6667, ,, I '~ 
• IN STOCK• ~/ , 
• Sc~Po les  ........... @ 30?o off 
• Marker Ski Bindings.. @ 30~o off 
• JUST IN*~-  ~ 
Check Out Our ~ o f  ski waxes for 
downhill, cross country or snowboards 
SUPER 
All custom 
made blinds 
40% 
OFF 
I 
4610 LaTelle 
635-6600 
i " [ 'GIFTWARE "LOTrERY "CONFECTIONARY I 
f I ~TERNET-COMPUTER ACCESS I i 
Terrace's Largest Selection of | 
Magazines & Newspapers ! 
k, ~Nt ~ 4607 Lakelse Ave., Terrace .... 635-8899 JL  
. . . .  , ~ . . . .  . , ,  . .~,~ . i~ i r -n~)~l  
Located in the Coast Inn ofthe West 
Open weeknights until 8:00 p.m. 
•l 
¢ 
I 
JANUARY 14 & 
JANUARY 15 2000 
VISA 
BILL BLUES 
~ b 
im 
e early for 
your best seat. 
Wild Bill's Gold 
Giveaway. every 
Thursday. 
Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
Check out our great selection of hunting 
& fishing supplies & clothing. 
I 
[NC,  RTH~OAST AN,GLER~ LTD-I 
3217 Kalum Terrace 635,6496 
"We Specialize in Hunting & Fishing" 
Tired of Christmas 
Sweets? 
Come in and try our 
different varieties of Rye breads 
"INSTORE SPECIALS" 
• Oberlander • LigFt Rye 
• Coarse Danish Rye • Dar : Rye 
MADE FROM SCRATCH 
Call 635-7117 To Order Aheadl 
4641 Laze l le  Avenue 
COMFORT THAT 
a l~ I  I I I l IU  a l~  
NEVER 
Red ~,%'in;~ | 
Co mCorjj 
Available in sizes 4-16 RE~=W,)~N'~'~ 
Widths AA-EEEE ¢~'~;Es' 
ALL STAR 
Shoes & Repairs d 
4617 Lakelse Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
Ph./Fax 250-635-6703 
M0n - Sat 9-6 
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Former Terrace resident 
turning 103 years old 
MRS. ROSANNE Rioux 
sends greetings to all her 
Terrace friends. 
I thought everyone 
might like to know how 
she is doing now that she 
is living in Quebec. On 
April 6, 2000 Mrs. Rioux 
will be celebrating her 
103rd birthday. 
Mrs. Rioux, nee Cham- 
berland, was born in 1897 
in Drummond, New Bruns- 
wick. Her parents Elzeard 
Chamberland and Emma 
Santerre had four children 
- one boy and three girls. 
Both Rosanne's isters 
died at an early age. She 
is the only living member 
of her immediate family. 
Rosanne grew up in 
Drummond. This is where 
she met her first husband 
Edmond Lagace. They had 
13 children, all who were 
born at home on the farm 
with the help of a midwife. 
She had seven daugh- 
ters - Laura, Simone, Ant- 
oinette, Gilberte, Ger- 
maine, Ursala and Anne- 
Marie, and six boys - 
Wilfred, Ovide, Edgar, 
Gerard, Raoul, and Gull- 
dot. 
Sadly, on November 5, 
1938, her husband Edmond 
passed away of cancer, 
which left Rosanne a 
widow with 11 children 
still to raise at home on 
the farm. 
In 1960, Rosanne left 
the east coast and came 
west to Terrace, Her two 
sons Ovide and Wilfred 
were already settled here. 
But after a while, Ro- 
sanne missed the east 
coast, so in 1973 she took 
a holiday and went back to 
New Brunswick. 
It was while she was 
there that she met an old 
family friend, Mr. Edmond 
Rioux. They were married 
July 10, 1973. 
YVONNE MOEN 
Later, they decided to 
move to Terrace together. 
In 1976, Edmond and 
Rosanne moved into the 
Willows apartment. 
But sadly, Edmond pas- 
sed away October 30, 
1984. 
Then in 1989, Mrs. 
Rioux moved to Quebec to 
live there for four years. 
But when she became lo- 
nesome for her family in 
1993, she decided to make 
the move to Quesnel to 
live there with her son 
Wilfred and his family. 
Mrs. Rioux returned to 
Terrace to celebrate her 
98th birthday with friends 
and family members. 
Since January 9, 1996, 
Mrs. Rioux has lived in 
Quebec, where she now 
lives in a senior's home. 
Her daughter Gilberte and 
her family live close by. 
Many of her children 
are still living in the area. 
Her daughter Simone 
Beaupre lives in the Twin 
River Estate in Terrace, 
her son Ovide lives in Ter- 
race, and her daughter Ur- 
sala Therrien lives in 
Thornhill. Germaine lives 
in Maine, USA, Wilfred is 
in Quesnel, Gerard is in 
Edmonton, and Guildor 
lives in France. 
I am sad to say that last 
week I learned Mrs. Rioux 
DATE: Jan. 21;20001 : 
riME: 9.00,m t0:~:30i, m 
PLACE" : Terr;tce Inn . . . . .  
• , . , , . . , !  . • . 
COST ' :  i. S 85.00perperson:  
. . . .  . : . . -  , . .  
BEST WISHES: Former Terrace resident Rosanne 
Rioux wishes all her friends here a happy new year. 
fell and broke her hip. S, he 
is currently in the hospital, 
and according to her 
daughter, she isn't doing 
very well. 
We wish her all the 
best and a healthy recov- 
ery. 
I want to "thank her 
daughter Simone who pro- 
vided the lovely photo of 
Mrs. Rioux. 
If you have a story to 
share, please call me at 
638-0423. 
I am going to start the 
new millennium off right. 
For some reason last year I
seemed to neglect" 
printing the important 
birthday announcements 
for residents at Terrace- 
homes, call me, Yvonne, 
at 638-0423. 
Celebrating birthdays 
at Terraceview this month 
are: Belle Addles (January 
3), Jen Beal (January 9), 
and Sally Crawford 
(January 16.) 
People celebrating 
birthdays at the Willows 
are: Sharon Fisher 
(January 2), Joyce Mit- 
chell (January 16), Anita 
Losier ( January 24), and 
Margaret Essay (January 
25). 
I  erase 
go a 
 [ong way! 
BIqdln 98 ba In 30 ~notes r~n do 
~ ~ he~lh. It's that simple. 
Sharinq a 
Heallh,~r - 
Future~ ~ I 
Pr.TflTICIPaCTlOfl ~w,-. ® 
lThe Provincial Networking Group is 
[conducting our #1 training seminar, 
ICrisis Management in Terrace, on 
Friday Jan. 21st. This is your chance 
to ensure that your employees are 
[ trained to recognize and safely respond 
Ira potentially violent individuals. From 
tips for violence preventton, to 
ins ruction on how to safely remove 
lyourself rom physical danger, this 
seminar will provide your employees 
with the confidence and security that 
only comes from quality instruction & 
training. 
view Lodge and the Wil- FOR MORE INFORMATION 
OR TO REGISTER,  CALL  
lows Apartments. OUR OFFICE A T; 
If anyone would like to 
announce the birthday of a 635-4479 
local senior, who does not or visit us online at: 
live at either of these www.kermode.net/pngi 
=i  VOLUNTEER l, ASSOClAStON  J 
Ilr ..... 
SENIORS & PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES I GENERAL/PARENTS' 
on a limited income, who live in their own 
homes in the Terrace and Thornhil, areas. MEETING 
to get qualified help with • 
Minor Home Repairs, Minor Plumbing to be held on 
Minor Carpentry, Installation of grabs bars, ramps, etc. >. WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 26, 2000 
We offer a free consultation for ~,~ 
who needs major home repairs done, ~, '~ i~ F~ at the HAPPY GANG CENTRE anyone 
- Kalum Street (opposite Scotiabank) 
CALL  638-1  330  at7:3Op.m. 
How 
are 
we 
doing? 
V,,,'be, n we fall short r~your 
expectation ~lease tell us. 
~/ben a newspape~ stoP# d~s 
not seem to reflect fairly what 
was said, let our editors knm~: 
W~n we are unable to solve 
your complaint, we encourage 
you to submit it to t/R: 
B.C Press Council 
900  - 1281 W. Georgta St. 
Vancouver B.C. V6E 3.1"7 
Tel/Fax (604) 683-2571 
i I James W. Radelet RADELET & COMPANY Barristers &Solicitors Tax Law * Trusts * Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia Slreet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
;#¢#¢'*¢¢$¢¢; ' "¢ .  - -  $¢$ ' '¢¢¢"##¢'#¢ '¢¢¢#$¢¢ . . . . .  
..and there are happy endings. AI & Lil Kenng 
and family proudly welcome in to their home 
and hearts. Ars daughter, Merlyn, whom he has 
not seen since she was a year old. 
For many gears, we tried to locate her, and 
then it became a game of chicl~.en out, for both of 
them. as they tried to locate ach other. 
Thanhs to Bud Hallocl~ and the Internet, within 
24 hours there was a telephone conversation, 
one weeh personal contact, and a four day visit 
in our home, on December 18th. An immediate 
and happff bonding with Merlpn and herson, 
Curt, our son and daughter, Bob and Lyn. 
wvvv~vvwv vvvvv~v~v~vvv~vvv  ~vv~vvv~vvv  
of  
It's National 
Ski & Snowboard Week 
January 15-23 
Saturday and Sunday, 
Jan. 15 & 16 - 
® first Greys on T:ays Snowboarding course 
of the season. Instructors John & Randy. 
$75 per person. 
3 hr. lesson each day and equipment rental 
Alpine Races 
® Avalanche Awareness Days 
Avalanche Dog Search & other 
avalanche related activities 
Wednesday, Jan. 19 - 
It's Men's Day 
raffle, guys. bring a friend. 
(The friend pays 1/2 pricel) 
Thursday, Jan. 20 - 
It's Ladies Day 
special uncheon, door prizes, ladies discount 
Saturday, Jan. 22 - 
Crazy Hat Day, 
Entertainment bythe Dizzy Strings 2-5 in 
Galloway's. Prizes for the craziest and most 
creative fiats 
!Hr!! ! ,~u,... ,~r.. . . . .  • 
Sunday,  Jan. 23 - ..., .... 
' "  . . . . . .  v6ff'i~ai Challenge . . . . . . .  
sponsored by the Shames Mountain Ski Club 
Rules available at the Customer Service 
counter in the daylodge and Club Members 
BBQ on the deck from Noon-3 pm 
For updates & snow condilions call 638-8754 
Toll-free: 1-877-898-4754 
Websile: www.shomes.8m.com 
MOUNTAIN 
i n t o d u c i n g  . . . 
O'P'I 
coordinated colors of fashion 
Nail Lacquers 
HAIR GALLERY 
4711D KEITH AVE. 635"3729 
 O'F* COUN "i 
Box 865 Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R1 
WARNING. . . .  
Hearing what you paid may cause 
resentful frowns and thrown helmets... 
""~9 60ORMK 
2815 Kalum St. 638-1956 
250-635-2542 "ear Warran~,., 
ANNUAL GENERALN°TICE TO MEMBERSHIP ~:~;-i ~ 
Skeena Va l ley  Go l f  & Count ry  b 
A notice to the inembership of the Skeena ~/~i~-~:~ li 
Valley Gol f  &Count ry  Club, an Annua l  . ~ ~,  
Genera l  Meet ing will take p lace  ~: t ; : :~  ~(~ Y(~)~..0 u~ ~] (~W~ 
Sunday, January 23, 2000 Quantities are limited. 
7 pm at the Clubhouse 
OLRRIS '  The purpose  of  the meet ing  is the  election of directors and author ize  a new 
cert i f icate issue for memberships .  
iiiiiii 
TERRACE 
EM FORD 
"Qua l i ty  Care a t  
your  servl'ce H 
New & Used Cars/Trucks 
Complete Service & Parts Dept, 
I [ . l ' q / -~- :  L ' I :~  I 
4631 Keith Avenue 
Out  of Town 
1-800-463 '  1 128  
" rM 
Hockey  5cht i ck :  O f f -Season  by . .Tamle Wayne and ~wr .aham Chevreau  
North s Auto  
ReH1~is~ 
"COLLISION REPAIR & PAINT 
CENTRE 
"UNITIZED BODY REPAIR 
"I.C.B.C. REPAIRS @ 
*FRAME REPAIRS 
Pleale Call 
635-3929 
1-800-463-1 128 
4630 KEIIH, TERRACE, NEXT re GREYHOUND 
FAYa 635-3081 
( i' 
=ll 
d~ 
,& 
CHRISTIANA WIENS 
"z 
-"! :q ~1 ~1 ~ IL, W. , I~  [¢111:4t 
ROB BROWN 
Zymacord slide 
T 
he Zymacord isa beautiful river. I discovered 
this years ago, before the big floods of the 
late seventies and early eighties. 
It was a day in spring. The landscape was bril- 
liant. The sun was warm enough to set the snow on 
the tops of the blue mountains in motion at midday, 
but the white patches on the valley bottoms had a 
crest hard enough to hold my weight and that of my 
ten speed as I carried it into the bush near Remo Bar. 
With my red bike hidden in a clump of alders, I
returned to the truck and drove through New Remo 
and up the Zymacord valley. The road was failing 
quickly: the river was gnawing at it in a couple of 
Spots. Where beavers had plugged a haphazardly 
laid culvert, pond water spilled across the road. 
Knowing almost nothing of the river, I peered 
through and around the brush for glimpses of it, like 
a peeping Tom looking through a curtain crack, 
while simultaneously attempting toavoid rocks and 
other oad hazards. Spur roads appeared and disap- 
peared, none of them navigable in my two by four. 
I came to a substantial bridge built over a sub- 
stantial creek. In the distance I could see the 
Zymacord. It seemed a good place to put in the raft. 
It was the only place to do so without dragging the 
boat through alder snarl. I cast off. Almost as new to 
the boat as to the river, I misjudged the current and 
distance and found myself hurtling dow.nstream 
bow first, narrowly missing an upturned spruce and 
a log pile before I could get possession of the oars. 
After that brush with death'I founai mvsemm '? 
calmer waters wondering what snares might Do lurK- 
ing ar~aaa ;in 'next ~ bend: Soon after that anxious 
thought, he stream wound around its own bend and 
disappeared in a sea of beautiful distractions: there 
were sparkling riffles; rock walls holding up droop- 
ing trees, grouse drumming, and grouse hooting; 
moving brush - moose movement, I guessed - all of 
these things enveloped in the spring musk 
I didn't read water as well then as I do now. I'm 
sure I slid over more than a few fish, but one pool 
was so inviting, I couldn't miss it. I fished it awk- 
wardly but still found a small glistening steelhead. 
After that there were dollies, a lot of them, crowded 
into places like the black holes behind big snags and 
where pools turn into riffles, where they waited to 
ambush young salmon. This was fortunate, for I was 
fishing the silver minnow, the mock salmon fry fly 
everyone seemed to fish in those days. 
Soit went on, riffle after riffle, after pool after 
run, until the river turned into long green and shady 
meanders. Even then, the place was magic. I was 
high on it when I took the raft out. 
Yet the Zymacord gets no rave reviews from fish- 
ers singing praises of the Lakelse, the Kalum, the 
Copper, and of the Skeena. They don't because the 
most exciting part of the river, the part below 
Erlandsen I floated that day, is almost always dirty. 
Before I made that float a logging road was cut up 
the valley above my launch site. It was built too 
close to the river. A short way up the valley it sev- 
ered an artery of clay and began a slow inexora.ble 
slide of clay into the river. When the Zymacord rises 
it chews at the toe of that slide. Even when the river 
is low and quiet, chunks of clay calve off and fall 
into the flow, colouring everything from there to the 
Skeena, making the river impossible to fish. 
i The effluent from the slide isn't just clay, it con- 
~tains sediment. Sediment plugs spawning gravel. 
I t 's  bad for fish. Jim Culp, who flies the Zymacord 
annually to count coho, reports there almost none in 
the dirty water below the slide, despite the fine habi- 
tat there, but scads of them above it. "You only need 
to go 20 feet above the slide to see fish," Jim told 
me. "We found a only a few places where fish had 
been using the lower river. They, were near the edge 
where we think there was ground water coming up 
; through the gravel." 
i Dionys deLeeuw has spent a lot of time walking 
', around the Zymacord valley. Biologist, naturalist, 
', angler, and philosopher that he is, Dionys is always 
', thinking. He's pondered the Zymacord slide and 
', thinks it can be mended. Conceding itwill be a job 
• for big engineering and big machines, Dionys 
points out there is already a road to convey the 
equipment needed to carry the rows of shot rock 
and gravel necessary to shield the clay from the 
Zymacord and divert it into the c~inyon below. 
The damage of the Zymacord resulted from log- 
ging, therefore it qualifies for Forest Renewal 
money. Money from this source and Fisheries 
Renewal has been used for questionable schemes 
recently. Here is a solid idea that will reclaim habi- 
tat for salmon and will reclaim asport fishery to die 
for, and we have the men and machines, Let's get ii 
done. ~ .... 
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Narzt nears Olympic time 
TERRACE SWIMMERS lined up against some of Western 
Canada's top swimmers at the Ice Breaker Classic swim 
meet in Kamloops last month and recorded their fastest 
times ever. 
Leading the pack was 16-year-old Kyle Narzt, who re- 
corded three club records and three youth national times 
and a Junior National time. 
Narzt's 59:98 100-metre backstroke is now just 1.88 
seconds off the Olympic qualifying time off 58.10 seconds, 
a goal his coach Mike Carlyle feels Narzt's is capable of. 
Even though Narzt was well-rested and shaved to boost 
speed and confidence going into the pool, Carlyle was sur- 
prised by Narzt's peak performances. 
"We didn't have any expectations that he would be 
going that fast in the finals," said Carlyle. 
In his 200-metre backstroke, Narzt is 2.77 seconds off 
the Oiympie qualifying time, giving him added motivation 
to qualify at provincials later this spring. His 200-metre 
backstroke clocked in at 2:08.57 minutes, earning him a 
silver medal in the race. 
Narzt's third club record and youth national time in the 
50-metre freestyle, earned him a sixth place finish in the 
meet. All Narzt's swims, including a seventh place 400- 
metre freestyle finish, were best-ever times for Narzt. 
Kyle's older brother Greg Narzt, now 18, also recorded 
four best-ever times in the meet, clocking two 12th place 
finishes in the 100 and 200-metre breaststrokes. Greg Narzt 
also finished 15th in the 50-metre freestyle swim. 
Greg Narzt also earned abronze medal in the 200-metre 
freestyle relay and a fourth place finish for his part on the 
200-metre medley relay team. 
Fourteen-year-old Jenine Barton charted two club re- 
cords for two swims. 
First, she shaved almost hree seconds off her 100-metre 
breaststroke in the finals to finish ninth overall in the race 
and record a 1:19.'.18 time, which qualifies her for youth 
nationals. Barton also swam a 2:33.95 in the 200 back- 
stroke to chart her second club record. The time was 2.25 
seconds faster than her entry time and gave her a well- 
earned 10th place finish. 
Barton's best placing in Kamloops was a 1:10.83 in the 
100-metre butterfly, which gave her a seventh place finish. 
Carlyle expects both Kyle Narzt and Jenine Barton to 
rank high on national age group rankings due out at the end 
of this month. 
Terrace's Evan Palahicky, 13, charted a fifth and 13th 
place finish in the 100-metre and 200-metre breaststroke. 
Kaya Downs, said Carlyle, swam four races in Kam- 
loops and greatly jmproye,d her technical skills. 
• i ;*. , ,0,  ,~ . ; ' . -~,, . .~ '.. ~,~, , . .~ ~ ' , . v~, , .  ' ,~ ,~ ; ~ e ~. ' - ' . . .  . ' " '  " 
 ;Sk- eena   ..... .... Cablevision   win o-antam . . . . . . . . . . .  tourn ey-- 
SKEENA CABLEVISION 
are champions in Terrace's 
final tournament of the 20th 
century. The team went a 
perfect 4-and-0 in the Ban- 
tam House Tournament 
held Dee. 29 and 30. 
The team's first game 
against Terrace's Lakelse 
Logging Wednesday night 
was a close one as Skeena 
Cablevision won 3-2. Both 
teams had short benches 
due to players on vacations 
during the holidays. 
Their second game was 
against Sujitra's Suds from 
Kitimat Thursday, at 11:30 
a.m.  
Irdtimat came out strong 
in this game with a 2-0 lead 
after the first period. How- 
ever, Skeena Cablevision 
made a huge comeback. 
Brian Todd scored the first 
goal on a breakaway to nar- 
row the gap to 2-1. 
Near the end of the see- 
end period, Kitimat had 
thought hey scored the 3-1 
goal. 
However, referees deci- 
ded the puck was batted in 
with a high-stick, causing 
the goal to be disallowed. In 
the tiiird period,Skeena C - 
blevision kept on coming. 
They scored four more un- 
answered goals, including 
two goals from Tyler 
Noble, to finish with a 5-2 
victory. 
After a three-hour break, 
Skeena Cablevision took to 
the ice again, this time to 
face the Hazelton Bulldogs 
in the 3:45 p.m. game. 
The strong Bulldogs 
team took Skeena Cablevi- 
sion too lightly as the Ter- 
race team opened the scor- 
ing with a breakaway goal 
from Tyler.Sheasby. Brian 
Todd later added a natural 
hat-trick to make the score 
4-1. The Hazelton team 
KYLE NARZ'I" takes a dip in the pool at the Terrace Aquatic Centre Thursday, Jan. 
6. Narzt's lO0-metre backstroke time, recorded at a competitive meet in Kamloops 
last month, was less than two seconds off the Olympic qualifying time; 
TYLER NOBLE 
3:45 p.m. game was the 
third place game at 5:15 
p.m. 
The game featured Kiti- 
mat's Sujitra's Suds and 
Terrace's Remax. The Kiti- 
mat team easily took Ter- 
race Remax to claim third 
place in the tournament. 
Remax finished a well-de- 
served fourth. 
The tournament cham- 
pionship, at 6:45 p.m., fea- 
tured a rematch between the 
Hazelton Bulldogs and 
Skeena Cablevision. The 
Bulldogs were looking for 
sweet revenge after their 
loss in the 3:45 p.m. game. 
Skeena Cablevision 
as the Hazelton team added 
a goal in the first period and 
one more in the second to 
make the score 3-2. 
Skeena Cablevision real- 
ized they had to find the lit- 
tle bit of energy they had 
left. And they did, as 
Christian Gough added an- 
other goal to increase the 
score to 4-2. Solid defen- 
sive play, including spectac- 
ular goaltending from Cory 
Duben prevented the Bull- 
dogs from getting any clo- 
ser. 
Terrace's Skeena Cable- 
vision took first place in the 
six-team 1999 Terrace Ban- 
tam House Tournament. 
came 
Sheasby opened the scoring 
early in the first period to 
make the score 1-0. Tyler 
Noble later added two more 
to make the game 3-0. 
Skeena Cablevision's short 
bench gave the team a scare 
out strong. Tyler The Hazelton Bulldogs fin- 
ished a hard-fought second 
while the Kitimat Sujitras 
and Terrace Remax finished 
third and fourth. Terrace 
Lakelse Logging won the 
most sportsmanlike team 
award. 
tried to make the comeback 
but it was a case of too lit- 
tle, too late. After Brian 
Todd added a fourth goal, 
Skeena Cablevision held on 
to win 5-2. With the vic- 
tory, Terrace would have to 
face the Hazelton Bulldogs 
again in the finals. 
Immediately after the 
Shames offers course on 
avalanche awareness 
WHAT A TEAM: Johann Slam and his dog Bene 
will hit the slopes at Shames Mountain Jan, 15-16  
to demonstrate avalanche rescue techniques. 
SHAMES MOUNTAIN 
kicks off National Ski and 
Snowboard week Saturday, 
Jan. 15 with Avalanche 
Awareness Days. 
The two-day event, 
sponsored by the Canadian 
Avalanche Association, 
promotes public awareness 
of the national associa- 
tion's many safety pro- 
grams. 
Weekend activities in- 
clude a search by a mini- 
stry of transportation and 
highways avalanche tech- 
nician Johann Slam and 
Bene, his dog, on Big 
Bunny, avalanche equip- 
ment displays and other 
weather-related emon- 
strations. 
Avalanche days is orga- 
nized by the Mount Remo 
and Prince Rupert Back- 
country Societies, the 
ministry of transportation 
and highways and Shames 
Mountain. 
Call Steve Brushey at 
638-1840 for more infor- 
mation. 
I r 
Sports Scope 
Bowl for charity 
WHETHER YOU bowl strikes or spares, your help is 
needed to raise money for special needs children in B.C. 
during the Variety Club of B.C.'s annual B.C. Bowls for 
Kids charity event. 
For a minimum $30 donation, bowlers will receive a
commemorative B.C. Bowls for Kids pin. And for 
every $30 raised, names will be entered into a draw. 
Participants could win a one week trip for four to Dis- 
neyland, a one-week trip for two to Puerto Vallarta, 
Mexico or a weekend trip for two to San Francisco. 
Pledge forms are based on points earned during one 
game's play. 
And Terrace has a reputation to uphold. Since 1987, 
the Terrace Bowling Lanes has raised more than 
$39,535. That total makes Terrace one of B.C's top 12 ~ 
contributing cities. 
So pick up a pledge form, book a date this month to 
bowl and bring family, friends and co-workers for a fun 
night at the Terrace Bowling Lanes. All proceeds willlbe 
donated to the Variety Clubs of B.C. ,~  
Drop-in futsal 
INTERESTED in playing indoor soccer, but not snre; 
you can commit o a full season of league play? i 
Why not try Thursday night drop in futsal at Thornhill 
Elementary. The session begins Jan. 6 and run for two 
hours from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
This is a more relaxed form of coed indoor soccer and 
all are welcome to attend. 
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First Baby Born 2000 
~?.~ .., ...... 
~V 
• uongratulations! 
,~iiiiiii!!ii 
Northern 
.~.dl Healthcare 
4342 LAKELSE, TERRACE 638'1500 #100-4634 Park Avenue, Terrace Ph: 615-5151 
Have TheNewYearsBaby Congratulations! 
, , ,  :,-::, Andreceive ~ : :~  .,,*~ 
2 Tickets . . . . . . . .  
to the Tilhcum Twin Theatre 
For  A ~ - -  
@ 'l~lllcmn Twin Theatre 
Ph 635-7469 Movie Enqmr ies  
Congratulations! 
F~rst Baby of 2000 and parents 
You w i l l  rece ive  one  
Welcomes 
First Baby of '2000! 
For  be ing  #1 you  w i l l  rece ive  I 
your  f i r s t  Beame Buddy!  
Gemma's is an off icial Beanie  Buddy  
distr ibutor. Come on m and check  
them out, wh i le  supphes  last. 
Free  B i r th  
Announcement !  
Please bring a picture 
~ ~~The Terrace Chamber of Commerce - - I  
will also donate "Kodie" a cute J 
stuffed Kermodei Bear 
='~ J - i l~ -M l-Y, , 
STANDARD~ 
3210 Clinton Street, Terrace ,~,~,,~ 
638-7283 " "~,,-~ 
. " :~... 
"- " " ~ '~,  :~ ~..~:i::;~:~::~il : - °  i:!~i:~! 
~:,,~, : : i .  ::~:~: :~!~I#~!;':iii! ~:I; 
• :;Y.2j 
~!~;~~ i ~ ~ ; ~  ~ ,~:.~::.~ :¢, .:.... , ,...~,..,,.....×...... • ~ .... . % 
~:~'~:~!~ * :@~::~r~:::~:~ i .%~: . ~!:~!. 
$i::: .: :::::::::::::::::::: ~  
. " rERR. I I~C E 
:'~: Congrat, ations 
~.~ 1st Baby of 2000 ~ 
• ,, You will receive, a Baby's 
~ Achv,ty M,rror 
4518 Highway 16 West, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 L6 
635-7335 Fax 635-7301 
~ ~N~'~ 
SINCE 1910 
., • 2 .~ i i i  
o: for baby &iparents i 
i forbeJng! :~i :'~ 
4741 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace • Skeena Mall 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 635-3392 
~~. . . .  ~Teleil0rff 
o~d~%: ._
createa espemmty ior yuu 
i ii iii 
Located next to the Royal Bank 4646 Lakelse Ave. 
635-6312 
C o ngr', al ati onsl 
To The First Baby of 2000 
You will receive one 
5 Year  Term Depos i t  
worth $100.00, in trust 
We bebng t( ~ou: ~:" 
Terrace& District Credit Union v~-,j 
4650 I,a,,eUe A,,enue. Terrace L 2  
Hwy. 16W 
Terrace 
635-7178 
Be the very first born.in 2000 at 
Mills Memorial Hospital ,n Terrace and 
receive great gifts from the 
following participating merchants. 
IFOR MOMn. i 
_ _ _ - -  _ _ U 
Congratu la t ions  
First Baby  of 2000 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ............ ~ ~:~::~!i~ : :~ ~ ~:~ ~i~ ~i~: .$: ~i::i,~::~!::~:¢~ ~   ~ii:::~i~::~:.... ,  :~:~ !:~::~i~:~ ~ 
:-!iilii~iiiii!i!i~i~i~i!i::""~i!i ~ i i l i i  a ! ~!S i ! l i !~ i~~ 
::i~::ii~iiiiiiill l ii~ii ii~iill ii i! !lii ii::i! ~,:::i::, :~ :~iiiiii,, ~:~:~ : ~,~ :.~, :~ ~ i i  iili! ~ ,~i !~ii,,~ i l iii!!~i i~i~:iii!ii:~::~!:~ii!ili~i!ii !: i~ii~ ~iiiiS : 
House of Sim-Oi-Ghets 
West Kalum Rd. 638-1629 
: : '~ '  MILLENNIUM 
~,~. BABY 
6 LBS., 9 OZ. 
BORN 
JANUARY I, 2000 
AT 10:20 P.M. 
MILLS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
~ - - ~  ~~..:~...5:?"~,....~...~.,~:,:•~i~.;,.~ , , . ,~?~ ~.:;:i.~"~., , 
' - t -~%*~?. :  . ' . : , . , i  '~  " ~ ' ~ "  ~.L .h ' . ' .~ 
C°n.gratulati°ns! 1' Wekam e 
First Baby of 2000! 
THE 1ST BABY , 
~:You~. OF THE NEW, :. MILLENNIUM " i , ~,, ilLreceive a. , ) 
Family ofthe 1st 2000 Baby I 
gift certificate to Mc?onald's Will receive | 
~ ~ .  
~ ~ ' ~  ~ 4532 Lakelse Avenue, 
4740 Lakelse Avenue,Terrace Terrace, BoC. 
Ph: 638-8830 . WeTreatVou mgh¢ 
Congratulations! SAFEWAY 
First Baby of 2000 and your parents FOOD & DRUG 
You will receive a 
I :  
I ":i 
$25"00 I 
GlassSlipper , ~~~~ ~C~I~; :  
Bridal Boutiqu, .,~ ~S~- ~.:..,i3 ~.. v . -. 
~o~ag;~e A~;~e "~ i ; :  Gift Certif icate 
• • .::::::":~:* i: +i ::~ ~ii i~:;" . ! ~  Congratulations! 
To the 2000 New Years Baby! 
You will receive a TO THE FIRST BABY OF 2000 
Drycleaning & Clothing' Gift P ac k age ......... ........ ;ii!ii 
00 
:Repairs3223 &EMERSoNAIterati0ns~ ~ worth $100.00 ~ ~,~ i i Z ii iiiii!il 
i!:. ~i!i!::!::~ : ~i ~:.i!i~i!i;:?:i:.!!~i ii .~::i::i ~~::~::~::~i~ i ;: : : :ii~::! i ili .::i~ii:.i:.~ii:.::ii ~:::: i .::i~:.i~!!:::.~i! ili :.:: : . : !ii !::i iti f':" ~ .  • 
• • A 
_ i:.ii!i'. .. " ~ ...... 
~,  , , . ~:~;,,, ;keena Mall • Terrace, BC 
"! 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638  283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P .M.  
Disp lay ,  Word  C lass i f ied  and  Classif ied Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline Is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
(Standard & Advertiser) ~1 3,38"(In¢. OST) 
(Slandard & Advertise,) ~ ( ~ .  os'n ~e-  t~ 
• Additional words (over 20~ 20¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES / 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHE$/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $7.42c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $13.72 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your  display ad in the 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
CTION 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 616 COMMERCIAL 
105 ANNOUNCEMENTS 628 FOR SALE OR RENT 
I IO ANNIVERSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
120 BIRTHDAYS 640 MISC FOR RENT 
12S CI'~JRCH 644 MOBILE HOMES 
130 COMING E'VENTS 648 ROOM & BOARD 
135 ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
WEDDINGS ACCOMMOOATION 
145 ~ MEMORIAM 660 STORAGE 
150 LEGAL NOTICES 668 TOURIST 
I S5 OBnUMIE5  ACCOhg~OOATK3~S 
t 60 TENDERS 676 WANTED TO RENT 
16S THANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
PERSONAL REA~ E.~ATE 
210 BUSINESS PERSONALS 70S ACREAGES/LOTS 
D 
230 LOST & FOUND 715 COMMERCIAL PROPERW 
240 PERSONALS 730 FOR SAlE BY OWNER 
735 HOUSES 
MERCHANDISE 745 MOEtLES 
315 AUCTIONS 755 OPEN HOUSE 
330 COMPUTERS 770 WANTED 
355 FURNITURE 
360 GARAGE SALES AUTOMO//VE 
365 MISC. FOR ,SALE 810CARS FOR SAtE 
380 TIMBER 815 TRUCKS FOR SALE 
395 WANTED 
REC~E4110NAL 
PETS / FARM 8S4 AIRCRAFT 
410 FARM EQUIPMENT 858 AI~S 
425 UVESTOCK 862 BOATS / MARINE 
435 PEI'S 
666 MOTORCYCLES 
INDUSTRY ~ 870 RWS CAMPERS 
460 EQUIPMENT 874 RV*S 5TH WHEELS 
470 tOGGING/TIMBER 878 RV'S MOTORHOMES 
480 MACHINERY 882 RV RENTALS 
F.M~OYMENT 890 .TxNOWMORILES 
510 BUS~ESS 
OPPOSES SERVICES 
520 CAREERS 908 BUSINESS 
530 E DUCATIC~ OPPORTUNnlE S 
540 HEb °WANTED 91 a BUILDING SERVICES 
S7O TIJTORING 912 CARPENTRy 
S80 WORK WANTED 914 CHILD CARE 
RENTAL 920 CONSTRUCTION 
604 APARTMENTS 932 HANDYMAN 
608 BASEMENT SUITE 936 JANITORIAL 
612 CAFIlNS/COTrAGES 944 MISC. SERV1CES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent;" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to relain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid tar the advertisement and box rental• 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement aspublished • 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect Insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted Item only, and that here shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address 
Phone Start Date # of Insertions Ter race  Standard #Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICATION.  Credit Card No.. Expi ry  Date .~ 
(2) VISA ~ MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOURAD BELOW-ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 2: 
6 7 
11 12  
16  17  
3 4 5 
8 9 10  
13  14  15  
13 .38  
18  19  ;' 25 .68  
14 .02  14 .23  121,45 
26 .32  26 .54  26 .75  
1 3 .59  
25 .B9  
14 .66  
26 .g6  
13 .80  
26 .11  
14 .87  
27 .18  
15 .09  15 .30  15 .52  
27 .39  28 .1  4 28 .36  
Clip & Mail This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. VeG 5R2 
For longer ad, p lease use a separate shoot 
Phone Fax  
STANDARD 638-7283 638-8432 
i i! iii 
• i 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record. 
American Waiver allows legal 
entry. Why risk employment, 
business, travel, licensing, de- 
podation, All Canadian/Ameri- 
can immigration applications. 
1-800-347-2540. 
• Scoff 
I AiwSsCeOn~y ing IIIIII   11111 your 4O years. IlJJll I 
IN 
MEMORIAM 
George 
H. Thain 
Dec. 14, 1978 
A near  quarter cen- 
tu ~, has nearly come 
a~ :J gone; as one morn 
you went to right 
nature's fury. 
Not to return to piggy 
back "wee ones" to 
bed that night. 
Memories ever pre- 
cious of husband and 
father. 
Bea Thain-Kinkead, 
Russel & Deanna Thain 
I 
°i 
God broke our heads to 
prove to us, 
He only tokes the best. 
The leaves and flowers 
may wither. 
Thegolden sun may set. 
But the hearts that loved 
so deafly are the ones 
who won't forgeL 
Love always, Brenda, 
• PETE J. W. 
NORMANDEAU 
DECEMBER 10, 1939- i :~., 
DECEMBER 3O, 1999 . 
Pete passed away m 
Vancouver at B.C.C.A. He !( ~ .~ i i~(  
grew up and spent his adult ! "~'  
years in Terrace, B.C. ~ , , . , . , . ,~  
Left behind to mourn is his 
lov ing  wife of 6 years 
Dominica .A. Normandeau; 
Eight Sisters: Yvonne, Florence, Anette, Rose (Ran), 
Agnes, Lyn, Marie & Louise; 3 Brothers: Art, George and 
Gerry (Cheryl) and a lifetime of relatives and friends, 
Remember Me 
Remember me, when you see a dove fly 
• Remember me, 
when a rose glistens wiIh drops of dew 
, Reme rn ~er me, but never cry 
For I am always with you 
Remember me, but do not grieve 
T'was God's will for me t0 leave 
Remember me, but nat with sadness 
Remember me, with only gladness 
For now my purpose on Earth is done ' 
, Sago your way, find a new tommorrow 
Never thlnk of me with sorrow 
Make'each day the best 
Before you come to that Heavenly Rest 
Remember me ........... 
Appreciation: 
Our family would like to express their appreciation to 
everyone that has shown their kindness through thought, 
d~cl or support. /, 
J AN IRVANA METAPHYSIC 
& HEALING CENTRE 
Open channel, tarot and 
palm readings 
Confidential, quiet, 
gentle and precise. 
Laurel Ballard & 
Menno Driedger 
2 YEAR old male rottweiler and 
doberman cross. Shod hair. No 
marks or collar. 250-635-6326. 
$1500 reward. Lost on Dec. 26 
Kitselas Road. 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pm at 
the Bingo Hall in Prince Ruped. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
SKYLINE MOTEL Special Rate 
$30 + tax One Person. Add $3 
PP $3 extra bed. Excluding 
Long Weekend/Special Event. 
Free room coffee, local phone, 
movies, indoor swimming pool. 
Hot tub, sauna, coin laundry, 
queen bed. Monthly/Weekly. 
250-374-8944 Fax: 250-374- 
8950. 1763E Trans-Canada,, 
Karnloops BC. BRING .THIS AD 
expires Mai'ch;15,;200ff,:4 :: T :  
WILL'SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
Ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni- 
serve.cam 
EVANLY.RAYS 
FREE 2000 CALENDAR 
SRV 39.99 c011edors edition 
reed best service and most accurate 
psychics inCda In 1998 +1999 
• Career 
• Relationships 
Spouse habits, ~ 
Picking Loffo # s 
• • in 2000 
1-900-45 ! -4055 
24 HRS. $2.9g/Jln - 18+ 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 1-888-223-3366 
EPILEPSY SOCIETY ForMare lnform~rlon 
CANADA'S BEST 24 
HOUR 1 on 1 (18yrs+) 1- 
888-913-8122 from 
$1.75/min. Credit card bill- 
ing From $1.75/min 1-900- 
870-7647 $3.99/min Web- 
site: www.discreettalk.com 
CAN'T USE Viagra? Maximus. 
Natural Cream now available. 
For .FREE Into kit call Mark's 
Plaza Pharmacy. Toll Free 1- 
877-6664 
MALE ORGAN enhancement. 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargemerlt. 
Gain :i.2", Permanent and safe. 
Resolve : impotence', =='FREE 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel K~p!an. 
312-409-5557. Insurance reim- 
bursement. Visit website 
www.drloelkaplan.com. 
AN ASSORTMENT of comput- 
er games for sale• Call after 
6:00 pm at 638~8281 
FACTORY CLEARANCE 
"Steel Buildings" End of Century 
Sale-a-Than, Order this Cen- 
tury-pay next Century-Example 
30'x40'x16', Reg. $11,156. Sale 
$8.367, Save $2,789. Includes: 
Steel doors, Steel endwalls, 
4:12 Roof Pitch, FOB Factory. 
All sizes available. ALPINE 
BUILDINGS 1-800-565-9800 
HEARD ABOUT Calorad? 
Sleep yourself slim? Start the 
New Year rightl 1 tablespoon 
Calorad at bedtime. 1-888-794- 
600, 250-308-0902 
We would like to 
THANK 
THE PEOPLE 
OF 
ROSSWOOD 
AND TERRACE 
for their 
SPECIAL THANKS 
Thank you for all the support 
for making our Christmas won- 
derful. Thanks to the MMH 
emergency deportment, doc- 
tors, nurses on call, home care 
nurses, our family doctors and 
all the daft. All the help from 
our Sunlife and our financial 
institutions. 
The rr~ny friends who phoned, 
brought food or sent cards and 
kindness and 
support. 
have given us supped. To our 
children friends who have sup- 
ported and been there for 
them, you know who you are, 
our young children whose 
strength, courage and support 
and humour have blessed our 
lives. We love you. 
Duane & Denise Evanoff 
Leon and Stacey [ 
THANK YOU 
Walterhouse/ 
Grimm's would like to thank everyone who 
supported the Tercace Mid qet Reps 
Fundraising Effo~ this season. We sincerely 
apologize for the mixup on thehams 
ordered, We appreciate all who accepted 
them and hope to serve you again this year 
USED COIN operated washing 
machines $250. Ph 635-2838. 
We Buy, 
Sell 
& Trade 
U S E D  
CD'S  
J SKEENAMALL TERRACE 
635-49,48 
• RQBERTJ~p, EjLLATT , 
,~ 'COh~ISS'IO'I~ SECRETARY, 
.web s ~ ht~://_~.lxuc.¢orhl. 
BEEF, LAMB & Pork for sale, 
c/w/f. Satisfaction guararJteed. 
Beef $2.20/Ib, Lamb $2.79/Ib, 
Pork $1.39/Ib. Naturally raised. 
Delivery available• Hamblin 
Farms Meat, Houston, B.C. 
250-845-2133 or 1-800-665- 
6992. 
CUSTOM MEAT CUTTING. 
Domestic & Game. Cudng & 
smoking, sausage making, sau- 
sage making spices & supplies 
for sale. Hamblin Farms Meats, 
Houston. 250-845-2133 or 1- 
800-665-6992. 
GENERAL LIVESTOCK haul- 
ing, cattle, horses,sheep. Li- 
censed and insured for Canada, 
USA. Hay hauling and sales. 
250-694-3448, cell 250-692- 
6559, fax 250-694-3769. Jeff 
Giesbrecht Transport, Burns 
Lake, BC> , 
Winter Hours 
are now in effec'J I 
A~G~ CO/,(/j. "' APPENDIX A 
~." .~  "~ Io Order No. G-2-00 , 
SIXTH FLOOR, 500 HOWE S1REET, BOX,250 
~, _ ~ ,4 ,~ ~. VANCOUVER, B.C. CANADA V6Z 2N3 ., 
,~'~ L~,~ ' . .. Bc~roLL :I- QO- - . . .  ; . .~ 
I ~.~:' ,%9 'C01~ ....... .:"~' ' " .  • :F,~CsIMILE: (604) 660-I 102 '"." ' ~i"ii 
NOTICE,OF PRE-HEARING CONFERENCE • 
PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS LTD. 
PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS (N.E.) LTD. - 
FORT ST. JOHN~DAWSON CREEK AND TUMBLER RIDGE DIVISIONS 
Applications for Approval of 2000 Revenue Requirements ~: 
Date: f:riday, January 21, 2000 ' • 
Time: 9:00 a.m. (10:00 a.m. in Dawson Creek) 
Location: Department of Fisheries & Oceans Offices 
555 West Hastings Street- Roam 455 
Vancouver, B.C. 
with videa-canferencing links to: 
North Coast Regional Correspondence School 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 3E9 
Community Skills Centre 
1 105 103 '  Avenue .... 
Dawson Creek, B.C. V1G 2G8 .. . .  ..... r .  
THE APPLICATIONS 
On December 1~' '1999, Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. ("PNG') and Pacific Northern 'Gas (N.E.) Ltd. 
["PNG (N.E.)"] applied to the B.C. Utilities Commission ("the Commission") for approval to increase 
rates on an interim and f na has s, effective January 1, 2000. ' ~ : ! 
PNG has requested that the Applications be dealt with through the Commission's •Alternative Dis.pute 
Resolution Process. ' • 
THE REGULATORY PROCESS 
The Commission will hold a Pre-hearlng Conference in Vancouver, Terrace and Dawson Creek via 
video conferencing facilities, on Friday, January 21, 2000 to address and decide procedural mat- 
ters which will include, but not be limited to, the foUowing: 
i schedullng completeness of the Applications, 
identification of principal issues, including rate design proposals, and the CIS Business Case, 
process (workshops, information requests, seltlement negotiations or public hearing). 
location(s) of the proceedings; and 
other matters that will enable the proceeding to efficienlly cover all aspects o! the Applications. 
PUBLIC INSPECTION OF THE APPUCATIONS ~ 
Pacific Northern Gas Ltd. and Pacific Norlhern Gas (N.E.) Ltd. . • 
Head Office: Suite 1400, 1185 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E4G6 '~ • ~i . 
District offices; Vanderhoof Burns Lake, Houston, Smlthers, Terrace, Kitlmat dnd Prince 
Ruped, Dawson Creek, Tumbler Ridge and Fort St. John. " 
British Columbia Ufi ifies Commission ~ ' i ( , . .  i 
Sixth Floor, 900 Howe Street, Vanc6uver, B.C, V6Z 2N3. 
INTERVENTIONS • . . . .  
Persons who expect to actively participate in the proceeding process should _register as Intervenors i 
with the Commission, in writing, by Friday, January 21, 2000. Intervenors will receive copies of the 
Application, all correspondence and filed documentation. 
Persons not expecting to actively participate should :register as Interested Parties with the 
Commission, in writing, by Friday, January 21,2000. interested Parties will receive a copy of the 
Application's Executive Summary and all Orders issued, i . . . . .  
PARTICIPANT ASSISTANCE : 
All Registered Intervenors intending to apply for Participant Asslstance must Submit a budget esti- 
mate by Friday, ~ January 28, 2000, consistent with the Commission's Participant Assistance/Cost 
Award Guidelines as outlined in Order No. G-97-9B. Copies of the Order and Guidelines are 
available upon request or from the Commission's web site: www.bcuc.com/paca.html. 
FURTHER INFORMATION 
For further information, please contact Mr. Robert J. Peflalt, Commission Secretary or Mr. Barry i 
McKinlay, Manager, Rates and Finance as follows: 
Telephone: (604)660-4700 : E-mail: Commisslon.Secretary@bcuc.cam 
Facsimile: (604) 660.1102 Telephone (B,C, Toll Free) 1-800-663-1385 
• f t. j 
NOTICE TO J 
CREDITORS AND 
OTHERS 
RE: THE ESTATE OF 
PHILUP LESLIE THOMAS, 
also known as PHILIP LESLIE 
THOMAS, also known as 
LESLIE THOMAS, deceased, 
formedy of Terrace, Bdfish Columbla 
Creditors and others havlnc~ claims 
against he estate of PHILU'P LESUE 
THOMAS are hereby notified under 
section, 38 of the Trustee Act that 
particulars o~ their claims hould be 
sent to the undersigned Executor at 
#200-4630 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
I B.C., VBG IS6 on or before 
I Februgry 23, 20~.,, after which 
I date the Executor wid distribuie the 
J estate among the po.rtles entiHed to 
it, having regard only to the claims 
that. have then 10ben received. 
Ronald FredHck Thomas Executor. 
Warner Bandstra Brown, So icitars. 
~1 Pmvlnce of Br#bh Golumbla 
MlnlsOy of Heallh e~d 
Mlnl=t ~/Relpons~ for Sente~ 
DIVISION OF 
VITAL STATISTICS AGENCY 
PUBLICATION REQUEST 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME 
NOTICE is hereby given that an 
application will be made to the Director 
at Wtal Statistics for a change of name, 
pursuant to tha pr0vislons elthe "Name 
Act" by me: 
NAME OF APPLICANT IN FUI.L.= 
Erin Maura Bryn I~Mullen 
ADDRESS; Camp 32 Site 13 RR#4 
CITY: Terrace, B.C. 
POSTAL CODE: V8G 4V2 
TELEPHONE: (250) 638.8809 
i as follows: 
i TO CHANGE MY NAME FROM: 
SURNAME: McMullen 
GIVEN NAMES: Efin Maura Bqn 
TO: 
SURNAME: Trewhin-White 
GIVEN NAMES: Bq/n Erin Maura 
Dated Thle Sth Day of Jsnuery, 2000 AD. 
2 112 Year old Bassett Hound 
with papers. $250 obo. 250- 
635.4325 
AFTER CHRISTMAS special. 
Golden retriever puppies that 
are ready to go. They have 
been raised with children, 
horses, other dogs and family 
cat. They are paper trained and 
very eager to learn. 250.635- 
2224 
ROTTWEILLER PUPS for sale. 
12 weeks of age. Asking 
$200.00 each. 2 8 month old fe- 
males, spyed w/shots. House- 
trained. Phone 250-635-6326 
after 6:00 p.m. 
REBUILT JD engines, kits and 
components. Parts for 440, J.D. 
Skidder, 540 NB, 640, 450 
crawler, 550 used tires, 544 
loader parts, complete J.D. 440 
Skidder. 250-832-5189 
Alcohol and Drug & Family Violence i~ 
Prevention through programs that deliver ~ 
ii h°listic way s that meet the neds ° f ~ .. 
Abortglnal youth, elders, families and whole h 
objectives, completed with an indicated time ~I 
frame, demonstrate community support and [4 
• li li  °"mo,,on ma, 
ii The call for proposals ~ 
I~ was released No,'ember 8, 1999. ~ 
!! Deadline for proposals is !~ 
. 1.4 
il January 28, 2000, at 4 .00  p.m. ~i 
i~ If you are interested and would like to find out ~ 
il if your organization qualifies, please contact ~ 
I:~ Annette Morgan, ~ ~! 
i~ Regional Coordinator- ~ ~ 
~ NWAHC at (250) 847-5211 "~,  !~ 
, BP, n-LSH Minis,~o, (~  
COLUMBIA Forests 
ADVERTISEMENT 
BID PROPOSAL 
TIMBER SALE UCENCE A59187 
Pursuant to Section 21 of the Forest Act, a Regular Bid Proposal timber sole licence 
requiring the submission fa propesol, isbeing offered for sale. 
Closing Date: April 5, 2000 Closing "time: 4:00 P.M. 
District: Kispiox Forest District 
Geographic Location: 2210 West Highway 62, Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1YO 
Mailing Address: Bag 5000, Smnhers, B.C. VOJ 2N0 
The tatal volume for sale "~s 232,344 cubic melres, more or less. Spec!e,~ and grade per- 
cent are estimated tebe: *'; 5, ~=~ L~ - . . - - .  ~;..~. ~ #.*:~ ,'2 Spoc,esBaai%;He.la%:Sp4%;Lo1%(Grades3,4&5,4Cl~ " • ~.m,, ~ 
:~One (1 Cutting permii ~,Cluoll[ng~l~'~lume 13,679 cubic m~s~',n~. "e~r less, is cur- 
mn~y de~op~l: "" " 
Cuffing Permit B: Upset Stompage Rate $24.47/cubic metre for coniferous green 
sawleg '~ 
Upset Stumpage Rnte $0.25/cubk metre for Grades 3, 4 &5 ~' 
Volume: 13,679 cubic meh'es, more or less 
Species: He 42%; Ba 14%; Sp I%; Lo 1%; Grades 3 4 & 5 40% 
T~e upset slumpoge rate was determined bythe Market Pricing System, and is applicable 
only te conilerous green sawing rades. 
Na appraisal rate has been determined for the remaining 218,665 cubic metres, more 
or less. This volume will be appraised at a later dale. 
Term: 10 years. 
Tenders will be accepted only from individuals or corporations registered as a Small 
Uusiness Forest Enterpsise, Category 2or Category 3.
All Applications muff address the specific devofopmonl bjective toutilize marginal qual- 
ny wood and will be to,thor assessed using the following criterion waightings: 
Criterion Weiflhfinfl 
EmpIo'p'nenr 30 
Praximily 20 
Existing Planl 10 
New Capital Investa'mnr ,5 
Loix~ur Value Added 5 
Chanffe in Value Added 10 
Revenue 20 
Total Weighting 100 
Attention: 
Ths s o Partially Developed Timber Sale Ucense. Aport from in.block development, the 
census ha o so be responsible ~or all phases of construction, deactivation, a d reha. 
bililation on approx motoly 19.2 km o~ Man ne Access and the possible consWuction 
and nstel a on o~ (one) bridge, and timber cru s ng on appraximately 11 blocks 
(approx. 717 hectares) under this timber sale llcence. Approximately 80% of the vol. 
urns will utilize Partial Cur Silvlcu tore Systems. 
Applications must be received by the District Manager at Ihe Geographic Location of 
the K sp ox Forest D strict, 2210 West H ghway 62, Hazelton, B.C. before 4:00 P.M. 
on April 5, 2000. Altenfion: lhe Geograp~k Location isnot the same as the moiling 
address. 
There is addltlonol material which the app conl must consider in their application. This 
material, application forms, and alher information about the Sma Bus heSS Foresl 
Enterprise Program can be obtained ~'arn the above Forest Districl office. 
Contocl: Normand Bilndeeu, Small Business Officer 
Phone; (2S0) 842-7600 Fox: (250) 842-7676 
Specify .timber Sate Licence A59187. 
Public Viewing/Call far Comments 
' Skeena Cellulose Inc.- Terrace Operations 
Forest License A16835 
1999-2005 Forest Development Plan 
Including the Road Maintenance and Deactivation Plan 
Skeena Cellulose Inc., Terrace Operations, nvites you to view and comment on our 
Forest Development Plan for theyears 1999 through 2005. This Plan applies to our 
operat one on Forest License A16835 which is situated in and around the Terrace area. 
This Forest Development Plan is be n.q re-advertised to address the inclusion of additional 
' information and will be available at the following locations and times: 
I Skeena Cellulose Inc. Woodlands Off ice January  17 - March 17, 2000 J 
4900  Keith Ave,, Terrace, B.C. Man. to Fri., 8:00 a.m. - 4 :30  p.m.J 
January 17- March 17, 2000 I 
Regular Operating Hours I 
THUNDERBIRD RANCH and 
farm equipment. Quality used 
sales & Iocaters. Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan 250-567- 
2607, 6 km Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, BC 
FOR SALE Good, used logging 
equipment ready to go to work: 
1996 Madill 3800 BNT Log 
Loader approx. 7000 hours 
w/GenSet & lights. 1996 Tim- 
berjack 618 Feller Buncher ap- 
prox. 7200 hrs. 1993 320 Hyun- 
dai BNT log loader approx. 
8500 hrs. Call: Bob 250-612- 
8379, Roland 250-983-2094, 
Mike 250-613-5469 
LOGGING TRUCK loads of 
Birch firewood for sale. Phone 
638-7290. 
$$GOVERNMENT PRO- 
GRAMS information Govern- 
ment assistance programs in- 
formation to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866 
80% COMMISSION. Earn $3K- 
$5K per week. Work at home. 
Not MLM. Full training provided. 
Call 1-888-685-1173. 
ATTENTION: I lost 40 pounds 
in 2 months. We need repre- 
sentatives in your area. Call to- 
day. 250-635-1543 
HERBALIFE INDEPENDENT 
Distributor. for product or oppor- 
tunity. Please call Evelyn 250- 
135-1543 
Back" by popUlar demand ! 
AvonCanada 
::~ of fer~the 
i~ ,.~.opportunity~to 
~,,f:,t',]~;,a, ,; ~,!~:;4~ ;'ii,..,,,~ . . ),/~ ;:,.,,~la~yaUr.x~wn3tome 
Absolutely FREE! 
~ ~  
! Register Nowl 
;B Limited time offer: I 
For mOre information call 
i Shar0n at 638,769g or 
i ~S77~638,1300 Toll Free • 
Expires Jan. 21st ¢ 
Dairq wor ld  
F O O D S 
Terrace Public Library 
4610 Park Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
I 
Representatives from Skeena Cellulose Inc. will be available at the Woodlands office to 
answer your questions. Comment sheets will be available at both locations. 
The main purpose of this Forest Development Plan is to provide the public and 
administeringgovernmenf agencies with information on the I¢cation and scheduling of 
proposed roa~ and cutblocks for harvesting timber over the next seven (7) year period. 
This Plan will also demonstrates management for biological diversity, water, fish, wildlife, 
cu tural heritage and other forest resources. Propos~ road deactivation for the next 
three (3) years are also addressed in this Forest Development Plan. 
This Forest Development Plan must be consistent with the Forest Act, the Forest Practices 
Code of British Co umbla Act, and any Higher Level Plans that are in effect for the 
'License at the time lhis Forest Development Plan is submitted. 
U~n rav ew of this P an, p ease provide any comments you may have, in writing to: 
- -  Justin Kumagai, Planning Forester 
Skeena Celb ose Inc., Terrace Operations 
4900 Keifh Ave., Terrace, B.C., V8G 5L8 
(fax: (250) 638-5720) ' 
We ask you provide these comments to us no later than March 17, 2000. All input 
race ved |ram the public during the advertisement per od will be forwarded to the District 
Manager of the Kalum Forest Distnd, Ministry of Forests. 
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CustomizedavailableSafetYforPrOgrams i ,~ @ ~ ~ (~ & (~ ~ ~ (~ ~ [~ R ~ ~ 
Logg ing  " Cont ruct ion  o Fa i l ing  
WCB OFA LEVEL  3 
New Course and fees For 2000 
Jan 17-28 Mon-Fri 8-4 $639 
Feb 14-25 Mon-Fri 8-4 $63g 
WCB OF#, LEVEL 1 
Ja. sg, Feb 8, Feb e8 $83 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT $83 
Wed Jan 9, Sun Feb 27 
Train for a New Career! 
Child Protection 
Workers 
This oplmrtunity is offered through a parmership or the 
justice lastitute; the Social Work and Child & Youth Care 
Consortia; and the Contract Traitdng & Marketing Society. 
All applicants must have one of die following degrees: 
• B.S.W. or M.S.W. 
" B.A. Child atad Youth Care 
• M.A. (Clinical Psychology) or 
M.Ed. (Couuselling) with pntcticum 
experience in a family or child welfare setting. 
Successfitl completion of the program is a pre-requisite 
for employnrent as a Child Protection Worker with the 
Ministt T for Children and Families. 
Upcoming Course Dates: 
• Fcbrua W 7, 2000 
College of New Caledonia, 
Prince George 
• Mardl 1'~, 2000 
l )oWl l tOWn Val lCOU%,er 
• April 17. 2000 
University College of the Cariboo, 
Kamloops 
• May 1, 2000 
U,tiversity College of the Fraser 
Valley, Abbotsford 
For ftdl details about the course or to 
receive all applltadon package, please 
visit our web-slte or tab tim Justice 
lusdtute of B,C. Locally: (604) 528-5639 
or Toll-frc, e: 1-877-275-4339. 
M18183 
BAILIFF SALE -:Business op- 
portunity'. Virtual reality golf, 
play Pebble Beach and others, 
12ft x 9ft screen. Play with real 
golf clubs. Sale price $25,000. 
Bob Gilson 250-338-5913 
OWNER RETIRING, selling ho- 
tel, care, laundromat, bar. Has 
VLT's. Near Ft. McMurray Oil- 
sands, Alberta. Will carry some 
financing OAC. 780-771-3999 
Fax 780-771-2333 
SALES/DISTRIBUTION FRANCHISE FOR SALE 
In Northwestern B.C. Quality products and high 
volume ensure success and profitability. 
Limited company and NEW Truck $260,000.00 
For more information - Ph: 250-638-1011 or 
log onto 
http://www.angelfire.com/biz5/hotbiz4sale 
STORE AUDITOR Grocery or 
Drug store experience for per- 
manent part time retail price au- 
dits. Resume to CPI P.O. Box 
214962, Sacramento, Calif. 
95821-0962 
REQUIRED PERMANENT live 
In care giver for elderly man, 
two days per week. Must be flu- 
ent in English, non-smoker, 
have first aid ticket, bondable. 
Send resume with references tO 
File #16, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace BC, 
V6G 5R2. 
F/T PHARMAC!S.T for ; frier~.dly 
Pharmasave in Seaside, Family 
oriented/Clinics/Consulta- 
tions/Close Relationship with 
physicians. Excellent working 
conditions and remuneration. 
Qualified candidates apply to: 
Diana Childs, Box 340, Ladys- 
mith, BC, V0R 2E0 
F/T "CERTIFIED Fabricator" 
needed for busy Fab shop in 
Williams Lake. Five years ex- 
perience-able to work from de- 
tailed drawings, field experience 
an asset. Union rates apply. 
Fax resume with references to 
250-398-6452 
FELLER BUNCHER required 
after Jan 1st. Call 250-562- 
8100 
GRAPPLE SKIDDER required 
immediately in the Prince 
George area. Full time till end of 
March. Call 250-562-8100 
l '  
£ 
I 
I 
$ 
I" 
C/Joose./)'ol/i tt t,ariet.l' 
c f  interesting specials likt, 
Quail.Dnckbreast.Pork Tenders 
Sea food-Lamb-Veal- Steaks 
& more 
I 
, Seeyou tonite at the 
Gr i l l  
(above  The  Back  Eddy  Pub)  
, i332 Lakc lse  Avc . ,Tc r racc ,  BC 
Ph: 635-9161 F;~x: 635-9182 
HELP WANTED 
Looking for an experienced 
WAITPERSON. Ask for Gus 
A MED-Size Quesnel Chartered 
Accounting firm requires an ex- 
perienced accountant. We offer 
a wide variety of challenging as- 
signments in a computerized 
environment that emphasizes 
professional development in a 
congenial work place. Please 
forward resume to: Mr. Philip S. 
Warden, CA, Rigsby Lea Burr & 
Co., Chartered Accountants, 
310.488 McLean Street, Ques- 
nel, BC, V2J 2P2. Fax: 250- 
992-5372 
DENNY'S IS looking for you ! 
We are actively recruiting entry 
level and senior Managers with 
the drive to advance at our 
Prince George, Terrace & Wil- 
liams Lake Restaurants. This is 
an exciting time to join Denny's 
as we embark on a progressive 
expansion program, which will 
open new doors for those who 
have the drive and ambition to 
excel. We offer an excellent 
benefits package: Payroll Say- 
ings Plan, Bonus and Promo- 
tion Opportunity, Restaurant 
Management experience and 
ability to relocate is an asset. I1 
this is you, mail or drop off 
resume to: 
Denny's Restaurant, 1650 
Central Street, Prince George 
BC, V2M 3C2 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER- 
Richard Thornton Con- 
struction.Available for renova- 
tions, repairs or new construc- 
tion. 25 years experience.Call 
Richard 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis. 635-7810. 
Housing, renos, office remodel- 
ing. Independant distributor of 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
Will assist, or load for you. Rea- 
sonable rates. Now in two loca- 
tions. Terrace at 615-0002 or 
638-6969 (cell). 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management. 250- 635- 
5136 or 635-6428. 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 615- 
0345. 
2 BEDROOM apartment with 
EARN $200, $300, $500 or washer/dryer, fridge/stove and 
more per week, assembling gas fireplace! Located down- 
product in the comfort of your town, with parking, secured an- 
own home, send a self ad- trance and is available 
dressed stamped envelope to: Feb1/20001 Call now for ap- 
O.P.H. 6-2400 Dundas St. pointment. References a must, 
West, Suite 541 ref 683 Missis- no'smoking 'or pets. Call 250- 
sau.qa, Ont, LSK2R8 . . . . . . . . . .  635-2250 or 250-635-1622. 
THE SPCA North Cariboo Quiet, clean' + '&ffordable at  
Branch is looking for a highly $650 monthly. 
motivated individual for the 2 BEDROOM duplex, main 
position of Shelter Manager. floor, new. Has mini-storage, 
You have several years F/S, $650 month. No pets, ref 
experience in the field of animal required. Close to pool. 250- 
welfare and management of a 635-0370 
non-profit society. You will be 3 BEDROOM suite In Thornhill 
accountable to a community close to schools, laundry facili- 
based Board. This is a full time ties In bld.q. 250-638-7290, 
position with remuneration 
commensurate with experience. APT FOR rent, 2 bdrm 1500 sq. 
Excellent benefits package, ft. Thornhlll apt. 5 appl., garage. 
Jobshadng proposals will be $550/month. References re- 
considered. Please submit quirad, no pets, no smoking. 
resumes to: The Human Ca11250-635-7411 
Resources Committee, SPCA COZY 1 bdrm suite, utilities in- 
North Cariboo Branch, 4011 eluded, $450/month + deposit. 
Lansdowne Rd., Prince George, 250-638-8482. 
BC, V2N 2R5. Phone: 562-5511 FOR RENT Bright, clean, spa- 
Fax: 562-5078 E-mall spca claus 2 bedroom unit with on- 
@bcgroup.net. Closing Date: site caretakers. Five applianc- 
Jan. 21, 2000. es, gas fireplace and mlnl stor- 
age. Good value for $750 
month. 250-635-4954 
TERRITORY MANAGER 
A B.C. bused distributor of heavy foruslry equipment presently has open- 
ings for experienced territory manugers. Inlerested cundidates hould huvc an 
above averuge work elhic, lhe ability lu work wilh minimul supervision, a fluir 
for taking cure of deluils, knowledge of our forest induslry and f0restry har- 
vesling equipment. Experience in heavy equipment soles and u knowledge of 
equipmenl finuncing would be u d0finite asset. 
Our c0mpensuli0n package wiU provide lhe righl individuul wilh lhu 
0pporlunity t0 earn an above average income. We ale0 cover most expenses 
and provide a generous vehicle allowance. 
Interested parties should submit a detailed resume, 0ullining past work 
history and three (3) references to: 
TERRACE STANDARD 
3210 CLINTON STREET, C/0 FILE #51 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 5R2 
We thank all Ih0se who apply. 0nly formal responses will be issued f0 lh0se 
candidates selected for an interview. 
• SITE-KEEPER 
Local business requires an 
on call location site-keeper 
with a clean driving and police record. The posi- 
tion requires some lifting, excellent paperwork 
skirls and the ability to occasionally handle a six 
ton single axle truck in off road conditions. The 
osition is suitable for someone who is looking to 
aPdd work to an existing business or for someone 
semi retired with a trucking background. The 
expected workload is one day per week starting in 
February 2000. Reply, in hand written form, with 
a biief of your work hi dory and explain how this 
part time opportunity will ' 'orK tor you. 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Now 
for  1&2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
, Ample parklng 
. Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• Security entrance 
, On site management 
. No pets 
, References requhad 
To view call 
638-1748 
.....7. 
Reply to: 
Box 48 
Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace, B,C. VSG 5A2 
II 
TERRACE APARTMEN[S 
-newly renovated, 2 Bedroom 
6500 per month 
• free hot water 
<all collect @ 632-4308 
• or cell @ 1-250-639-4069 
<lose to school end hospital 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPLICATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
s420.00 month. 
One block from swimming pool. 
No Pets, references r~i~luired. 
Phone 635-3475 
PARK MANOR APTS 
2 bedroom apt., 
$600 ruth, includes heat. 
Close to swimming pool & 
downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
Ph. 635-3475 
k,._ j 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
• . Units 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• &mple Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to School ~ -=~ljl lm 
Hospital r 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Ask for Monlca Warder 
Call: 635-4478 
t 
r 
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Northwest Comanmity College in Terrace invites al)l)lications for a 
temporary half-time tibratT eehoician/Cataloguing position (17 'A 
hr:Jwk) commencing as soon as possible :rod terminating May 5 
2000. S;dary ,and benefits ~ill be in accord:race ~Sth the College 
Agreement with BCGI~U Support Stall Scale, Level 7. 
Duties: 
Under the direction of the College librarian, Technical Services. the 
incumbent will be responsible for the cataloguing of print ,and non- 
print materials for the College Library. Items will be catalogued 
according to ,,L, XCR2R and MARC st,'utdardsl using s'lan('lard subject 
m~alysis tools, ~md entered on the College online catalogue (SIRSI 
software). 
Quallficatio n~Skills:, 
lJbrary Technician diploma is required, as well as one or two years 
experience in a library. Knowledge of LC Classification System and 
Snbject tleadings, AACR2 descriptive cataloguing and online MARC 
format standards is ,also required; familiarity with online systems i  
preferred. 
We th:mk all applicants for their interest, however, only those selected 
for an interview ill be contacted. 
Resumes should be submitted not later titan 
Jammry 17, 2000 to: 
Competition 99.158B 
Director, Human Resources 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4X2 
FAX: (250) 635-3511 
NOR~ST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
4734 Park Avenue, Terrace, BC 
Tel: 635-7087 Fax: 635-7095 
ADOLESCENT HEALTI! NURSE 
Part time - 20 hours per week. Six month contract. 
To deliver health related programs to youth in the community 
Qualifications: Registered Nurse. 
RECONNECT WORKER 
Part time - 15 hours per week 
To assist street youth in accessing resources and services to 
reduce risks in their ~fe style. 
~ualifications: Training in the Human Resources Field. 
SUPERVISED ACCESS WORKER 
Part time- temporary casual 
To work with youths and families to meet individual contract 
goals. 
Qualifications: Training in the Human Resources Field. 
Requirements for all positions: Complete a criminai 
record check, TB test, valid driving license and access to a 
vehicle. 
Contact: Tina for further information 
Closing date: January 21, 2000 
TDCSS 
Westfatr Foods T.td. 
Now hiring 
We are currently hiring temporary, part- 
time loss prevent ion off icers for on-s i te 
security. Candidates must be available for 
a variety of shifts including days, evenings 
and weekends. We offer competitive start- 
ing wages and flexible hours. 
Interested applicants are invited to fax their 
resumes to: 
Attention dean Choja 
Fax: 604-322-3673 
Please note that preference will be given to 
those with 6 months of directly related 
experience in education. 
CLOSING DATE IS 
JANUARY 21 st, 2000 
Thank you for your intereM. 
& 
Skeena 
THE COMF'ANY: 
SKEENA CELLULOSE INC,, operates Sawmills in 
Smithers, Carnaby, Kitwanga and Terrace, along 
with a Kraft pulpmill in Prince Rupert, 
We require a 
~AWM~ILL $~ltFT SUP~V]t~O~ 
to oversee product ion at our 
Carnaby Lumber Operations. 
THE CANDIDATE: 
Will possess trong communicative and interper- 
sonal skills.Will have 5 years or more experience 
in a Sawmill Supervisory role, and be Quality ori- 
ented with a Lumber GradingTicket. 
Carnaby SawmiU is located near the Hazelton 
communities, with a population base of 5,000. 
The area possesses excellent fishing, hunting and 
other outdoor opportunities, 
Interested Candidates should send their resumes 
in confidence, with references by January 31, 
2000 to: 
David IUce, Sawmill Manager 
Carnaby Lumber Operations 
#10 North Boundary Road 
South Hazelton, B.C,VOJ 2RO 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
CGA office recluircs 2nd or 3rd year student for 
seasonal work 'till June 30, 2000. Mail or 
deliver resttmc with handwritten covet" letter to: 
Mason, Mah & Co. 
1114 Main Street, 
Box 3607, 
Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
A. G. INTERIOR SALES, a professional 
b~auty suoply company requires a part time 
sales prol~essional to service Terrace and sur- 
rounding area. 
We are looking for a dynamic individual who 
can provide exceptional customer service and 
has the ability to build on our current account 
base. Industn, and outside sales experience an 
asset but not a necessity, Reliable transporta- 
tion is required. Compensation and expense 
package to be discussed. 
Please fax resume to: 
Mr. S, Brandle 
(250) 762-4240 or (250) 868-3530 
or mall #21-  1470 Lealhead Road, 
Kelowna, BC V1X 7J6 
Only applicants ~nder consideration will be 
, contacted. 
A Nat iona l  Hydrau l i c ,  
Pneumat ic  and  
Mot ion  Cont ro l  Company 
requires an individual to fill the position of 
INSIDE SALES ASSISTANT 
at the Kitimat location. 
The duties will include customer service and assistance 
(both counter and telephone sales), order entry, shipping 
and receivirig, fabrication and assembly Of hoses, 
inventory organization and coordination, and other 
warehouse/office duties as required. The successful 
individual should possess excellent interpersonal 
communication skills, have experience and a working 
knowledge of computers and systems, and be a team 
oriented individual, in order to provide the best possible 
products and services to our customers, Previous 
experience in hydraulics, pneumatics and motion control 
would be an asset. ; ',' ~ /  
;i : t '>:~ 
Please send resume to: 
C/O Box 536, 
Northern Sentinel Press, 
626 Enterprise Ave., 
Kitimat, B.C. V8C 2E4. 
ey, u slrlct Hospital 
SUMMARY: 
The Charge Nurse - Inpatient Unit is responsible for c0- 
ordinaling polienl care on a 29 bed unit that provides care to 
mnlnrnity, medical, surgical, pediatric, and psychiatric palienls. 
The Charge Nurse assist the C00rdinal0r - Nursing Services in 
establishing and mnimining slandards of pnlient care, ensuring 
adequate staffing levels and providing a qualily improvement 
envir0nmenl. The Charge Nurse will assisl the Ce0rdinal0r in 
assessing and planning for slaff educational needs. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
• Must be a graduale of on approved School of Nursing 
• Have a current pradising registration wilh RNABC 
• Three yeon of recent acule care nuning experience or 
on equivalent combination of educoli0n, training and 
experience 
SALARY: As per BCNU Colledive Agreemenl ni DC2 level. 
Norm John, C0ordinol0r- Nursing Services 
Bulkley Volley Bislrid Hospital 
PO Box 370, Smithers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
Tel: 250-847.6224 Fax: 250 847-2446 
CONTACT: 
F 
Northwest Community college, Terrace, requires an Instructional 
Assistant inthe Workplace Skills Training Program for students 
with cognitive disabilities. 'fhis temporary part-time (21 
hours/week) position will commence as soon as possible and ter- 
minate May 31, 2000 Salary will be in accordance with the 
Collective Agreement wi h the BCGEI.I Support Stall Scale, Level Six. 
Duties: 
Under the direction of the Instructor, the Assistant will assist 
students with off c,'unpus a signments; model work skills and 
work-related behavtour at the work site; provide job coaching; 
obtain, set up or prepare quipment and instructional 
resources; assist Individuals or small groups with varinus 
learning assignments, Including a tutor-role following the 
instructional plans, as well ms being Involved Inrite arranging 
and supervision f work placement sites. 
Qualifications/Skills: 
Social Service Worker Certificate orequivalent educational b ck- 
ground; experience In the field of adult special education; strong 
organizational, interpersonal and communication (written and 
oral) skills; ability to maintain confidentiality and use discretion 
in dealing with students and records; initiative and ability to 
work well without supervision; have an attitude and philosophy 
which will promote and foster independence in students; and, 
have avalid B.C. driver's licence and use of a vehicle. 
We thank 'all applicants for their interest, however, only those 
selected for an Intervic~ will be contacted. 
Resumes should be submitted by January 17, 2000 to: 
Competition 99.157B 
Director, Human Resources ~ j .  
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4X2 
NOR~T COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
I 
31 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITY  
Thornhill Motors is now 
accepting applications for 
PARTS MANAGER. 
The successful candidale will 
~e responsible for the daily 
operation of our Parts 
Departmefit. 
Thornhilt Motors offers an 
excellent Benefit Package and I 
salary will depend on I 
prev ious  exper ience ,  
All applications must be 
received by 
January 22, 2000. 
Phone: 250-635-7286 
or send resume to 
Thornhill Motors 
3026 Highway 16 East 
Terrace, B,C., V8G 3N5 
~Geti~ ] 1-888-334-9769 
I~t~ ~- ,  
$TIKINE REGIONAL 
COMMUNITF'H£AL TH COUNCIL . 
• ' has an exceptional opportunity for 
SHORT TERM (Locum)& 
LONG TERM (Permanent) 
REGISTERED NURSES 
The positions will be of interest o a Registered 
Nurse with a minimum of 2 years experience in 
emergency rooms and/or 2 years in an.out post 
or remote location. This full time position offers 
hands on nursing: care, ER, pharmacy, 
outpatient clinics and many other experiences 
and opportunities to learn and grow. 
DUTIES include: 
• Clinical and emergency services, 
• Patient care planning, 
• Development of day clinics and 
• Dispensing medications from the 
community pharmacy 
We offer a very competitive salary, 
a full benefits package, ands gning bonus 
(permanent full time positions only). 
Please forward your resume to : 
Attention: Executive Director 
Stikine Regional Community Health Centre 
P.O. Box 386 
Dease Lake, BC 
V0C 1L0 
Fax: 250-771-3911 
E-mail: thomas.wright@srchc.hnet.bc.ca 
,.,BRn-BH. 
, L ,  OLUMBIA  
MINISTRY FOR CHILDREN AND FAMIL IES  
RESPITE FOSTER FAMILY REQUIRED 
FOR ROLAND 
• 14 Year old young man; 
• Attends Skeena School; 
• Has been assessed as almost gifted but may have 
some,cognitive impairment; 
• Written output is age 7 level; 
• ADHD, appositional disorder, and FAE; 
• Has practised self-harm and relentlessly uses coarse 
language; 
• Likes to mountain bike, snowboard, swim; watch TV' 
:. (.qame,shows, histor,z'charirtels);'"' 
• LIVES at, name wlmn~s.parems ana Siblings., , ,. 
: , , :  * +,) : * ,  . . . .  I . . . . . .  . .  . . . .  b.  = 
Specialized family care rates are availableto potential 
caregivers willing to learn more about Roland so they can 
provide respite for Roland and his family for up to 14,days 
a month. 
Fostering The Ministry for Children & Families 
Phone: 1250) 638-2311 a difference. 
Centra l  Reg ion  - Even ing  Courses  
Terrace Campus 
The Terrace Campus has space available in the following evening 
courses. Call an Educational Advisor at 635-6511 for information. 
Business Administration Coorses 
• Accounting 151 - Fundamentals of Accounting II Thursday 7-10pm 
University Credit Courses 
• Anthropology 102 - Introduction to Social & Cultural 
Anthropology 
• Anthropology 111 - First Nations of canada 
• Anthropology 112 - First Nations of BC 
• Anthropology 220 - Visual Anthropology 
• Art History 152 - Introductory Art History 
• Economics 112 - Principles of Macroeconomies 
• English 209 - Creative Writing I
• Geography 226 - Regional Geography of Canada 
• Psychology 102 - Introductory Psychology II
• Psychology 202 - Developmental Psychology II 
• Sociology 101 - Introductory Sociology I 
• Sociology 206 - The Family in Cross Cultural 
Perspective Thursday 6-9pm 
Kitimat Campus 
The Kitimat Campus has space in the following evening courses. Call an 
Educational Advisor at 632-4766 for more information and registration. 
Business Administration Courses 
• Marketing 150 - Introduction to Marketing Monday 6-9pm 
University Credit Courses 
• Psychology 102 - Introductory Psychology II Thursday 7-10pm 
• Sociology 206 - The Farfiily in Cross Cultural 
Perspecfi~,e Tuesday '6-9pm 
Thursday 7-10pm 
Wednesday 7-10pm 
Wednesday 7-10pm 
Tuesday 7-10pm 
Wednesday 7-10pm 
Wednesday 7-10pm 
Monday 7-10pm 
Tuesday 7-10pm 
Wednesday 7-10pm 
Tuesday 7-10pm 
Monday 7-10pm 
i i  i I I  I I 
I I ' 
" 668TOURIST 
.... i:. ACCOM, FOR LEASE SPACE 
5,200 sq,fl, 
1,700 sq,ff, 
951 sq,ft, 
1,735 sq,fl, 
7,480 sq,fl, 
1.,280 sq,fl, 
1,920 sq,ff, 
2709 Kalum Street 
4624 G[eig Ave, 
5002 Pohle Ave, 
2905 Kenney Street 
 4820 Hwy 16 West 
5110 Keith Avenue 
5110 Keith Avenue 
WANTEDTO" 
;:.RENT.;' ' :  
1745 :MOBILES ii i: 810 CARSFoR i 
.:;:: SALE~ .... 
" . ' ~ : '  : " ' : . : !  .T .  
ALMARLIN BUILDING 
3219 Eby Street 
Tel: (250) 635-7191 
Ground Floor: 
2,625 sq. ft. 
Second Floor: 
1,130 sq. ft. 
REASONABLE 
RATES 
862 BOATS/ 
MARINE : : 
2 BEDROOM duplex for rent. 
Quiet area. Available imme- 
diately. $550 month plus depos- 
it. 638-8503 after 6:00 pm. 
". :: 870RV'S : 
' ~;ii CAMPERS i.; 
FOR RENT two bedroom apt. 
Downtown location, available 
immediately. Phone 250-635- 
2360 
FURNISHED 1 bedroom apart- 
ment, in Thornhill. $380 per 
month, plus damage deposit 
$190. Utilities not included, no 
pets. 250-635-6851 
FURNISHED ONE bedroom su- 
ite on one acre of land. Utilities 
included. $500 per month. Call 
250-635-2582. References may 
be required. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
ONE BEDROOM apt, good 
central location. NG fireplace, 
balcony, no smoking. No pet~/ 
$545 month. For appointment to 
view, please call 250-615-9116 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apadment in Thornhill. Single 
occupancy only. No pets. Refer- 
ences required. $360/month + 
$180 Sec. dep..Phone 250-635- 
2065. 
ONE BEDROOM in quiet rural 
location on edge of town. Pets 
welcome. $325 month. Avail- 
able Jan 1st. 250-635-9102 
2 BEDROOM basement suite, 
NS, Ref req. + Damage deposit. 
Phone 250-635.3789 
2 BEDROOM basement, faces 
sunny south. Large back yard. 
Allergy free environment (no 
pets, no smoking). Ref. req. 
$500 month. 250-635-5081 
3 BEDROOM above ground 
basement suite, close to 
uplands school, large yard, F/S, 
hookups for W/D. References 
and damage deposit required. 
Available Feb 1. 250-635-3827 640 MISC, FOR i 
• . : . , .  . 
RENT • 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent, for 
one single person. No smoking, 
One bedroom house available 
Dec. 16. 250-635-5893. 
BRAND NEW two bedroom 
basement suite for rent, Avail- 
able immediately. Private drive- 
way and entrance. Frldge and 
stove Included. Washer/dryer 
hookups. All utilities and cable- 
vision Included. Non smoking 
quiet person only. $600 month 
+ dar~age deposit. 250-638- 
0089 
ONE BEDROOM basement su- 
ite, Utilities included. Non- 
smoking. No pets. Available im- 
mediately. 250-635-5566 
ONE BEDROOM bsmt suite 
downtown. $375 plus damage. 
Includes heat, Available Feb. 1. 
250-635-6350 
SMALL 2 bdrm suite available 
Feb. 1st. Utilities Included. $450 
month. Good references re- 
qulred. Call 250-638-8639 
612 CABINS/. ; :  
:. COTTAGES :":;. 
2 BEDROOM unit, and a newer 
3 bedroom unit with N/G heat. 
Available Immediately. Damage 
deposit, references required. 
250-635-2932 or 250-638-1053 
ROOMS FOR rent, close to 
hospital, bus route and schools. 
Kitchen/laundry shared. Board 
available. Available now, 250- 
638-2058 
SKI SUN PEAKS BC (45min 
from Kamloops) Fully equipped 
Condos & Chalets. Hot tubs, 
Saunas, Ski in/out, sleeping 2- 
32. Kids 12 and under w/adult 
full price ticket freel Stay 6 
nights & get 1st night freel TOP 
OF "]'HE MOUNTAIN accomo. 
dations and management 1- 
800-585-6834. www.mwsolu- 
tions.com/top. Emall: sunpeaks 
@direct.ca 
WORKING COUPLE W/2 child- 
ren. Wanting to rent home in 
Cedarvale/UskJGossen Creek 
area. Phone 250-638-7830. 
6.15 ACRES for sale on High- 
way 16, 3 minutes east of 'l"o- 
pley. Gentle south slope with 
nice view. Price: $26, 500. 
Phone 1-250-696-3477 
2 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath town- 
house. Stove and Fridge includ- 
ed. W/D hookups. No pets. CALIFORNIA USAIII Large, 
$600 month. 250-635-5213 fully improved, residential/ re- 
3 BDR 1 1/2 bath top floor su- tirement lots in Southern Call- 
ite. F/S, w/d, oak kitchen, utili- fornia. Mobile homes OKI $60 
ties included. $775 .month. down, $60 monthly, $5995 
Quiet people with good refs call cash. US Funds. Free 
Lisa 250-638-8639 brochure. 1-800-884.7060. 
3 BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath condo. 
Near schools and downtown. 
Paved parking, fenced yard on 
quiet street. Gas Fireplace. No 
pets. Damage deposit and ref- 
erences required. 250-635- 
3766 
3 BEDROOM house, 1 car ga- 
rage, roomy back yard. Sun- 
deck, A/C, non-smokers wel- 
come, sorry, no pets. Ref. req., 
250-635-5081 
3 BEDROOM top floor home. 2 
bathrooms, F/S, W/D hookups, 
NG Fireplace, in good condi- 
tion. $650 month. 250-638-8544 
4 BEDROOM, 2 1/2 bath, 
clean, large yard, 5 appliances, 
off North Eby st., Avail. immed. 
$800 month, 250-635-2280 or 
250-561 2102 
FAIRLY NEW quiet 2 bedroom. 
W/D F/S, security entrance. 
Half a block from town. No 'pets 
or smoking. 250-638-0046. Call 
evenlnt:lS. 
FOR RENT 3 bar suite located 
on Soucle Ave. No pets $600 
month. Phone 250-635-4984 
HOUSE FOR rent Jack Pine 
Flats. NeWer 4 bedroom home, 
carpqrt. I=/S~' N/G' and ~oase- 
"!'boardfieat. ;W/D h66k-up~ Avail- 
able Immediately. Asking $925 
month plus utilities. Call 250- 
614-1061 Leave message or 
call after 5 pro. 
IN THORNHILL 4/6 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms. Close to schools, 
F/S, W/D, dishwasher, central 
vacuum, large fenced yard. No 
smoking. $900 month. Call 250. 
638-8605 
LOOK $550 per month, New 
972 sq', 2 bdrm, 2 bath, f/s, 2 
car parkin~:h 250-638-1182 
SMALL 2 bedroom Duplex for 1 
or 2 people, stove, frldgo, no 
pets. $375/ month. Call 250- 
638-7727. Thomhill. 
1 BDRM cabin. Furnished or 
unfurnished. $395/ month. 
Avail. Jan 1 st. 250-635-2319 
2 BEDROOM log house. F/s, 
electric & gas heat. No pets, raf. 
required. Damage deposit. 
$610 month. Downtown Ioca- 
lions. 250.638-0790 
2 BEDROOM non-basement 
home near the Medical Clinic. 
Non-smoking & no pets. Natural 
Gas heat, Avail  Jan. 1st. $675 
per month plus utilities, Security 
Deposit $350, References Re. 
qulred, Call Gloda before 4:30 
pm Re/Max of Terrace, 250. 
63B-1400 
i i 
SPACIOUS 2 bedroom" house 
for rent. Full basement, large 
yard. $900/month plus utilities. 
Damage deposit required. No 
pets. 250-635-6851 
UPSTAIRS SUITE In horse. 
shoe area. 3 bedrooms. Kitch- 
enette, dining morn, living room. 
Shared laundry facilities. Close 
to schools and downtown. Ref- 
erences required. 250-635- 
5139 after 4:30 pm. 
DUPLEX FOR Rent. 3 bdrm. 
$800 month. 1/2 D.deposit re. 
qired. Ref. required. No pets. 
Call 250-638-1094. (Leave 
messaqe on machine) 
ROOM FOR rent. Walking dis- 
tance to town. Working man or 
college student preferred. $250 
month, Includes utilities. Ph. 
250-635-3126 * 
VANCOUVER, HEART of 
downtown. Executive lofted stu- 
dio suites in new high-rise. Su- 
perlatlve location, spectacular 
views. Monthly or extended 
stays @ $1350 + util. Well fur- 
nlshed and equipped, T.V. mi- 
crowave. H/W floors, Secured 
U/G parking . Contact Dawn @ 
1-604-938.4502. www.vip- 
homes.com., Email: roehlig @all- 
rect.ca. 
2 BEDROOM mobile home, 
close to town, on bus mute, 4 
appliances, N/G heat. $550 
month. Ref. required. Damage 
deposit. 250-635-1245. Call af- 
ter 5:00 pm. 
3 BEDROOM mobile home with 
full addition. Newly renovated. 
Located in Thornhill, close to 
school. 4 appliances. Referenc- 
es required. Damage deposit. 
$700 month. 250-842-6867 for 
interview. 
TER 'R 'ACE 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent. 
CIo,~e to downtown. Shared 
kitchen and laundry facilities. 
No padles, 250.636-8g44. 
1995 SRI Home, 14x71-3 bdrm, 
6 appliances, built-in china cabi- 
net, vaulted ceilings, ceiling fan, 
custom drapes, carpeting 
throughout, patio door off of din- 
ing room on to 12x18 deck, new 
sided storage shed. Fully 
fenced on biggest corner lot. 
#50 Timberland. $69,900. 250- 
638-7696 
NO REAL Estate Feesl Re- 
duced to $148,000, 1995 3 level 
4 bdrm home, 14 acres, fronts 
Kitwanga river. Out of town in 
quiet area, spectacular view. 
Reply to File #50, c/o Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St. Ter- 
rfice, BC, V8G 5R2 
3 OR 4 Bedroom split level 
house. Renovated, oak cup- 
boards, N/G, FP, HW/F Fruit 
trees,' garden area, green- 
h0use~ .covere~ ,patio, 10xl 
~;lled,' 'fenced. $104,900. 250- 
638-0034 
1 - 10 ACRE LOT 
1 - 35 ACRE LOT 
1 - 41 ACRE LOT 
10 km north of town, Gas, Telephone & Hydro 
635-5868 j 
ESTATE SALE - best view and 
location in Terrace, located at 
4517 Cedar Cres. 1700 sq. ft., 3 
bedrooms, 1 1/2 baths. Large 
deck, triple garage, walk out full 
basement. Very large private 
lot. Asking price $329,000. For 
appt. to view call 250-635-1543 
FOR SALE in quiet setting, 
1375 sq. ft. 3 yr. old, 3 bdrm du- 
plex 1 1/2 bath, radiant heat, 
vaulted ceilings, garage. 
$122,000. Call 250-635-1134 
GREAT INVESTMENTI 600 sq. 
ft. 4 bdrm house, 2 up 2 dn on 2 
corner lots. Corner of Eby and 
Davis, 1 block from Zellers. 
Clear title, no agents. $119, 
900. Call 250-615-5433 
VICTORIA MODERNIZED 2 
bedroom, 1 bath. Living room, 
separate dining morn, eat-in 
kitchen,, euro-style cupboards, 
gas heat/hot water, nice yard. 
Potential for 500+ sq. ft. extra 
living space. Quiet street near 
R.J. Hospital. $159,500. Avail- 
able immediately. 250-592- 
4566, 604-465-0551 
REDUCED TO Sell Nowl 3 
bdrms, 1 1/2 bath full basement 
w/separate entrance. $138,000. 
4810 Tuck. Call for appt. 250- 
635-2922 
"Sherry Anderson "~ 
. Notary Public 
Real Estate, 
Conveyoncing 
Wills, 
Mobile Home 
Transfers, 
Declarations, 
Mortgage 
Documentation, 
Notarize,ions Member 
NEW LOCATION 
#104-4644 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1S6 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 j 
12 1/2X68 MOBILE home, 2 
bdrm, $20,000 obo. Will consid- 
er trade for motorhome or lease 
to purchase. Phone 250-635- 
3916 
T " ~:::.'.".ii . . .  • : :-::! ' :. 
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FREE Sheila Love 
MARKET 635-3004 
EVALUATION J~'A/JJ~of Terrace 
NEARING C O rd PLE.Tj.O_.~ 
Add your personal touch to this new 3 
bdrm Bench homo, Stunniv 3yer ~ 
opens to formal livingroom n/g ; 
fireplace nd high ceilings, fa~ oom 
off kitdmn, deluxe nsuite. 
$209,900 MLS 
TERRACE TRAILER PARK 
Renovated 14 wide mobile with 
European kitchen, skylight in 
entrance and bedroom. Price 
includes fridge and stove. Qaick 
~,~ ssession. Close to school. 9,90O MLS 
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS 
Start the new year by being your 
own boss. Turnkey restaurant on 
Ilighwny 16. Nicely renovated with 
39 seats cozy fireplace, equipped 
kitchen. Plus 2 birm owners 
accommodation. 
Priced to sell at $15~,900 MLS 
CUSTOM FACTORY Direct 
Chaparral modulars. Built on 
time and on budgetl Blocked or 
basement models. Sheldon 
Custom Homes, 3075 Sexs- 
mith, Kelowna. Toll free 1-888- 
765-8992. DL10146 
CARS FROM $500 Govern- 
ment seized & surplus. Sold lo- 
cally, Call for listings. 1-888- 
342-3500 Ext. BB60 
1987 HONDA Civic. Excellent 
condition. 1 owner. Low mile- 
age. $3500. Call 250-635-4875 
after 4:00 pm. 
HONDA CRX 1991 excellent 
performer, 165K miles, very 
clean engine. Immigrating musl 
sell. First offer $3000 secures. 
Call Ken Smith 250-638-1671 
before 8 pm. Minnesota regis- 
tered. 
TERRACE 
EM FORD 
Wants to 
buy your 
"QUALITY 
USlD" 
vehicles. 
For the best 
price, call 
us first. 
4631 Keith Ave 
250 '635-4984 
1-800-463-1128 
1995 CHEV 4x4 pickup 3/4 ton, 
6.5 turbo diesel, extended cab, 
shod box. Excellent condition. 
Leather interior, full load, and to 
many options to mention. Ask- 
ing $25,000. Call evenings. 
250-635-2126 
1997 CHEV Silverado Crewcab 
4x4 6.5 diesel B0K Full load, 
New winter tires, cassette, CD 
player, EC, $34,000. Tel. 250- 
635-9121 
WANTED 16'-19' Aluminum 
boat with outboard and trailer. 
In good condition. 250-626- 
3484 
.t 
OVER 200 new & Used R.V.'s 17 I 
new brands. 0 down financing, I 
trades, or we pay cash. F6r best i 
price in B.C. Callus flee 1-800- I
668-1447 ar www.voyager.r~.com I 
B.C. Interiors largest dealer i 
Vayager R.V. Centre Hwy. 97 | 
Winfield,,,B.C. D1#9452. " i 
~ EP ILEPSY  
CANADA 
1 800  860-5499 
.:i:71!:1::'i: :::::: 
2 x 6 EXTERtOR WALLS 
..',: '., I ~ h~!  ~ GARAGE 
luv,,o,ooM I / \ ~ " "~l ~.~o~'~1  
I I 
SECOND FLOOR PLAI~ 
E t 520 SQ.FT. (48,3 M =) • ~ ~. ~'~; '.',,,. 
~ MAIN FLOOR PLAN 
~, /~ 540 SQ.FT. (50.2 M =) . 
WIDTH - 30'. 0" (9.1 M) 
DEPTH - 38'- 0" (11.6 M) 
I PLAN NO. 10-3-179 1 
TOTAL 1060 SQ. FT. (98.6 M 2) 
I 
House Plans Available Through 
k l ]gm 
: :dtmll  
terrace.builders @osg.net I~111t l  
. . . . . .  ,  004,ooo,, 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 
DryW  
SERVICES LTD. 
.CHIMNEYS 
.FURNACES 
,BOILERS 
.FIREPLACES 
• DRYER VENTS 
.EAVESTROUGHS 
• MOSS REMOVAL & ZINC 
• AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS 
• AIR DUCT CLEANING 
• OIL STOVES 
• SEPTIC & GREASE TRAPS 
• JEN AiR CLEANING 
Phone 635-1132 
P '  
No.h,... 11,o On t,me and on budget , 
& Marb le  ff l  ~ . , 4 , , .  
5ALESANDINSTALtATION$ ~ I~  Home renovations * New home construction ='~u~ jp 
Com~SeeOurShowr°om I~J D Commercial construction * Roofing ~ 
Ceramic Tile Marble and Jr ~, ' % • ~ A Cerlified Blue Max® rigid foam/concrete installation % 
L, lass o,ocKs L~ 1~ BC-cerfified builder ~ ~i~ 
/,~,,",,=', ".'. rJl -L Jr 
(~V~ 1 635-9286 ~r~ ~ 
11L[ ~ Jr . . ,= . . .  .A.TO. CO.STRUCTm. ,TO. , , ,  
~'¢GARYCHRISTIANSEN L~ ~ G E N E R A L C 0 N T R A C T 0 R 
; 4038MotzPlaza Pti ~ Building a Reputation /or Qualily J,.._. 
• Terr0ce, g C V8G 3Z9 ~ " '  ' ~1 j r  Te l / fax  635-6244 ~R~ 
q 
SMA~L.uTMIGHTY! k 
BUSINESS BUILDING 
ADVERTISING 
Terrace Standard 
Business DiredoHes 
s tioo 
vv  per week** 
plus GST 
"Based on 13 week contract 
STA' ARD 
3210 Clinlon St., Terrace 638.7283 
Fax: 638.8432 
SMALL BUT MIGHTY!  
BUSINESS BUILDING ADVERTISING 
Terrace Standard 
Home Improvement $ ~ i r~oo 
Business Directories IWV per week**  
plus GST 
'Based on 13 week contract 
STANDARD 
3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace 638-7283 
Fax: 638.8432 
! 
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~ COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
ASSOCIAT ION 
British Columbia a,d Yukon 
Network  C lass i f ieds  
These ads appear in approximately 100 15290 for25words .
community newspapers in B,C.and Yukon $ 6.00 each 
and reach more than 3 million readers, additional word CHRYSLER 
n 
:..,. 
/;,~'NNOUNCEMENTS CAREER OPPORTUI~ITY 
DO YOU WANT TO ~EACH SPECIALTY INSURANCE 
OVER 2.3 MILLION READ" AGENCY looking for key in- 
r:-RS with your product or dividuals building profes- 
service? For just $290,00 sional, focused sales teams 
The BC & Yukon & market our exclusive line 
Community Newspapers of Personal Accident & 
Association reaches over Sickness Compensation 
100 newspapers with a plans underwritten by 
readership of 2.3 million in - Commercial Union Life 1- 
B.C. alone each week! We 800-285-4275. 
can also place your ad right 
across Canadal For more CAREER TRAINING 
information, please call EXCITING WELL PAID ca- 
Natalie Young a t  the reers in computer program- 
B.C.Y.C.N.A (604) 669- ming, We will prepare suit- 
9222, extension 3. or email: able applicants, Home 
netc lass@becommuni-  Study Diploma Program. 
t ynews.com. Financial assistance, loaner 
BRITISH? WORKED computer systems and job 
THERE? Or drawing placement tools available. 
"frozen" pensiov~ Get facts No experience necessary. 
on your UK pension rights 1-800-477-9578 www.cm- 
and our "anti-freeze" cam- straining.corn 
palgnl Call nonprofit EDUCATION 
canadian Alliance British BE A SUCCESSFUL Pensioners FREE 1-800- 
760-6633. E-marl: WRITER .... write for money 
and pleasure with our home- maya@ brentwood.bc.ca. 
study course. You get indi- 
BUSINESS vidual tuition from profes- 
OPPORTUNITIES sional writers on all aspects 
CO-OP OPPORTUNITY. of writing-romances, short 
Vancouver Island. We're in stories, radio and TV script, 
the Tour/Charter Bus busi~ articles and children's sto- 
ness. We're currently look- ties. Send today for our 
• ing for new members to join FREE BOOK TOLL FREE 
our exciting Co-op. 1-800-267-1829 FAX 1-613- 
Training/some financing 
available:: D0n'twaiL call 749-9551 The Writir~g 
School 3340-38 Mc Arthur 
today. Phone: (250) 248- 
8745, email: joe@roadking- Ave. Ottawa, ON K1L 6R2. 
tours.cam COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
READY TO LOOK and feel INSTITUTE. Work as an 
Admission Advisor in your your best 'in 2000? Ready to 
make money,  as well? area while enrolled in corm- 
Contact Y2KOTTIE at Tel: spondence courses for the 
(604)501-1059. Fax: Certificate of Counselling 
(520)396-2940, Emaih col- Science. Free catalogue 1- 
inkot@hotmail.com- Snail 800-665-7044. 
mail 7762 - 115 St., Delta, A NEW CAREER? Train to 
B.C., V4C 5M8. be an 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY Apartment/Condominium 
FREE 128 PAGE "Career Manager. Many jobs avail- 
Opportunities" Guide shows able! Free job placement as- 
you how to train at home for sistance. Government regis- 
top paying jobs. Earn more. tered program. For informa- 
Call Granton Institute today tion/brochure Call (604) 
at 1-800-361-1971 for your 681-5456/1-800-665-8339. 
free guide, www.rmti.ca. 
944 
MISCELLANEOUS 
SERVICES 
; ~ FORD¸¸  ¸¸ 
SALES 
PLEASE MUM, the leader in 
providingquality, yet afford- 
able children's and ladies' 
clothing through home' pre- 
sentations has Opportunities 
available.. Earn 40% com- 
mission selling kids wear. 
ladles wear or both. Call 
today,for a free catalogue 
and business package 1- 
800.665-9644. 
65O - WEEK OF 
JAN 10, 2000 
To place an ad call 
this paper or the BC% 
ICNA at (604) 669-9222 
SKIING 
SKI BIG WHITE. Kalowna, 
B.C. Champagne powder & 
luxury ski in/out. Condo's 
/Chalets...hot tubs, gas f/p. 
Deluxe kitchens. Jan spe- 
cials now onll 1-888-676- 
9977. www.condosunlimit- 
ed.com. 
TRAVEL 
TIMESHARE RESALES. To 
buy, sell or rent worldwide. 
World's Largest Reseller. 
Era Stroman since 1979. 
Buyers call 1-800-613-7987. 
Sellers call 1-800-201-0864. 
Internet www.stroman.com. 
INDEPENDENT AGENT 
Required to' sell ad Space to 
business owners in small 
communities. Established 
company. Fantastic com- 
mission. Contact National 
Sales Manager Brentwood 
Screenprint; B.C. (604) 270- 
8292 or Toll Free 1-877- 
270-8292. 
 Ter®ace & Di tric  
Direct  
• ~ ~ : ; ~ : ~  ~:i~i~:ii:~i~ 
IMPORTS 
P IONEER UPHOLSTERY 
since 1973 
FOR ALL  YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
:i:: 3901 Dobbie St.,"Terrace, B.C. 
. Claudette Sandecki 635-9434 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
,i 
i PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
I Daily scheduled }::)us service from StewcIr| to 
I Terrace and returni and all points in between. Pick- 
I up and delivery oF goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
I courier service, i ,," 
~ P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B'C: ' 
i Ph: 636.2622 FAX: 636-2633 
:'Terrace Depot:, 635-7676 
EDUCATION FOR SALE MISC, 
WORK FOR THE largest 
employer in the worldl The 
Tourism Hospitality Industryl 
Adventure Tourism, 
Travel/Tourism, Pre-employ- 
ment Flight Attendant or 
Hosp i ta l i ty /Resor t  
Management. Canadian 
Tourism College, Surrey 1- 
800-668-9301 or Vancouver 
(604) 736-8000. 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
SEISMIC CREW HELPERS. 
Currently have positions in 
Jan. and Feb. Seasonal 
work, is labour intensive, re- 
quires lots of walking and 
overtime. The rotation 28 
days in field with 7 days off. 
Candidates must be 18 or 
older, must have valid dri- 
ver's licence and be able to 
pass pre-employment drug 
test. Apply by fax 403-257- 
6803. Candidates are not 
required to live in Calgary, 
but will be required to come 
to Calgary if interview is re- 
quested. 
SERVICE MANAGER and 
journeyman mechanic with 
Chrysler experience re- 
quired. Salary to be based 
upon experience. 
Dealership located t5 rain- 
utes from Jasper National 
Park, 3 hours from 
Edmonton. Please apply in 
person with resume or fax 
to: 780-865-7374. Hinton 
Chrysler Ltd., 247, Gregg 
Ave. Hinton, AB. 
EDMONTON WOOD RE~ 
MANUFACTURING plant 
requires managernent mem- 
ber, Responsibilities', 
Monitoring production, HR, 
safety, WCB, forest care, 
Experience in: Plant super- 
vision, first aid. Requires in- 
tegrity, good communication 
skills, mechanically Inclined. 
Please fax resume 1-780- 
488-5349. 
EQUIPMENT 
SNOWPLOWS. Fitted for 
loader-buckets, forklifts. 
Swivelling. Custom de- 
signed. Save time. Save 
money~ Plow your own lot 
withou:t delayl Contact Jan 
S. or Doug E. (604) 514- 
8326. ~.. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
LOGS into .boards. planks, 
beams. Large capacity. Best 
sawmill value anywhere. 
Norwood Industries, manu- 
facturer of sawmills, edgers 
& skidders. Free information 
1-800-566-6899. 
DSS SATELLITE SYS- 
TEMS. 500 channels with 
Viper Card. New Echostar 
card. Complete systems 
available. We'll beat any 
competitor pricing by 5%. 
Trades welcome. 780-914- 
5772. 
HELP WANTED 
EARN $300 PER WEEK 
with your computerl Copy 
3.5" software disks from 
home. Send S.A.S.E. for 
free report and duplication 
rights. Omni-X: 2372 Yonge 
St., #9, Toronto, ON, M4P 
2E6. 
PAY TELEPHONE SERV. 
Honesty, Clalrvoyancy & 
Astrology. CALL Karonanna, 
1-900-451-9602 - $4.99/min, 
OR CALL 1-800-735-2067 & 
use VisaJMastercard & get 
10 minutes FREE. For 
recorded message on your 
future CALL 1-900-630- 
6262. $2.99/min., 24hrs, 
18+. 
PERSONALS 
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT. 
Order the best videos by 
mail and pay less. Free 
Video Offerl Free 
Catalogue. Discreet. HMC 
Video 5288 Parc, 101-C, 
Montreal, Quebec, H2V 
4G7. 
ATTRACTIVE WOMAN 
seeking friendship or mar- 
riage from Canadian men. 
Photo's on www.forlovecon- 
neotions.com or order cata- 
logue for only $10. Box 
43052, Victoria, B.C. V8X 
3G2. Phone 1-250-382- 
2016. 
TRUCKS 
"O DOWN O.A.C." 
Guaranteed credit ap- 
provals. Trucks, 4x4's, crew 
cabs, diesels, sport utilities. 
Repo's, broken leases, 
heaw duty equipment. Take 
over payments. Free deliv- 
ery. Call The Untouchables 
now. 1-800-993-3673. 
Vancouver 327-7752. 
SAVE ON TRUCKS & 
CARS. New & Used. 
Guaranteed instant credit 
approval. Free home deliv- 
ery with 0 down. Call today 
24hrs 1-877-212-3232. 
Ford. Dodge. GM. 
SAVE ON TRUCKS & 
CARS. New & Used. 
Guaranteed instant credit 
approval. Free home deliv- 
ery with 0 down. Call today 
24hrs 1-877-212-3232. 
Ford. Dodge. GM. 
Do It For A Friend 
Only 35% of worthy 
cancer projects 
can be funded. 
Help raise the percentage/ 
Please welcome your 
canvassers when they 
Imock on your door. 
ORITISH COLUMBIA 
AND YUKON OMSfON 
1991 Chev Camaro 
~eaut|ulRIde 
$9,995 
1990 Honda Civic LX 
4Dr Sedan,5 Spd, cru~e,P.W,P.L. 
$6,500 
1996 Chev S10 Blazer 4x4 
V6,AUto, A¢ 4dr 
$23,995 
1988 F15fl 
1993 Pontiac Sunbird GT 
5 spd, 6 Cyl, fUlly loaded 
Was $I 2,995 
Now $10,995 
1993 Chevy Lumina 
6 cy l t~~aded 
NOW $9,995 
1998 Ford Windstar 
v6 Auto, ~, power whd0ws, 10¢1~, 7 
pass., 10w km's, tact0rywarranty 
$21,995 
1997 Pontiac Grand Am 
GT 
4 cyl,5 spd, ~,fully 10aded, spo[ler 
~s $20,995 
NOW $18,995 
1998 Ford R.an.~,qe~tra 
auto, 6 ~ w h e e  
$19,995 
1993 Honda EX Accord 
J4 DSDN, Aut0,/VC, P.W.,P.L, Cruise 
$13,995 
1995 Chev Beretta 
2dr coupe, 5speed 
$11,995 
1990 Chev 1/2 Ton 
2 ~nDr, AUo, P.U.,Canopy 
$6,995 
1997 Subaru Legacy GT 
sedan, Awg,Auto, CO, only38,000k 
$25,995 
1998 Honda CR-V 4WhDr 
Only40,O00 kms 
$24,995 
1995 Plymouth Caravan 
Nice cleanfam I~'un~ 
$14,995 
1996 Civic Hatchback 
5 Spd 
$11,995 
1999 Civic EX 4Dr Sedan 
~, ABe, power group, auto 
$19,995 
1987 Po .Et~ LE 
1993 HOnda Civic Spec. Edit. 
A/c, 5 spd, case 
$9,995 
1994~~ner  
1995 Chrysler Intrepid 
Auto, V6 
$13,995 
'99 HONDA CIVICS priced to clear 
 raE]E m   
4838 HWY 16 W, TERRACE o,w~2 1-800-665-1990 638-8171 
DO YOU need a licenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings. and parties of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon re- 
quest, black tie or casual events 
Call us for pricing and reserva- 
tion information. 638-7830. 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress. No equity-security. 
Good or bad credit. Immediate 
approval. Immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counselors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest office. 1-888- 
777-0747. Licensed and bond- 
ed. 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record. 
Amedcan Waiver allows!egal 
entry. Why risk employment, 
business, travel, licensing, de- 
portatlon, All Canadian/Ameri- 
can immigration applications. 1- 
800-347-2540 
WHEN YOU need a law- 
yer...PPL Legal Care of Canada 
Corporation Provides attorney 
services through a convenient 
membership plan. A member- 
ship covers the member. 
spouse, and defendant children 
for one low monthly cost. Busi- 
ness opportunities are also 
available. Contact your rocal in- 
dependent associate today for 
further details. Murray k, looney 
1-800-992-3677 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Ph: 635-2909 
'93 Arctic Cat 
EXT 580 MC 
$3,000.00 
'99 MM600 
1 ~/~ Long fro& 
$6,499.00. 
'97 MM600 
]4] 2" Trock, SLP Skis 
$S,495.00 
AVON I '98 Yamaha SRX 
~ ~ ,  ~eA,~o.~,,--u,, 700 Mntn, tunnelled 
the corn pa ny for women ~h~ _ _ m  " r 0 ~ ~  ..... e.c. 
Canada VeG , H7 $7,995.00 
4 I~='~'  1": (250)638,8631 
LINDA CARLSON pl ' ~:~°)~3°°'~' Demo 
635-9138 
Home Porfie~ • Boby Sl~,er~ • Phone O~ers,o Fundrohers 
YOUR INDEPENDENT SALES DEALER C,~--,0~or"--" W0,~,o~,C . . . . .  
• , , . , , .  
MOVINGe.  
Hills o,,tUph°ister# , =w... PRECISELY RIGHT: 
let us redo ~ Tmck&New28ftTra#eratYourServlcol I . 
-E:~# • Across town or the country I Ne_. mklh...W_...._ 
Fine furniture restored "1) ' ~ J~. ,  • Will assist or load for you 
' Antiques-Heirlooms-Classics~-~ ~,~/ l~ J~o Reasonable Rates I Tra=lers  In Stock 
~ For Appointment Call %" ~ " e°~dab/e 
Shirley at 615-7155 ~ Ph: 615-0002 C~i: 638-696~ I New 
" - - "  " -=-="  ID u -e=l  -oU-LECLE-"  ' Pampered  Paws I : CAN'T MAKE your payments? We can help. By tomorrow 
Pet  Par lour  CARPET CARE It thlngs will be Looking Up, Cr.ed- _ it Counselling Society Of B.C. 
Pals need Io be pompere~ Iooll =P 
8AIHIHG, 8RUSHING, CLIPPING, HAIL I IICRC Certified Technicians in: I BC's Only Non-Profit Servicel 
IRI~IHG, EAR (ffAHING [1(, i " . - Car et Cleaning ~,~.. j 1-888-527-8999. 
,,,#.~,,t~ ~t~t'~ Upholstery Cleaning ~'°"'f"O~.- I
2240SprmSlreat (.. ~" - Flood Restoration ""%,J 
Terrace, SC :: I 
635-1108 t,! *Rl~ZonePilellfferhelpsrest°rePIlel R',l¢9999 I: 
$$.00 Off First ~me Cost I *High Intenslty Air Movers speed dryingl v~ v -= ' jv"  I (~ Looking for -'~ 
I I. Furniture Moving ...... ~i ~ . y~/~.  ..... ... I I  Skeena Child Care Res°urce and l Child Care?Referral has information cn II / child care °Ptl°ns and °n NORTHWEST Express [ ~ / chooslngchi,dcare. 
i Drop by Tile Family Place 
I I  i / Loca l  Or  Out Of  Town ,i! . .  I "~1 ' at 4553 Park Ave. 
I I v Full S,rvice ! 3TeS3ae cNe g e~, A~;~ 6 1 or onl1638-1113. I .  Skeena CCRR Is a program of ~ I / "  ,nqu,ro boe, U,.a Di.oou., I I TerraceWoman's Re ource Cen~e 
I . . . .  .. 10~andEco,0m~S~:~ 
'99 Jeep Cherokee Sport 
6 cyl, Auto 
$26,995 
'97 Chrysler Sebring 
V6,Auto, Loaded 
$18,995 
'98 Dodge Durango 
v8 Auto, A/C, Leather, 7 
Passenger, Loaded 
$32,995 
'97 Dodge Neon 
Auto, Air Conditioning 
$13,995 
'97 Dodge Dakota 4x4 
Club Cab, SLT, auto, air, till, 
cruise, windows, locks 
$23,995 
'97 Jeep Gr Cherokee Laredo 
6 cyl, Auto, Air, windows, locks, 
Super Clean 
$27,996 NOW $26,995 
'96 Dodge Club Ceh 4x4 
VlO].ara~i~ ~ 
'96 Chrysler Town & Country 
leather, quad seats. Dual air 
& more 
$31,995 NOW $26,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$15,588 
'96 Jeep GR Cherokee 4x4 
Laredo 
Auto, Air, whdows, locks &more 
$25,995 NOW $24,995 
'95 Chrysler Intrepid 
v6, Auto, Air, Crusle, Till, 
Windows, Locks & More 
$13,995 
'94 Chrysler Concorde 
6cyl, auto, A/c, till, cruise, 
windows, locks &more 
$12,995 
'98 Ford F150 XCab 
4x4, x LT, V8, Auto, Lariat, 
Loaded 
$30,995 
'96 Ford Escort 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Till, Whdows, 
.Locks 
$9,995 
'92 Mel'cUry Cougar 
Auto, A¢, Till, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
$8,995 
'97 Pontiac Bonneville SE 
V6, auto, air conditlonhg, tilt, locks 
cruise, cassette, whdows &more 
$22,995 
'96 Pontiac Grand Am 
2 dr, V6,5 Speed, pw, pl 
$12,995 
'96 GMC Jimmy 
All whee! drive, fully loaded 
$28,995 
'96 Chevrolet Camaro 
2.28. v8, 6 Speed, Air, Cruise, 
Till, Windows, Locks, T. Top 
$21,995 
'95 Chev Tahoe 
350 v8 Auto, low km's, loaded 
$29,995 
'95 Chevrolet 4x4 XCab 
Diesel 
Auto, A/C, Tilt, Cruise, Cassette 
$25,995 
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
$9,995 
'97 Suzuki Sidekick 
JLX, Sport,4Dr, 4x4, whdows, 
locks & more 
$18,995 
'97 Toyota 4 Runner SR5 
V6, auto, air 
$27,995 
'g6 Toyota Camry 
Auto, Air, Wondows, Locks, 
Cruise, Till 
$17,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
v.6,5 speed, runnhg boards 
$26,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
V6,Auto, Alr, Till, Cruise, Power 
Locks &Windows & More 
~/as $17,995 Now $15,995 
'91 Honda Civic 
4 door, 5 speed, 
$5,995 
'90 Toyota Corolla SR5 
2 door coupe, sunroof 
$5,995 
4916 Hwy. 16 West 635-7B7 
1-800-313-7187 DLR, 5958 
www.terraceautomall.com 
